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Abstract

The Charismatic Catholic Renewal (CCR)–known in Mexico as the Renovación Cristiana
en el Espíritu Santo–saw Roman Catholic believers experience ecstatic spiritual practices native
to neo-Pentecostalism. At first highly ecumenical, CCR emerged from loosely organized prayer
meetings in the late 1960s and early 1970s to become a coherent movement by around 1975.
Like many developments after the Second Vatican Council, CCR represented an effort to
revitalize the Church by re-centering and empowering the laity. Reflecting a broader reactionary
shift in the 1980s, the Renewal gradually shed its potentially liberating elements. This transition
was especially notable in the context of the U.S.-Mexico borderlands–the focus of this study–
where paradoxes and disparities of the emerging global capitalist system were glaring. The
several distinct nodes of the Renewal blended, competed, and coexisted in the region: the
Benedictine community at Pecos, New Mexico; the Misioneros del Espíritu Santo in Mexico
City and the resulting Sistema Integral de la Nueva Evangelización; the Open Arms Community
of El Paso; and the cross-border ministry of Richard Thomas. The trajectories of these
communities and the experiences of their believers provide insight into the Renewal’s
contribution to society and the Church, as well as into the flaws and limitations of their deeply
gendered belief systems and the institutional Church.
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Introduction

Since 1967, approximately 140 million people have participated in an ecstatic, Spiritfilled renewal within the Roman Catholic Church. This movement, one of the fastest-growing
religious phenomena in the late-modern world, has disproportionately appealed to women and
has exploded in the Global South. Almost entirely undocumented in the central U.S.-Mexico
borderlands, the Charismatic Catholic Renewal (CCR) was an attempt to reinvent the Christian
community, drawing on both modern Protestant neo-Pentecostal and classically Catholic
traditions. Generally regarded to have begun on the campus of Duquesne University in 1967, the
Renewal featured self-identified Roman Catholics experiencing “baptism in the Holy Spirit,”
including various manifestations native to neo-Pentecostal worship practices. Among these were
glossolalia or “speaking in tongues,” being “slain” or “resting in the Spirit,” real-time
interpretation of seemingly nonsensical utterances, prophesy, physical and emotional/spiritual
healing, visions, and the waging of “spiritual warfare” through prayer. Catholic believers
incorporated practices and images from their own traditions as well, including apparitions such
as the Virgin Mary and the Sacred Heart of Jesus, mystical monastic spiritualties, and devout
opposition to abortion and birth control. Charismatic Catholics also eagerly engaged in and
appropriated otherwise mundane Catholic practices, such as the adoration of the consecrated
Host or Santísimo. This involved impassioned praise and prayer before a transfigured
communion wafer in a monstrance, which Catholic doctrine considers the actual body of Christ.
Informed by Protestant revivalism in the United States, CCR was nevertheless highly
successful in Latin America, where it appealed to local sensibilities and incorporated sitespecific tradition and flavor. In Mexico it was termed La Renovación Cristiana en el Espíritu
1

Santo and spread rapidly after 1971. Though few participants were actively involved in the
leadership and organization of the Renewal as a social movement, many more faithful in Mexico
and the United States filled parishes, auditoriums, and retreat centers hoping to experience
spiritual baptism and miraculous healing. Social anthropologist Jakob Thorsen terms this as a
distinction between “full-scale Charismatics”–laypeople, professed religious, and diocesan
clergy who composed the movement’s organization structures–and “soft Charismatics,” the
uncountable number of other diverse individuals who consciously or not experienced aspects of
the Renewal.1 These soft Charismatics read newsletters advertising CCR events and advocating a
new kind of spirit-filled Christian life. They also listened to homilies that described baptism in
the Spirit as a total transformation that would offer new ways to overcome personal and societal
challenges, find fulfillment, and take the Gospel to the lost. While this study focuses primarily on
the full-scale participants for practical reasons, a better understanding of the movements’ core is
the first step towards understanding its broader social impact. The following pages occasionally
explore elements that predated and influenced CCR and offer some insight into the movement’s
trajectory since. That said, this study primarily focuses on CCR’s zenith in the late 1970s and
slow decline in the 1980s. In doing so, it describes several distinct currents of the Renewal that
emerged in the early 1970s and responded in different ways to a changing socioeconomic,
political, and institutional climate in the 1980s.
Despite the fact that this study is concerned with the writings and programs of some
ordained religious involved in the Renewal, CCR should be understood as primarily a movement
of the laity. In contrast to the Church’s patriarchal hierarchy where celibate male clergy hold

1. Jakob Egeris Thorsen, Charismatic Practice and Catholic Parish Life (Leiden; Boston:
BRILL, 2015).
2

near complete control, CCR allowed for more diverse voices. Lay women and men, empowered
by spiritual baptism, created spaces in which the “People of God” constructed family and
community. Given laywomen’s disproportional participation in religious activities, CCR was
more inclusive of women than the male-dominated Church structure. For example, CCR
leadership often prominently included married couples, which, compared with all-male clergy,
was itself a dramatic shift towards gender equity. In some CCR spaces, women (though often
nominally attached to a husband) wielded considerable power and influence, directing worship
services, publishing newsletters, creating policy, and shaping their communities. Some lay
people also joined Third Orders–formally embracing the charisms and traditions of a religious
order without taking vows–or similar lay fraternities such as the Misioneros de la Cruz
(Missionaries of the Cross). The Renewal attracted laypeople from diverse socioeconomic
backgrounds, and the offer of material goods such as food handouts and divine healing attracted
people from working-class and poor communities in particular. That said, lay leaders usually
emerged from middle class and wealthier families. Poor women had to work or take care of
children during the day, may not have had access to transportation to easily attend events, and
may have lacked the skills needed to operate in professional environments, composing
newsletters and correspondence, managing accounts, and interacting with civil and religious
leaders. By comparison, women CCR leaders possessed considerable social capital, often having
received private Catholic education and post-secondary academic training (often in teaching or
secretarial work).
It is important to note that defenders of CCR frequently located the Renewal squarely
within the agenda of the Second Vatican Council, the most significant reform movement within
the Roman Catholic Church since the Council of Trent in the sixteenth century. Called by Pope
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John XXIII in 1959, the ecumenical council brought Church leaders from around the world to
four sessions of meetings between 1962 and 1965. Though most lay Catholics credit Vatican II
with concrete reforms such as mass in vernacular languages (instead of Latin) and the celebrant
(presiding priest) facing the congregation during the mass, those changes represent merely the tip
of the iceberg. Indeed, Vatican II ushered in a wide array of changes in Catholic life, including a
total re-imagination of consecrated religious life, the creation of a married diaconate (though the
Church argued it was a restored office), and an entirely new approach to interfaith relations and
ecumenism. Perhaps the most significant and potentially radical council innovation was the
notion of the abovementioned “People of God.” Frustrated with an isolated, centralized
leadership in Rome that had failed to address the quotidian needs of their parishioners, council
fathers from around the world argued that the universal Church began with the laity. The
ecclesial structures, they concluded, were to serve the pastoral needs of “People of God.”
Though Vatican II continued to justify the unique role of the celibate priesthood, it also
rhetorically flipped the pyramid structure of the Church, asserting the laity as the fundamental
unit.
Despite the centrality of laypeople, diocesan clergy and professed religious (nuns and
monks) clearly influenced CCR’s trajectory. Members of the ecclesiastical structure (that is,
diocesan priests, bishops, and cardinals) participated in the movement, drawing on the impetus of
lay Catholics, disproportionately women and young people. Notably, the presence of religious
orders complicated CCR’s power dynamics. This study will show how two specific religious
communities served as nodes of organizing and mediators of the Renewal: the Swiss-American
(later Olivetan) Benedictine Congregation’s experimental community at Our Lady of Guadalupe
Abby in Pecos, New Mexico and the Misioneros del Espíritu Santo (Missionaries of the Holy
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Spirit) in Mexico City. In multiple ways, these male religious orders influenced the direction of
the Renewal, facilitating lay involvement but directing it in ways compatible with their spiritual,
gendered, and/or political interests. In addition to these religious orders, other consecrated
religious participated in CCR while not living “in community.” That is, Jesuit priests or women
religious (nuns) who had taken vows (normally poverty, chastity, and obedience, along with
practices specific to their community) participated in the Renewal, benefiting from the authority
of their profession with little oversight from a superior. This was especially true in the United
States in years following the Second Vatican Council, when many women religious transitioned
from strictly ordered lives and full habits to no habits and myriad, untested options for religious
life and service.
Though not central to this study, the Theology of Liberation was an important
contemporary movement that sometimes influenced and sometimes functioned as a foil to the
Charismatic Renewal. More importantly, Liberation Theology–combined with a broader fear of
leftists and labor–helped inspire a reactionary shift in the Church, which, in turn, impacted the
Renewal. Coined by Peruvian Dominican theologian Gustavo Gutiérrez, La Teología de la
Liberación is a uniquely Latin-American, justice-oriented Catholic social teaching that combines
a material-historical understanding to describe oppression and poverty as structural sin. Building
on that critique, Liberation Theology advocates a pragmatic system of praxis organized around
comunidades eclesiales de base (CEBs) or Christian base communities.2 This radical approach to
Catholic faith and practice first made waves in Latin American Catholic leadership with the 1968
meeting of the Consejo Episcopal Latinoamericano (CELAM) in Medellín, Colombia. The

2. Gustavo Gutíerrez, Hacia una teología de la liberación (Bogotá: Indo American Press,
1971). Note: Though the book was not widely published until 1972, Gutíerrez gave public talks
about the concept at least as early as 1968.
5

theology drew upon the Second Vatican Council’s notion of the People of God to influence the
pastoral direction of CELAM in Medellín (1968) and Puebla (1979). The emergence of
Liberation Theology quickly resulted in a conservative pushback, mostly supported by John Paul
II’s Vatican. Though the CELAM 1979 meeting ratified the Opción preferencial por los pobres
(Preferential Option for the Poor), there was overt and heated division in Puebla. Under direction
of John Paul II, conservatives had begun re-taking control of the Latin American Council in the
mid-1970s, and they consolidated their power in the 1980s. This resulted in a marked rollback of
the council’s pastoral approach to Catholic social justice at the 1992 meeting in Santo Domingo,
Dominican Republic. While this study does not speak to the role of CCR in the Medellín or
Puebla meetings, it does confirm the movement’s presence in Santo Domingo. Specifically,
Alfonso Navarro’s SINE and affiliated lay Misioneros de la Cruz-the most conservative and
prolific iteration of CCR in this study-enjoyed a considerable presence on the island and made a
concerted effort to spread the sistema among the assembled Church leaders. Though not its
central objective, this project supports an emerging consensus that CCR functioned, at least, as
an alternative to, if not a bulwark against, Liberation Theology. That is, more conservative and
resilient strands of CCR supported the imagination of a post-Vatican II, late modern Catholicism
that is fundamentally hostile to the sensibilities and objectives of liberation.
In addition to these internal dynamics, geographical and temporal contexts provided
unique opportunities and challenges. In the United States, social turbulence in the 1960s,
revivalism in the form of the “Jesus Movement” of the 1970s, and frustrations with consumerism
in the 1980s informed some believers’ interest in the Charismatic Catholic Renewal. After
incorporating a unique mystical spirituality developed during the Mexican Revolution, CCR in
Mexico drew upon similar frustrations. In northern Mexico in the mid-to-late 1980s, economic
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disparities and pro-democracy activism blended with the Renewal to fuel the rapid growth of the
deeply Catholic Partido de Acción Nacional. After a period of relative stability and growth
during the mid-century “Mexican Miracle,” the Mexican Republic experienced more than two
decades of unrest and economic uncertainty, roughly book-ended by the massacre at Tlatelolco
in 1968 and the rigged election of 1988. In the sister cities of El Paso-Cd. Juárez, the period saw
the emergence of the maquiladoras, export-oriented border factories, and the simultaneous rapid
urbanization of Cd. Juárez in the face of increasing migration from rural communities. The
instability of the Mexican economy in the period had specific consequences in the central
borderlands, where middle-class juarenses had grown accustomed to shopping for manufactured
goods in El Paso. The buying power of those consumers fluctuated dramatically with the relative
value of the Mexican peso in the late 1980s and early 1990s, reaching its nadir with the
devaluation of the peso during the so-called “Tequila crisis” of 1994.
This study explores these developments by approaching CCR from a unique borderlands
perspective, which re-centers the Renewal geographically and theoretically and in doing so
offers new opportunities for analysis. In addition to a simple binational comparison, the field of
Borderlands History offers insight into the construction of nation and nationalism, cultural
hybridity, and fronterizo resilience and pragmatism. Meanwhile, the emerging field of Global
Border Studies provides a framework with which we can examine the durability, permeability,
and liminality of border(ed) lands. These tools pose questions that direct this project: How and
why did cross-border ministries diminish and distinctions based on nationality increase? Why,
after a brief post-Vatican II moment of experimentation, did subjectivities such as priest and
layperson, Protestant and Catholic, professed and non-professed, gradually (re)harden into
binaries? Why did some iterations of the Renewal move more easily across the U.S.-Mexico
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border than others? For those that did, how did that process change them? Perhaps most
importantly, this framework and the study’s geographical and metaphysical position on the U.S.Mexico border points to broader questions about the paradoxes of the modern world–
globalization, capitalism, and industrialization. In this context, where those processes and
problems have been drawn in stark relief, CCR offered believers new ways of imagining
Christian life and resulted in the creation of new spiritualties, communities, forms of
evangelization, and political action. Furthermore, CCR in the borderlands offers a window into
the consequences of the Second Vatican Council (especially in the areas of laity and the
construction of gender), the emergence of the new Christianity of the Global South (where
ecstatic worship is commonplace), and the role of faith and religious practice as a panacea to
late-modern fragmentation and malaise.
In addition to these global implications, local factors also informed the region’s CCR and
this project’s treatment thereof. In Cd. Juárez, for instance, the combined effect of rapid
industrialization, urbanization, and the emergence of the maquiladoras was paramount. Given
women’s disproportionate involvement in Catholic laity and in maquiladora production labor as
well as CCR’s active construction and deployment of gender(ed) norms, this study incorporates a
feminist and neo-Marxist critiques as a matter of course. In Mexico City, an influential
theological perspective–also deeply gendered–demanded a discussion of mysticism and
suffering. Similarly, a unique community in Pecos, New Mexico deployed a kind of
psychological mysticism undergirded by the work of Carl Jung. This required some exploration
of the movement’s use of dreams and healing. These and other strands of Charismatic
Catholicism blended, coexisted, and competed in the central U.S.-Mexico borderlands, each
advancing a different vision of a new Christian practice in an environment of socioeconomic
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realignment, paradox, and uncertainty. Pragmatic, multifaceted, and bicultural, CCR occupied
liminal spaces, embodied hybridity, and violated geographical and social boundaries. In short,
CCR was a phenomenon in and of the borderlands and was itself fronteriza.

EXISTING LITERATURE
While borderlands historians have frequently interjected themselves and their framework
into pre-existing conversations limited by nationalistic perspectives, this study represents a
different kind of intervention. Lacking an established historiography, this project aims to begin
the historical study of the charismatic Catholic renewal in the borderlands. That is, instead of
leveraging a borderlands critique against an existing body of historical analysis, I am
contributing to the beginning of the historians’ conversation and arguing that the topic is best
understood from a borderlands perspective. Before expanding on that rationalization, it should be
noted that, despite the lacunae in the historiography, other fields have produced a handful of
relevant monographs. Though few are substantially historical and none specifically treat CCR in
the US-Mexico borderlands, they nevertheless contribute to our understanding of the
phenomenon in meaningful ways.
In The Sacred Self: A Cultural Phenomenology of Charismatic Healing, anthropologist
Thomas Csordas examines healing in CCR in New England.3 Like the vast majority of the
existing literature on the Renewal in the United States, Csordas’ work sees little beyond the
Midwest and East Coast iterations of the movement. He regards the Midwest’s Renewal as
3. Thomas J. Csordas, The Sacred Self : A Cultural Phenomenology of Charismatic
Healing (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997).
9

“more ‘ecumenical’” than that on the East Coast, which has been “predominantly Catholic.”4
Geographical limitations aside, Csordas provides some crucial insight into CCR healing, which
revolves around “self processes[:] imagination, memory, language, and emotion.”5 These
processes, in turn, organize themselves primarily around the themes of “spontaneity, control, and
intimacy.”6 Blending anthropological thick description with phenomenology and
ethnopsychiatry, Csordas thoroughly describes charismatic practices such as “resting in the
spirit,” “deliverance” from evil spirits, and “healing of memories.” Though my own experience
with neo-Pentecostalism and prior research meant I was familiar with most of these practices,
Csordas’ discussion of the healing of memories was particularly insightful.
A practice seemingly unique to CCR since the 1980s, healing of memories is a form of
prayerful meditation where the believer is guided to imagine or remember a trauma, which is
then relieved by the apparition of Christ or another divine manifestation. At the annual El Paso
CCR conference in 2015, one believer described witnessing a woman who regretted having an
abortion undergoing such a healing. In that session, a designated member of the “prayer team”
led the woman through a series of guided imagery steps, culminating in her handing the baby
(representing the aborted fetus) to Christ, who then embraced it and carried it to heaven. Csordas
sees practices such as this as a kind of “imaginal performance,” which serve two purposes or
“efficacies.”7 First, the healing of memories may relieve the believer of suffering, allowing, in
this case, for her to forgive herself for the “sin” of abortion and look forward to seeing her child

4. Csordas, vii.
5. Ibid., ix.
6. Ibid., ch. 5.
7. Ibid.
10

in the afterlife. Second-and most significant to Csordas-this “ritual performance” contributes to
the construction of the “sacred self,” which he regards as the unifying thread within CCR.
In Charismatic Practice and Catholic Parish Life, Jakob Thorsen blends a theological
overview of the Renewal with a case study centered on Guatemala.8 He very briefly discusses
CCR in Mexico, where he credits it for fueling lay education. Indeed, Thorsen’s research on
Alfonso Navarro’s SINE in Guatemala clearly informs his understanding of CCR’s contribution
to lay education in that country. Thorsen’s work is quite useful, both for its theological insights
and its grappling with the difficult question of participant numbers. Regarding the latter, Thorsen
eagerly admits “divergent statistics are a common problem throughout Latin America.”9 He goes
on to say that, even if the numbers were more reliable, identities and level of participation would
remain complex. CCR, the practice of spiritual gifts, and active engagement in a prayer group
have defined the lives of many “full-scale” participants. Many more “soft charismatics” have
participated in prayer groups, charismatic prayer and worship practices, and attended CCR
events, but they probably have not identified as charismatics. Acknowledging a diverse spectrum
between these two identities, Thorsen urges distinction “between Charismatic Catholics… who
identify as such and Charismatic-influenced Catholics in the widest sense.”10 Thorsen’s expertise
in theology is especially helpful in placing CCR within a broader context of Catholicism in the
aftermath of Vatican II. In short, he sees CCR as partly a reaction to “the ecclesiology and
pastoral priorities of the Medellín conference and liberation theology [as well as] a reaction

8. Thorsen, Charismatic Practice and Catholic Parish Life.
9. Ibid., 45.
10. Ibid., 46.
11

against and remodeling of traditional popular Catholicism.”11 Thorsen also contributes to our
understanding of the relevant theological underpinnings, to which we will return below.
The other monograph treatment of CCR, Edward Cleary’s The Rise of Charismatic
Catholicism in Latin America, offers a broad, somewhat more historical, almost hemispheric
approach to the movement.12 Though the work does not specifically address the U.S.-Mexico
borderlands, it does touch on the Renewal in Mexico. Echoing historian of religion in Mexico,
Martin Nesvig, Cleary notes Mexico’s all-encompassing religiosity and U.S. academics’
tendency to over emphasize “secularization” in the modern period.13 Instead of secularization in
modern Latin America, Cleary sees “pentecostalization.” He views CCR as one strand of that
process, but he also sees it an elements of diversity within the Catholic Church, one of many
“Catholicisms.”14 That said, Cleary also supports the anti-Liberation Theology thesis, positing
that CCR offered an inwardly-focused, conservative alternative to the socially-minded Christian
Base Communities, and he acknowledges John Paul II’s influence in the Church’s rightward
shift.15 Most relevant to this study, Cleary’s monograph characterizes the Mexican Renewal as
one of the most significant in Latin America (along with Brazil’s). Indeed, he argues that
Mexico’s CCR “spread more universally,” was comparably ecumenical, and generally enjoyed
support of the bishops, compared to the Renewal elsewhere in Latin America.16 Mexico’s
proximity to the U.S. was perhaps the most important factor; Cleary notes that CCR came to
Mexico “almost by osmosis,” and migrants and missionaries have brought it back to the United

11. Thorsen, 175.
12. Edward L. Cleary, The Rise of Charismatic Catholicism in Latin America
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2011).
13. Ibid., 152-3.
14. Ibid., 2, 152-3. Cleary also cites David Smilde.
15. Ibid.
16. Ibid., 153.
12

States. Cleary’s work advocates for more research on Pentecostal Catholicism, noting its more
than nine million adherents in Mexico and still unmeasured influence on the “religious
marketplace” in the U.S.17 Though he does not employ a borderlands framework, Cleary subtly
acknowledges the limitations of nationalistic approaches.
In addition to the above-mentioned veins of scholarship, several other subfields
contribute to this project’s foundational understanding. First, one body of work has demonstrated
that religious beliefs and practices have functioned as a kind of lubricant for socioeconomic
changes. Representative of this line of inquiry, Betty DeBerg’s Ungodly Women: Gender and the
First Wave of American Fundamentalism showed that fear of changing gender roles in the face
of modern capitalism informed late nineteenth/early twentieth-century religious fervor.18 Where
Bloom and Warner see a “language of ecstasy,” Betty DeBerg identifies a gendered rhetoric of
control. Be it ecstatic, oppressive, or both, this language has been located at the intersection of
gender, religion, and capitalism. Scholars such as Friedrich Engels and Max Weber first
discussed this triadic relationship in the nineteenth-century, and it has remained a fruitful line of
inquiry since.19 State of Virginity by Ulrike Strasser, for example, clearly connects religion and
gender to the process of modern state construction. In different ways, works by Kevin Kruse,
Kate Bowler, and Bethany Moreton continue that conversation.20 Taken together, they clearly

17. Cleary, 22-3, 132-4.
18. Betty A. Deberg, Ungodly Women: Gender and the First Wave of American
Fundamentalism, Paperback Reprint 2000 (Macon: Mercer University Press, 2000).
19. Ulrike Strasser, State of Virginity: Gender, Religion, and Politics in an Early Modern
Catholic State (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2007).
20. Bethany Moreton, To Serve God and Wal-Mart: The Making of Christian Free
Enterprise, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2010); Kevin M. Kruse, One Nation
Under God: How Corporate America Invented Christian America, (Basic Books, 2016); Kate
Bowler, Blessed: A History of the American Prosperity Gospel, (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2013).
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demonstrate the deeply entwined trajectory of U.S. capitalism, Christianity, and gender in the
twentieth century. In One Nation under God, Kruse argues that industrialists formed coalitions
with revivalists in order to undercut the social agenda of Franklin Delano Roosevelt and the
Democratic Party, ultimately giving birth to American cultural Christianity. In Blessed, Bowler
takes that thesis one step further, showing that capitalist interests not only deployed U.S.
Christianity but completely restructured it and the households that adopted it. Attributing
material success to spiritual devotion, the Prosperity Gospel radically distorted Christian
theology in the service of greed. Moreton uses Wal-Mart as an evocative and unique case study
to cement this triadic relationship. Not only did the mega retailer effectively blend cultural
Christianity with consumer desire but also informed globalization policies including the
ratification of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Finally, preeminent scholar
of religion Harvey Cox has documented how the mutual construction and interconnectedness of
modern Christianity and capitalism has reached a new level. Subsumed and submissive, Christ
has largely been replaced by the god Christians helped create: the omnipresent and omniscient
Market.21

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Informed by feminist studies in religion and borderlands history, this project inherently
comes with several ethical responsibilities. Among them, scholars such as María Pilar Aquino

21. Harvey Cox, The Market as God (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2016);
Harvey Cox, “The Market as God,” The Atlantic, March 1999,
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/1999/03/the-market-as-god/306397/.
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have argued that any feminist include a critique of the neo-liberal project, “including its
attendant sexual, racial, and social inequalities and the extent of its colonizing global reach.”22
Though not fully committed to that project, the Roman Catholic Church-especially in Latin
America-is nevertheless an easy target for such an analysis. Perhaps the best example of a
patriarchal hierarchy, the Church has been entangled with political and economic powerbrokers
and has repeatedly chosen rigidity and the preservation of its power over the advancement of
justice and liberation. Of course, believers, theologians, and even bishops have contributed to
liberation, and many more have argued for a kind of third way. In the face of liberal capitalism,
however, the Church has shifted its attention from the larger issues of socioeconomic justice to
fronts in the culture wars such as abortion and marriage equality.
Not only is the project critical of the patriarchal, neo-liberal order, it is located at that
system’s most prominent confluence. U.S.-Mexico borderlands, now classically characterized as
the region where “the third world grates against the first and bleeds,” is the epicenter of North
American capitalism’s inherent militarization, disparity, and paradox.23 The Charismatic
Catholic Renewal not only informs borderlands history but clearly reveals itself as a fronterizo
phenomenon that drew upon the histories and epistemologies of marginalized people in the U.S.Mexico borderlands, informed a theological dialectic between Rome and the Global South,
combined and contested ecumenical and multicultural influences, and bridged the gap between
the past and the future. Though little historiography exists that speaks to the Charismatic
Catholic Renewal, scholars have posed questions that further study of the Renewal may help
22. Miriam Peskowitz, et al., “Roundtable Discussion: What’s in a Name? Exploring the
Dimensions of What ‘Feminist Studies in Relgion’ Means,” Journal of Feminist Studies in
Religion 11, no. 1 (Spring 1995): 111–36.
23. Gloria Anzaldua, Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza, (San Francisco: Aunt
Lute Books, 1987).
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answer. Most notably, the influence of Chicana/o Studies and the so-called “cultural turn” has
pushed scholars to explore the ways hybrid identities have been defined in the U.S.-Mexico
borderlands, a space in which the nuts and bolts of the modern nation have been constructed,
tested, and contested.24 Despite the utility of those questions to events and their aftermaths, the
U.S. War with Mexico and the Mexican Revolution have loomed large in the conversation.
Further complicating the under-treatment of the late twentieth-century borderlands is the fact that
what little scholarship does exist is problematic. For example, Geraldo Cadava’s Standing on
Common Ground: The Making of a Sunbelt Borderland offers a rosy picture of development,
elite friendships, and commerce while offering only a paltry closing disclaimer of unsustainable
and paradoxical “development” and the later hardening of the border.25
Scholars of the Charismatic Catholic Renewal acknowledge the influence of US
Pentecostalism and discuss the movement’s success in communities of color and the global
South. Still, they frequently forget that the US neo-Pentecostal movement began in Azusa, a
working-class multiracial community in Los Angeles in the first decade of the twentieth century,
primed by holiness revivalism popular in rural, agricultural communities in the late nineteenth
century. An African-American holiness minister, William Seymour, led a diverse community of
workers, many of whom were Mexican-American, to experience the gifts of the Spirit. Despite
its interracial and ecumenical beginning, the nascent neo-Pentecostal movement quickly became

24. Ramon A. Gutierrez, When Jesus Came, the Corn Mothers Went Away: Marriage,
Sexuality, and Power in New Mexico, 1500-1846, (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press,
1991); Deena J. González, Refusing the Favor: The Spanish-Mexican Women of Santa Fe, 18201880 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001); Juliana Barr, Peace Came in the Form of a
Woman: Indians and Spaniards in the Texas Borderlands (Chapel Hill, NC: The University of
North Carolina Press, 2007).
25. Geraldo L. Cadava, Standing on Common Ground (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2013).
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segregated along racial lines, giving birth to numerous denominations and forgetting its
multiracial heritage. Students of Pentecostalism and the Charismatic Catholic renewal have
fallen victim to that same problem of memory and therefore struggled to understand the
contemporary appeal of these ecstatic movements in rural working class white communities,
communities of color, and the global South. Some scholars of Afro-Brazilian and African
Pentecostalism have begun to draw similar conclusions, identifying spiritual practices and
concepts that echo pre-colonial systems of knowing. Viewed as having emerged from the
epistemological and spiritual needs of these communities, which occupied liminal spaces and
spoke only from the margins of society, neo-Pentecostalism and Charismatic Catholicism
suddenly become more explainable. Like its Pentecostal predecessor, CCR also began as
ecumenical and comparably radical, before submitting to coopting societal and institutional
pressures. After briefly drawing on worldviews and sensibilities of the marginalized to critique
and change oppressive structures, those oppressive structures coopted those worldviews and
sensibilities of the marginalized to reinforce systems of oppression. Despite this depressing
trajectory, Charismatics in this study employed border skills and operated as sophisticated
cultural brokers, combining and contesting ecumenical and multicultural influences in ways that
advanced their goals.
Theologically, the Church’s institutional experience with CCR is analogous on a
structural level to Csdordas’ thesis that believers’ experienced the Charismatic Renewal as “self
processes” that constructed a metaphysical identity. Though the Church had enjoyed a long
tradition of constructing, controlling, and rationing the sacred, the theology of Vatican II
substantially shifted those privileges away from the institutional Church and to the “People of
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God.” 26 That shift can be described in a variety of ways: top-down to bottom-up, cerebral to
emotional, and prescriptive to descriptive, but it is clear that it was located in theological
borderlands, a liminal space between the Vatican and the masses. The theology of the Second
Vatican Council and a discourse of renewal (if not Renewal) intermingled to form a dialectic
between the institutional Church and believers on the ground, especially in the Global South.
This exchange resulted in concrete changes in the ways Catholics experienced faith and practice,
entrusting believers to take Gaudium et Spes—Joy and Hope—in the Gospel. That is, the result
of that dialectic was an invitation to the People of God to engage in another dialectic, another
process of self to create the sacred. For example, Catholics frequently cite Pope John XXIII’s
fabled explanation of Vatican II, saying he “want[ed] to throw open the windows of the Church.”
While most end the quote with “so that we can see out and the people can see in,” Charismatics
remember it as “and let the fresh air in,” universally understanding “fresh air” as a euphemism
for the Holy Spirit.27 In this way Charismatics lay claim to Vatican II, using language and
memory to justify their experiences. Some Charismatics, especially in the late 1960s and early
1970s, used even more metaphysical approaches to interpret Vatican II in a way that favored the
Renewal and advanced liberation. By 1975, however, most of these efforts succumbed to
institutional pressures, though charismatic borderlanders clearly found subtle ways to continue
carving out select spaces and opportunities.
26. “Lumen Gentium,” accessed February 19, 2017,
http://www.vatican.va/archive/hist_councils/ii_vatican_council/documents/vatii_const_19641121_lumen-gentium_en.html; “Vatican II Themes: The People of God,” National
Catholic Reporter, 10:01am, https://www.ncronline.org/blogs/essays-theology/vatican-ii-themespeople-god.
27. “Vatican II Themes”; “John XXIII « Catholicpreacher,” accessed February 19, 2017,
https://catholicpreacher.wordpress.com/tag/john-xxiii/; Margaret Hoffman, “Convent Windows
Opened, Too!,” Visions, Spring 2013, http://www.snddenca.org/wpcontent/uploads/2013/09/Visions-Spring2013.pdf.
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Finally, CCR and its practitioners functioned in a temporal borderland, bridging a gap
between the past and the future. In a way, this study contributes to a broader conversation around
modernity, and CCR certainly contributed to accommodation of the neoliberal order. For
example, the movement embraced and espoused ideas of work and family associated with
capitalistic expansion. With this understanding, one might regard CCR’s temporal/economic role
as facilitating the emergence of modernity. However, the observations of Harvey Cox in 2009
and more recent political and economic occurrences suggest something different. In The Future
of Faith, Cox suggests that humanity, especially Christendom, has entered a new and promising
era in which doctrine and hierarchies take a backseat to faith and spirituality: the Age of the
Spirit.28 In Cox’s nascent epoch, believers in the Global South, women leaders, and direct
spiritual experiences will bring about a more mature, tolerant, and peace-bearing spirituality.
Well-reasoned and intoxicatingly optimistic, Cox’s argument nevertheless relies on his adamant
dissociation of fundamentalism from Pentecostalism.29 Though he acknowledges that
fundamentalism has influenced some forms of Pentecostalism, especially in North America, Cox
nevertheless sees a broader justice-oriented ‘progressive Pentecostalism’ and a “potential fusion
with some of the insights of Liberation Theology.”30

28. Harvey Cox, The Future of Faith, Reprint (New York, NY: HarperOne, 2010).
29. Ibid.
30. Ibid., 202-3. Here, Cox cites the work of Donald Miller and Tetsunao Yamamori who
traveled the world documenting Pentecostals engaged in service to the poor and sick.
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SCHOLARLY INTERVENTION
While this study builds on the work mentioned above, it offers a comparably pessimistic
view of the Church, the trajectory of CCR, and the general state of humanity. As any author, I
am susceptible to the happenings of my place and time, which may partially explain my less
sympathetic interpretation. More likely, it is a consequence of my focused, historical approach.
A snapshot of one iteration of the movement, especially in its early days, could reasonably lead
to a rosy interpretation of CCR, which, at least at one point and in some places, held the potential
to advance liberation. My study, meanwhile, documents the unfortunate squelching of that
opportunity. While some have portrayed the Church in Mexico as generally supportive of the
Renewal, I offer a strong caveat: The bishops were generally supportive because, since the
movement’s inception, they carefully monitored and manipulated it.31 Indeed, this was especially
true in Mexico City, the immediate zone of influence of the Archbishop Primate and the
birthplace of SINE, the most conservative outcome (and broadly influential) of this project’s four
case studies. While SINE has promoted lay education, compared to the Charismatic approach of
Salvador Carrillo (Navarro’s contemporary who was principally focused on the instruction of the
laity in the scriptures), SINE was decidedly rigid, top-down, capitalist, and patriarchal.32 Where
some have optimistically interpreted neo-Pentecostalism’s global expansion as a return to
charity, I am alarmed. Feeding the hungry and ministering to heroine addicts are noble and
necessary pursuits, but those charitable activities do not necessarily reflect a structural
understanding of oppression and liberation.33 Instead of calculated, systematic approaches,
(neo)Pentecostals have embraced emotion, charisma, and tradition. They have rejected structures
31. Thorsen, Charismatic Practice and Catholic Parish Life.
32. Ibid.
33. Cox, The Future of Faith.
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and authorities (at least when it benefits them) and employed women leaders who–seemingly
without any sense of irony–have openly attacked feminism and gender equity. They have
employed a selective, dreamy nostalgia and an apocalyptic and restorationist spirituality/memory
in order to justify their existence and undergird their direct connection to God.
(Neo)Pentecostals, never quite comfortable in the modern world, represent a liminal space
between the pre-modern and the post-modern, a post-fact movement in a post-fact world.
Despite this bleak view of the Renewal on a structural level, this study offers a more
complex view of the experiences of individuals and the activities of specific groups. Offering a
first historical treatment of several fascinating and distinct streams of CCR, this project explores
how their influences blended and competed in the frontera. These diverse ministries developed
and advocated their own concepts of ideal Christian behavior, contributing to narratives of
gender and the family, ideas about development and economics, and notions about the mystical
experience of the divine. Readily acknowledging the deeply personal, often transformative
nature of the Renewal’s characteristic mysticism and spiritual expression, this study nevertheless
explores some of its larger socio-political and gendered repercussions. Emerging from loosely
organized groups in the late 1960s, early CCR experimented with potentially radical ideas and
practices, creating unique spaces, experiences, and opportunities in the process. The movement
boomed and gradually took on more formal structures in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Facing
oppression and cooptation from the Church, most of the movement declined by the early 1990s.
The iterations that persisted lacked the transformational potential of the early days, including, in
some cases, the characteristic Charismatic practices.
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VATICAN II, RELIGIOUS LIFE, AND THE PEOPLE OF GOD
In order to understand CCR’s early success and later oppression, some knowledge of the
Roman Catholic Church’s theological debates and political shifts is required. While Pope
Francis’ recent tenure has at least restored the tone of the Second Vatican Council, the time
period under study was dominated by the tenure of Karol Wojtyla (Pope John Paul II) and Joseph
Ratzinger (Pope Benedict XVI), pontiffs who presided over and contributed to decades of
counterrevolution. After a brief period of opportunity and progress toward liberation in the form
of the Second Vatican Council’s reforms, John Paul II, his successor and the ecclesiastical
leadership slowly coopted, eroded, and rolled back the most potentially liberating aspects of the
reforms. Predictably, the Charismatic Catholic Renewal had a complex relationship with Vatican
II. While CCR was inherently connected with the Council, the Renewal also helped re-imagine
Vatican II in ways that thwarted liberation. In Latin America and the rest of the Global South,
CCR usurped space and believers, who–at least from my structural perspective–may have been
better served by the Theology of Liberation and (re)emerging black and indigenous spiritualties.
The tension between those who wanted to implement and expand the Second Vatican
Council’s reforms and those who led a reactionary response was represented by dueling journals
of theology. The aptly-named journal Concilium aimed to extend the Council’s influence, and
Communio advocated a return to authoritarian basics. One of the most important points of
contention was the concept of the “People of God,” articulated in the Council document Lumen
Gentium.34 This idea re-centered the faithful masses at the center of the Church, flipping the topdown hierarchy on its head and foregrounding the immediate concerns of the laity. The concept
displeased those who were more interested in the ‘royal priesthood’ than the People of God.
34. “Lumen Gentium.”
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Unsurprisingly, this and other conflicts were not confined to the pages of theological journals, as
they spoke directly to essential debates, including that of ecclesiology, the origin of the Church:
In short, were the People of God the starting point? Or did the Church trickle down from the
successor of Peter?
In Rome, the conservatives’ power, embodied by Ratzinger and Wojtyla, successfully
applied the ideas published in Communio to pastoral ministry, ecclesiology, economics, politics,
and society. Though Wojtyla’s long term as pontiff (1978-2005) allowed him to substantively
influence the Church’s orientation toward the world, Ratzinger published prolifically and
exercised considerable influence as head of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith for
more than two decades. Jakob Thorsen notes that Ratzinger had a special distaste for the concept
of the People of God and the Theology of Liberation:
While acknowledging that ‘People of God’ in an important way underlines the
historic and eschatological character of the pilgrim Church and God’s unity with
her on the way towards salvation, it seems to Ratzinger in the reception of the
concept, the horizontal and democratic sense of the word won the upper hand.
This has often resulted in a ‘Marxist’ understanding of ‘the people’ in opposition
to the ruling classes and in justice, whereby the concept lost anchoring in God. In
that way, the very expression has become a reflection of the supposed crisis of the
Church after the council, where “the expression ‘People of God’ is a ‘crisis of
God,’” that “derives from abandoning the essential.”35
In other words, Ratzinger preferred to ignore the turmoil of twentieth-century late
modernity-decolonization, the Cold War and its proxy conflicts, civil unrest, the paradoxes of
consumer capitalism-which informed Vatican II and a whole host of new religious movements.
In his view, the Church, like God, floats timelessly above the mire and, therefore, cannot
experience crisis or change. In Charismatic Practice and Parish Life, Thorsen uses Avery

35. Thorsen, Charismatic Practice and Catholic Parish Life, 73.
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Dulles’ classic model of ecclesiology to visualize the theological tensions between Ratzinger’s
approach, Vatican II, and CCR. Thorsen’s analysis is more sympathetic to Ratzinger than that of
this study, but it still puts Ratzinger in conflict with the advancement of justice. Thorsen admits
that-though a member of the nouvelle theologie-Ratzinger waxes nostalgic about the pre-Vatican
II model, which is utterly indefensible from any critical perspective. In the language of Dulles’
Models of the Church, Thorsen squarely locates the pre-Vatican II approach in model one (M1),
“Church as Institution.”36 This paradigm constructed the Church as inherently authoritarian and
top-down and expected laypeople to “pray, pay, and obey.”37
Ratizinger’s approach does differ from the abovementioned Tridentine ecclesiology, but
it is not a product of Vatican II but a response to it. Essentially shifting the Church from
“Institution” to “Fellowship” or Communio, instead of ruling the world (Institution), Ratzinger’s
Church plays the victim, looking inward and rejecting the world that rejected it. Though smaller,
purer, this fellowship draws comfort from the belief that it holds the truth (the Gospel), though
its “Antagonistic world relation” prevents any real transmission thereof.38 Though the models
“Communio” and “People of God” share a common thread of “Church as communion” (M2),
their perception of self and relationship with the world could not be more different. Instead of
hiding from a persecuting world, Liberation Theologians such as Leonardo Boff see a flawed
world, including its economic and political structures, and call for action. Thorsen argues that the
radical potential of Liberation Theology emerges from what Boff describes as “conscientizing”

36. Thorsen; Avery Dulles, Models of the Church, Exp Rei edition (Image, 1991).
37. Thorsen, Charismatic Practice and Catholic Parish Life.
38. Ibid.
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of the people and the subsequent “legitimate secularization through which God is made explicitly
present.”39 In sum, writes Thorsen:

When the poor masses, which have hitherto been without voice and influence,
begin to gather, educate themselves, share their problems and take responsibility
for their community, this carries an enormous potential for change in authoritarian
and unequal societies.40
Where the “Church as Institution” and Ratzinger’s “Communio” assume an inherently
antagonistic relationship with the world, here the People of God (who experience daily life in the
world) force a “Dialogical world relation,” grounded in praxis and directed toward liberation.
In Latin America, CCR made an important contribution to the communio side of that
conversation, exemplified in Thorsen’s study by SINE’s role in the Guatemalan renewal.41
Overall, he argues that CCR was partly a reaction to “the ecclesiology and pastoral priorities of
the Medellín conference and liberation theology [as well as] a reaction against and remodeling of
traditional popular Catholicism.”42 Even though this radical theology drew upon the Second
Vatican Council’s notion of the people of God to influence the pastoral direction of CELAM in
Medellín (1968) and Puebla (1979), it quickly resulted in a conservative pushback, armed by the
abovementioned insular theology.
Though the erosion of radical potentiality into institutional counterreform during the era
of Wojtyla and Ratzinger was pervasive, there were some exceptions to that trend. Most
importantly, CCR embraced the aspects of Vatican II that promoted a marked and enduring

39. Thorsen, Charismatic Practice and Catholic Parish Life, 65; Thorsen cites: Leonardo
Boff, Iglesia, carisma e poder: ensayos de eclesiología militante (Bogotá: Indo-American Press
Service, 1985).
40. Ibid.
41. Ibid.
42. Ibid., 175.
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increase in the influence in the lay women and men. Some male CCR leaders built upon their
experience in prayer groups and CCR organizations to become deacons, an office Vatican II
“restored,” claiming it originated in the early church. CCR also embraced the new emphasis on
teaching and reading scripture and lay education in general. Furthermore, CCR contributed to
increased ecumenism, drawing on U.S. Neo-Pentecostalism and blurring the lines between
Protestants and Catholics. Not coincidently, John Paul II’s Vatican was also remarkably
ecumenical, as the pontiff took steps to improve relations with the Jewish community, the
Eastern Churches, and Protestants.43 This study suggests that CCR groups-especially in the
U.S.-were quite ecumenical in their early days, but constructed a more strongly Catholic identity
in the mid-1970s. The El Paso-based Open Arms community was the most overt example of this,
ejecting their Protestant members and publicizing a Catholic persona as a result of internal and
external pressures.
At least in the U.S., CCR also provided opportunities for professed sisters and brothers,
who had left traditional orders and wanted a more active ministry. Indeed, CCR collaborated
with existing professed religious communities to create new and invigorating forms of
community life. Charismatic orders and covenant communities in monasteries, universities, and
neighborhoods served as legitimizing and organizing nodes, igniting, training, and empowering
the active laity for which CCR is remembered. Though secular priests received baptism and
participated in the movement, the prominent role extra-diocesan religious and laypeople reflects
its Vatican II origins and proved essential in its successes and failures. CCR also offered creative

43. “Ut Unum Sint (25 May 1995) | John Paul II,” accessed April 16, 2017,
http://w2.vatican.va/content/john-paul-ii/en/encyclicals/documents/hf_jp-ii_enc_25051995_utunum-sint.html; Frederick M. Bliss S.M, Catholic and Ecumenical: History and Hope, 2 edition
(Lanham, Md: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2007).
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solutions to the oft-bemoaned decline in religious vocations, albeit some that required a
seemingly untenable re-imagination of the monastic life. The energy and spiritual connection of
CCR attracted comparably diverse individuals, lay and professed, Catholic and Protestant,
married and single, to the monastery. The expansion of oblate membership (comparable to some
“third order” affiliations) and extended “retreat” stays allowed people to experience monastic life
without the requirement of permanent obedience, chastity, and poverty. Perhaps reflecting the
“covenant community” trend or the monastic practices of some Buddhist traditions, many of the
faithful lived under temporary, releasable vows. Even if these temporary vocations came to an
end after months or years, the transitorily professed left the experience with renewed enthusiasm
for Catholic spirituality and a deeply personal and formative connection to a monastic order.
Even if these individuals chose not to formally declare a life-long vocation, they surely would be
more likely to support religious orders in material and less tangible ways. Many returned for
shorter retreats in the decades that followed. Most shared their experiences in their congregations
and with their friends and families, providing the most desired and least measurable mode of
advertising service, word-of-mouth. Like the shift from ecumenism to exclusivity, most CCR
experiments came to an end, and most covenant communities died. These failures are,
unfortunately, representative of the temporary and abortive nature of most of CCR’s reforms.
While the necessities presented by declining interest in the priesthood have ensured the
continuation of the deaconate, the counterrevolution of the 1980s and 90s mitigated any real gain
in lay influence.
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OVERVIEW

Chapter 1, describes the experimental Benedictine Charismatic “covenant community” at
the Our Lady of Guadalupe Abbey in Pecos, New Mexico. Highly influential in the Charismatic
Catholic Renewal, the community at Pecos blended Benedictine monasticism, Pentecostal
spirituality, and Jungian mysticism. Relatively “bottom-up,” largely outside the purview of
ecclesial structures, and generally egalitarian, the short-lived commune at Pecos represents one
of the more liberating examples of CCR in the region. There, young people took temporary vows
and lived in community with monks and women religious, hosting families for summer retreats,
publishing pamphlets in support of the Renewal, and creating a space to which believers could
escape the malaise of the modern world. Despite its potential, several factors limited the success
of the Pecos experiment. For one, the community’s substantial reliance on a single charismatic
(and Charismatic) leader, David Garaets, meant it was less able to weather change and achieve
long-term sustainability. The presence of men and women and the blurring of lines between the
monks and lay people put the community at odds with its congregation, resulting in a change in
congregational affiliation from the Swiss-American Benedictines to the Olivetan (Monte Oliveto
Maggiore) Benedictine order and, notwithstanding the re-alignment, the loss of the community’s
Charismatic identity.
In stark contrast to Pecos’ organic, extra-diocesan experience with the Renewal, Chapter
2 shows how the Mexican capital’s Renovación Cristiana en el Espíritu Santo was quickly
subsumed under the jurisdiction of Church authorities. The metropolitan Archbishop Primate
delegated CCR’s oversight to a small male religious order, the Misioneros del Espíritu Santo.
Aptly named, the mystical and deeply gendered spirituality of Conchita Cabrera and Felix
Rougier facilitated the Misioneros acceptance of CCR. In turn, the order’s historical connections,
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paradoxical approach to gender, and comfort with conservative politics gave them unique access
to the Catholic Mexican elite. After hosting the first sanctioned Charismatic prayer meeting in
the area, members of the order channeled CCR’s momentum into a couple of competing
iterations. Salvador Carrillo Alday opposed excessive control of the Renewal and used Vatican II
rationales to defend CCR in Mexico and advocate for biblical instruction of the laity. Carrillo’s
warm personality made him a popular preacher, and his prolific, theologically-grounded writings
undergirded the Mexican Renewal. Contrasting with Carrillo’s bottom-up, spiritually-uninhibited
approach, Alfonso Navarro created a “system” that used the Renewal to organize and mobilize
the faithful. His Sistema Integral de la Nueva Evangelización (SINE) created lines of authority
and training programs in residential communities, using the emotive experience of the Renewal
to motivate believers and build community. Navarro published detailed, step-by-step manuals for
implementing SINE and traveled extensively to sing its praises. While Carrillo’s work reached
the borderlands, Navarro’s SINE proved more influential in El Paso/Cd. Juaéz.
Chapter 3 describes CCR in and around El Paso, highlighting the Open Arms community,
the iteration most informed by women’s leadership but least interested in economic justice. That
chapter also introduces the iteration of CCR with the most radical economic critique and–
paradoxically–the least liberated approach to gender, the cross-border ministry of Jesuit priest
Richard Thomas. Chapter 4 details Thomas’ mystical interventions in the most marginalized
spaces of Cd. Juárez, Chihuahua, resulting in a cooperative at the city’s dump. That missionary
enterprise contrasted with the emergence of SINE in Cd. Juárez, which empowered the
resurgence of the Partido de Acción Nacional (PAN) during a period of economic instability,
public discussion about the role of faith in public life and democratization, and electoral fraud by
the ruling Partido Revolucionario Institutional (PRI).
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The conclusion contains two parts. First, I comment on CCR, the Catholic Church, and
the neo-liberal order at present, focusing on potential repercussions in the central borderlands.
Finally, I reflect on the challenges, limitations, and successes of this study and identify possible
next steps in the production of knowledge around the Charismatic Catholic Renewal and other
religious movements in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands.
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Chapter 1: Pecos

Legendary among Charismatic Catholics in the Borderlands and the U.S. Southwest, the
Benedictine community of Our Lady of Guadalupe in Pecos, New Mexico has been highly
influential in the Renewal. A Charismatic offshoot of St. Benedict’s Abbey in Benet Lake,
Wisconsin, the Pecos monks established a retreat ministry in the late 1960s, before creating a
publishing house and a “covenant community,” which peaked in the mid-1970s. That short-lived
Benedictine Pentecostal space welcomed single laypeople and diverse members of other
religious orders into the fold and offered retreats to youth, singles, married couples, and families.
After testing new ways of imagining life in a religious community, this innovative and vibrant
experiment agonized under reactionary institutional pressures. While its classification as an
“experimental community” allowed the Pecos group to briefly thrive, that status expired in 1977.
In the years following, the Swiss-American Benedictine Congregation renewed its efforts to
discipline the community, especially around the presence of women and laypeople. Meanwhile,
the Charismatic retreat ministry began to take a backseat to a newly founded program–The
School for Spiritual Direction–which emerged from and developed upon the Charismatic
practice of the healing of memories. In 1982, the Pecos monks–increasingly interested in Jungian
psychology–reacted creatively to institutional pressure to adopt a more conventional,
Benedictine lifestyle. The community left their mother congregation and joined another, the
Olivetan Benedictine Order. To the monks’ disappointment, however, Olivetan leadership soon
began to make similar demands for a more traditional monastic practice. Despite these
challenges, the retreats continued and the School for Spiritual Direction flourished, blending the
mystic psychology of Carl Jung with the community’s Pentecostal Benedictine ethos to advocate
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a kind of healing-oriented spiritualism. By the early 1990s, the community at Our Lady of
Guadalupe Abbey, much like the Charismatic Catholic Renewal that created it, was in decline.
White habits of the Olivetan community replaced jeans and t-shirts, and dreams of establishing a
professed community of women had vanished, along with the previously vibrant community of
associated lay people. Nevertheless, the monastery at Pecos–and especially its short-lived but
trailblazing experimental community–persists in the consciousness of believers.
In addition to creating fond memories, Pecos served as a nexus for the construction,
implementation, and transmission of a unique strand of the Charismatic Catholic Renewal in the
U.S.-Mexico borderlands. The first of four sites in this study, the community of Our Lady of
Guadalupe was the furthest north, whitest, most middle class, and the least interested in Mexico.
That said, the community at Pecos offered perhaps the most radical re-imagining of Christian
faith and practice in this study. At least in the context of the experimental Pentecostal
Benedictine community, Pecos was remarkably inclusive and egalitarian. Monks, nuns, and
single laypeople lived, worked, and worshipped together, with little distinguishing them. All the
residents wore casual street clothes, took meals together, and embraced the Benedictine work
ethic. Residents pitched in to ensure that the publishing house kept up with demand for CCR
pamphlets, meals were prepared, and the facilities and grounds were cleaned and maintained.
Though guests arrived year-round, Benedictine hospitality required all hands on deck during the
summer retreat season, when the community’s population swelled to include various church
groups and families on vacation. Surrounded by the Sangre de Cristo Mountains and immersed
in the Spirit, retreat participants absorbed the charismatic, hippie Benedictine ethos. They then
took Pecos back to their home communities throughout the region–including Albuquerque, El
Paso, and Tuscon–in the form of pamphlets, shared experiences and spiritual transformation.
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The Pecos community’s middle class white demographics deeply influenced the abbey’s
trajectory, informing both its successes and its limitations. Simply put, participants with middle
class privilege had the time and resources to participate in the community’s activities. Bringing
training and experience in professions such as childcare, office management, nursing, and
architecture, they also had the basic professional skills to competently contribute to the abbey’s
increasingly complex tasks. This educational background may have also better equipped them to
explore novel spiritualties, violate norms, and embrace metaphysical liminality. Saul Alinsky
called this fundamental reality of community organizing the “pragmatics of power,” arguing that
middle class folks were needed to implement a radical vision.44 Participants in the “covenant
community” and, later, the School for Spiritual Direction, had the means to take a family
summer vacation, retire to contemplate the problems of the world, or abandon those challenges
altogether in order to focus on study, prayer, and spiritual development.

FROM BENET LAKE TO THE SANGRE DE CRISTO

In the late 1950s, the fledgling Benedictine community of Our Lady of Guadalupe in
Pecos, New Mexico was struggling. A Rhode Island-based Trappist community had attempted to
establish an economically viable monastic estate on the old dude ranch in the previous decade,
but by 1955 they had decided to sell the Pecos property and try their luck in Oregon. Hoping to
succeed where the Trappists had failed, Swiss-American Benedictines bought the property,

44. Saul D. Alinsky, Rules for Radicals: A Practical Primer for Realistic Radicals (New
York: Vintage, 1989).
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hidden in a valley in the striking Sangre de Cristo Mountains. Under the leadership of Abbot
Richard Felix at Saint Benedict’s Abbey in Benet Lake, Wisconsin, the Benedictines were
attempting to capitalize on their culture of self-sufficiency, work, and prayer. Like many other
religious orders in the United States, the Swiss-American Benedictines were enjoying a decade
and a half of post-war growth and expansion. Though the Pecos monks eked out a living baking
bread for distribution in northern New Mexico, they struggled with property taxes, insurance
costs, and debt. In correspondence to Abbot Felix, the head of the Pecos initiative Father Bernard
Burbacha also lamented a “Baptist invasion” that further complicated their efforts to build
community and connections in Pecos.45 Burhacha hoped the priory’s new retreats and training
offerings would provide much-needed income and connect the community with the region’s
Catholic population.
By 1960, the community had expanded its retreat services to include married couples,
women religious, and high school students, among them the young women of El Paso’s Loretto
Academy. Though Burbach’s letters to the mother abbey continued to document economic
concerns, his attention gradually shifted toward dealing with problematic brothers, increasing
vocations through the teaching of Latin, and the construction of a new chapel. By the mid-1960s,
the Pecos retreats had become an established part of Catholic life in the region. Archbishop of
Santa Fe Edwin Byrne declared Pecos, “the official house for men and families in the
Archdiocese of Santa Fe,” undermining Franciscan efforts to establish a retreat center in
Albuquerque. Indeed, the Benedictine retreats had become so successful that the community was

45. Hoffman, “Convent Windows Opened, Too!”; Patrick Caveglia, “Note on Complied
Files on Our Lady of Guadalupe Priory” (Archives of St. Benedict’s Abbey, March 10, 2015),
Archives of St. Benedict’s Abbey, Benet Lake, Wisconsin. Hoffman, “Convent Windows
Opened, Too!”; Caveglia, “Note on Complied Files on Our Lady of Guadalupe Priory.”
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able to close its bakery in 1963. That year, the monks’ print shop, which had launched in 1958,
produced brochures describing enhanced course offerings, complete with retreats for college
students, clergy trainings, sessions for widows and widowers, and family events with on-site
childcare. In addition to these services, which were par-for-the-course in 1950s and 60s Catholic
life in the U.S., the monks offered innovative “Marriage Encounters” and Latin-American style
cursillos, the first in the U.S., according to a 1973 internal report.46 Interest in the Pecos
community boomed, as lay folks clamored to buy property near the abbey. Meanwhile Father
Burbach explored ways to leverage the missionary capacity of the Pecos brothers and criticized
“Euro-centric” aspects of the congregational documents.47
Though Pecos seemed to be coming into its own, personnel changes in Benet Lake
brought about a challenging transition in the mid-to-late 1960s. The resignation of Abbot Felix
and the subsequent election of Abbot Andrew Garber in March of 1964 saw a series of
modifications in work assignments, liturgy, and lifestyle in daughter communities. A heart
condition forced Prior Burbach to return to Benet Lake in 1968, further exasperating the crisis of
leadership and stability. Reflecting a broader disruption in communities of professed religious in
the immediate aftermath of Vatican II, this uncertainty soon proved detrimental to the fledging
priory’s basic function. A “considerable parade of priests and [b]rothers mov[ed] back and forth
between the abbey and the priory,” and retreat attendance at Pecos declined by 20% in 1968.
46. Several internal documents reference Benedictine missionary activity in Mexico and
Central America. One imagines the monks witnessed the growing cursillo movement in the field
and brought it home. Given the large number of Spanish-speaking Mexican-Americans in the
region, the cursillos seem culturally appropriate offering at Pecos. Similarly, 1950s U.S.
evangelical Protestants were deeply concerned with marriage and the construction of the family.
These “Marriage Encounters” may reflect this influence.
47. Caveglia, “Note on Complied Files on Our Lady of Guadalupe Priory”; “Concise
History of Our Lady of Guadalupe” (Our Lady of Guadalupe Priory, approx 1973), Archives of
St. Benedict’s Abbey, Benet Lake, Wisconsin.
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Given these hardships at Pecos, the mother abbey considered closure and sale of the priory in
1969.
Though “fluctuations after Vatican II” contributed to the hardships at Our Lady of
Guadalupe, the Council’s reformist vision and the resulting anomie also offered their solution. In
the afternoon of October 7, 1967 a laywoman named Sally Rickert visited Benet Lake to discuss
the gifts of the Spirit with the monks. Armed with a tape recording of Father Ed O’Conner and
copies of They Speak with Other Tongues and Aglow with the Spirit, she shared Catholic
testimony of Pentecostal baptism and renewal. Though only a handful of the Benedictines at
Benet Lake initially showed interest, the Charismatic Renewal spread quickly. By November, ten
of the approximately forty monks at Benet Lake had experienced the wildfire of Pentecost,
fomenting tension within the community. According to Father Daniel Scully, one of these newly
baptized brothers, the community benefited from the “help” of O’Conner and Kevin Ranghan,
emerging heroes of the U.S. Catholic Charismatic Renewal. While their exuberant appearance,
unfamiliar practices, and apparent Protestant influence made early CCR figures controversial,
Abbot Andrew Garber’s “skillful handling” of the community’s internal conflict resulted in the
gradual tolerance of the Pentecostal insurgence at Benet Lake.48
With the charism now established in the abbey, the monks built connections in the
regional Pentecostal movement. Starting in the evening of Thursday, February 29, 1968, the
brothers hosted a weekly prayer meeting that drew Protestant and Catholic Pentecostals from
around the region. Though highly ecumenical, the Benet Lake prayer meetings lent Catholic

48. Robert Frost, Aglow with the Spirit (Voice Christian Publications, 1968); John
Sherrill, They Speak with Other Tongues (Spire Books, 1964); Caveglia, “Note on Complied
Files on Our Lady of Guadalupe Priory”; Daniel Scully, “Pecos Priory: Pentecostal First,” 1970,
Archives of St. Benedict’s Abbey, Benet Lake, Wisconsin.
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credibility to the fledgling CCR, of which many Catholics remained suspicious due to its
association with the Protestant Holiness movement. Indeed, monasteries, universities, and other
mostly Catholic institutions served as legitimizing and organizing nodes, igniting, training, and
empowering the active laity for which CCR is remembered. Secular priests received baptism and
participated in the movement, but the prominent role of extra-diocesan religious and laypeople
reflects its Vatican II origins and proved essential in its successes and failures. “Many of the
visitors [from Chicago, Milwaukee, and even Madison],” wrote Scully, “were more open to the
whole idea of the baptism in the Spirit and the re-emergence of the charisms precisely because
they heard of these things from presumably orthodox Catholic monks.” By the summer of 1968,
these prayer meetings had birthed “days of renewal,” larger Pentecostal worship services that, by
the fall of 1969 had become monthly events. Not only had the Pentecostals at Benet Lake
become a central feature of their region’s CCR, but the charism had also begun to re-shape their
vision of monastic vocation. Perhaps remembering their own formative experience with Robert
Frost and John Sherrill’s testimonial publications, the Pentecostal monks launched a publishing
house in order “to provide sound teaching in an inexpensive printed form to meet the increasing
requests for information.” Dove Publications, as the endeavor came to be known, became part of
a new emerging vision for monastic life, and “a combination of Pentecostal and Benedictine
spiritualties intensified.”49
Though controversial, this innovative blend of ecstatic worship and Benedictine tradition
would be the solution to the slump at the Pecos priory. The Pentecostal Benet Lake monks
approached Abbot Garber with their vision in late 1968 (and, likely, again in spring of 1969), but
he was at first hesitant. After a trip to Pecos and “a summer of thinking and meditation and
49. Scully, “Pecos Priory: Pentecostal First.” 3-4.
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planning,” the abbot made a decision that would reshape the spiritual landscape of the U.S.
Southwest:

With the enthusiastic support of and encouragement of Archbishop Davis of Santa
Fe, we are establishing an experimental monastery at Pecos in Pentecostal or
Charismatic Spirituality. That is, the monastic way of life there will be combined
with the Pentecostal Spirituality and apostolate.50

The following month, October 1969, four Pentecostal monks from Benet Lake transferred to
Pecos to begin the experiment. Scully, Michael Sawyer, and Mark Schrum joined Father David
Garaets, who had been working in the Pecos retreats since the second of June. Armed with a
doctorate in missiology from the Gregorian University in Rome and an entrancing personality,
Garaets had already become “active in the Pentecostal movement” in New Mexico. The monks
elected Scully as their first Pentecostal prior and discussion of closing Pecos ceased. By early
1970, wrote Scully, the community was “pioneering a new frontier, and only the Lord [knew]
what the future [held].”51

THE PECOS EXPERIMENT
In addition to its unique status as a Pentecostal Benedictine abbey, Pecos’ inclusion of lay
and religious women distinguished it from other monastic communities. While Christian
monasteries have often enjoyed the token support of nearby convents and the alms of women

50. Andrew Garber, “Letter to Fr. Daniel Scully,” September 10, 1969, Archives of St.
Benedict’s Abbey, Benet Lake, Wisconsin.
51. Scully, “Pecos Priory: Pentecostal First”; Caveglia, “Note on Complied Files on Our
Lady of Guadalupe Priory.”
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seeking prayer, they have seldom hosted laywomen and religious sisters long-term. The presence
of married and single, professed and unprofessed men and women, as well as children,
contributed to a unique community experience. In the early 1970s, the community reimagined
itself, expanding the retreat ministry, articulating a Charismatic vision, and formally welcoming
the first of many women religious. Advocating women’s inclusion in an article entitled, “Power
in Pecos,” David Garaets wrote:

It was hard enough to imagine the charismatic community the one that would
involve both celibate men and women praying and working together had hardly
been heard of since the Middle Ages… I am convinced that something must be
spoken prophetically in the church about sexuality. I feel in conscience that I must
share what I’ve observed when we separate religious men from religious women
and both from the laity. Separation simply does not safeguard chastity. It leads
some into serious confusion about their sexuality and makes others cold or
indifferent. There is a tremendous need for priests and religious to learn how to
relate to one another and to lay people with a love that is warm yet chaste. Mature
human relationships require frequent contact with other people. Without day to
day personal interaction it is all too easy to reduce either men or women to a
sexual fantasy!52

Though the charismatic abbot made the case for the involvement of women and lay people, he
also revealed a surprising rationale. The inclusion of women and lay people was not an end unto
itself. Rather, their presence served the spiritual and psychological needs of the monks. Isolation
of male religious, Garaets implied, was counterproductive, resulting in personality disorders,
sexual misconduct, and “confusion,” a common euphemism for homosexuality. The abbot does
not deny that the presence of women represented a potential source of temptation, a factor central
in institutional critiques of the mixed community. Indeed, he may have valued that temptation as
a tool of sexual self-denial. That is, as the issue of celibacy continued to be debated in the
52. David Garaets, “Power in Pecos,” Catholic Charismatic, n.d., Our Lady of Guadalupe
Monestary.
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Catholic Church, some of Garaets’ contemporaries asserted that a proper performance of
celibacy required an ongoing struggle with heterosexual desire. In other words, to be a proper
celibate, one must experience and constantly deny one’s urges. In addition to tempting the
monks, women’s bodies also performed physical labor vital to the community. All these
contributions considered, Garaets’ inclusion of women and lay people was principally utilitarian,
clearly privileging male religious over other members of the community. Despite this unpleasant
reality, Garaets estimated that fifty per cent of the community was women.53
The first religious sister to join the community was Jeanne Hill, a member of the Racine
Dominican community, a historically German congregation based in Racine, Wisconsin. Having
entered the “rigid” and traditional order in 1953 expecting “to be hidden,” she witnessed
sweeping changes in her community in the wake of Vatican II and the initial rumblings of the
Charismatic Renewal. In the early years of her vocation, Hill majored in social sciences at St.
Teresa College in Minnesota and, wearing a full traditional habit, taught English and journalism
at a school run by her order. By the late sixties Hill and the other Racine sisters had first
reformed their habit and then abandoned it completely. Now in modest but comfortable street
clothes, Hill began to explore the Renewal. Following a retreat in her home convent with the
legendary Charismatic leader, Francis McNutt, Hill traveled to Benet Lake to attend another
Charismatic gathering. “On the beach there in Wisconsin” Hill received a “huge anointing” that,
she remembers, propelled her into the Renewal. By 1969, Hill was traveling with McNutt,
serving first as his assistant and, soon, his evangelization partner.54 Familiar with Garaets and the
Benet Lake Benedictine community from her time in Wisconsin and her new connections in the
53. David Garaets, “Power in Pecos.”
54. Interview with Sister Jeanne Hill, interview by J. Aaron Waggoner, August 21, 2015,
(Pending transcription) The Institute for Oral History at the University of Texas at El Paso.
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Renewal, Hill experienced Pecos for the first time in January 1970. After staying for about two
weeks, she continued traveling with McNutt and began contemplating a longer stay at Pecos. In
late April, Hill sent a letter to the Pecos monks proposing a “house for women religious” at Our
Lady of Guadalupe. Though Hill admitted that she still did not have a commitment from a
female companion or the financial means to contribute to the monastery, she emphasized that her
presence would certainly contribute “spiritually and materially” to the community. The Racine
nun waxed confident that diverse women religious from different orders would share a
commitment to prayer, the divine office, and work. Closing her letter in the love of Christ “and
His Mother” and noting the utility of “distinctly feminine gifts” in retreats and renewal, Hill
opened a conversation that would fuel Pecos’s success and, eventually, its decline.55
Scully’s supportive, albeit hesitant, leadership and the preaching and prayer of Hill and
Garaets fomented an energy of revival that quickly began attracting people “from all over the
country” to the experimental community at Pecos. Monthly “Pentecostal weekends” (bi-monthly
in the summer), a laid-back work environment, and “great fun at meals” drew a stark contrast to
the quiet contemplation of most monastic communities, and Our Lady of Guadalupe buzzed with
excitement. Two “mammoth Pentecostal weekends” in June of 1970 attracted between 70 and 80
people each; a similar retreat weekend the following month drew 95. A new “Parent-Teen”
weekend three weeks later had 50 attendees, and the mailing list grew to 2700 individuals.
Assisting in the retreats and upkeep of the monastery, the community temporarily gained a
couple of contemplative Jesuits, two young men on summer vacation, a laywoman, and two
women religious, Irene and Bede. Things were looking up as Prior Scully celebrated that “God

55. Interview with Sister Jeanne Hill; Jeanne Hill, “Letter to Brothers in Christ,” April
24, 1970, Archives of St. Benedict’s Abbey, Benet Lake, Wisconsin. Original emphasis.
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[had] used the simple, joyful life of the community to bring home the message of the Gospel and
encourage thousands of people.” The friendship and foodstuffs of Sister Ann Raymond and the
Sisters of Charity at St. Anthony’s Hospital in nearby in nearby Las Vegas, New Mexico also
helped make the rainy summer of 1970 a little more tolerable.56
Despite the fact that Our Lady of Guadalupe Monastery was doing better, challenges
remained and inquietudes simmered just below the surface. The explosion of interest had brought
hundreds of people and their fees to the monastery, but retreat courses and the day-to-day
operation of the center occupied most of the monks’ time. The retreats, soon concluded Scully,
were not his charism. The constant flow of short and long-term visitors meant the religious were
“never alone,” and, with the construction of a hermitage still incomplete, the more contemplative
of the monastic community had little refuge. Compounding this problem, the community
struggled to recruit and retain competent novices and lay workers, and the prospect of a
permanent community of women religious on site caused tensions. One senior candidate,
Richard Salazar, left Pecos at least in part because of his inability to accept Pecos’
Pentecostalism. Dove Publications, though prolific in printing and sales, reported a $3000 deficit
in the first half of 1970. To make things worse, heavy rains in mid and late July flooded the area,
making the main road in Pecos Village temporarily impassible. Even though the monks
tentatively approved Hill’s proposal and forwarded it to the abbot in Benet Lake, Scully
described it as “hazy and illogical,” and full of “vague ‘dangers.’” By the end of the summer,
some of the community members, including Scully, were exhausted:

56. Daniel Scully, “Letter to Abbot Andrew Garber,” July 29, 1970, Archives of St.
Benedict’s Abbey, Benet Lake, Wisconsin; Scully; Scully.
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We have no chance to read or study and no respite to think of. It’s getting me
down. Some changes are going to have to be made or I will not survive. We seem
to be doing good work, and think we are well known… too well known. I hope I
can keep it up, but I am beginning to wonder. Something is really bothering me,
but I can’t figure out what it is. Pray for me if you don’t want to have to find a
new prior for this place.57
The community was taxed and operating “more by faith than by logic,” but the Pecos
experiment continued to take shape. Hill officially took up residence in late 1970 and began
using Pecos as base of operations for her ongoing missionary activity. Still, by 1971 it was clear
it needed recognition as an independent abbey in order to have the relative freedom to pursue its
vision. For that to happen, the Pecos community needed to convince Abbot Garber and the
Swiss-American congregational leadership that the monastery’s unique approach was still
compatible with the order’s constitution and, ultimately, its interpretation of the Rule of Saint
Benedict. Though Garber had initially given approval for the experiment and, in theory at least,
the blending of the Pentecostal renewal and Benedictine monasticism, practical aspects of Pecos
community life began to bother him. In an August 1972 letter to Abbot General President David
Melancon, he expressed frustration with the “rabid” monks’ unwillingness to make changes and
comply with his direction. Abbot Garber was concerned with Pecos’ lack of demarked monastic
enclosure and clear titles and status for the non-Benedictines living at the monastery. He ached to
“establish greater separation between the monks and non-monks (male or female).” Furthermore,
the Pentecostal brothers’ refusal to sell Pecos lands to benefit the independence of a sister priory
in Morelia, Mexico and their threat to leave the Swiss-American congregation had eroded what
few sympathies Garber had mustered for the movement. The monks even suggested the

57. Scully, “Letter to Abbot Andrew Garber”; Scully; Scully; “Concise History of Our
Lady of Guadalupe.”
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possibility of eschewing formal monasticism all together, for status as a “secular institute,”
which would allow them to live as “consecrated” but technically in the world. Complicating
matters, Scully finally succumbed to his exhaustion and stepped down from his leadership
position in September 1971. The Pecos monks elected the charismatic and strong-willed David
Garaets to replace him, undercutting any opportunity for compromise. Remembered as spirited
(in both senses of the term), visionary, and, at times, polarizing, Garaets electrified followers and
pursued his agenda relentlessly. “[Garaets] was a very unlikely person for God to call to that
kind of thing,” remembered Jeanne Hill, “because he did not get along well with women [or]
with people in general.”58
Recognizing that implementation of his desired changes “would be impossible under the
present Prior [Garaets],” Garber made other plans. The first week of September 1972, he
returned to Our Lady of Guadalupe Monastery and replaced the difficult prior with the more
traditional Father Alcuin Almasy, head of the recently closed sister priory in Reading,
Pennsylvania. Garber empowered the new leader to maintain the enclosure, clarify the “non-legal
status” of the unprofessed there, and reify distance between monks and non-monks. While
Garber recognized Pecos would never be “a completely contemplative monastery,” he expected
the “amenable” Almasy to construct a “traditional Benedictine monastery, with apostolate as
usual.” That is, Garber wanted Pecos to look more like the other communities in the SwissAmerican fellowship, with clearly defined residential spaces for obedient monks wearing habits,
performing the required prayers and labor, and keeping outsiders (be they lay people or members
of other orders) at arm’s length. This was a stark contrast to Pecos’ radically casual, inclusive,
58. Andrew Garber, “Letter to Abbot General President David Melancon,” August 22,
1972, Archives of St. Benedict’s Abbey, Benet Lake, Wisconsin; “Concise History of Our Lady
of Guadalupe”; Interview with Sister Jeanne Hill.
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and–to the traditional Benedictine abbot–disordered way of life. Nevertheless, Garber wanted to
resolve the conflict, even if that required some compromise on the part of the congregation. If the
rowdy brothers and now Sub-Prior Garaets complied, the Abbot planned to approve Pecos’
elevation to independent status by spring of 1973. He wrote:
This may be a challenge of obedience for some… [I]f some of them cannot accept
this, and pursue their ideals on an independent basis, Pecos’ independence would
probably be considerably delayed; but in any event Pecos would then better fulfill
its role as a Benedictine monastery and the intentions of Benet Lake.59

While Garber plotted to turn the conflict around the Pecos experiment into a win-win, Abbot
General President David Melancon was less optimistic. In his August 25th response to Garber,
Melancon admitted he was “not anxious” to jump into the situation and happy Garber had taken
the lead. Having presented the experiment to the general council two times “in as understanding
and favorable light as could be done,” Melancon reminded Garber of the body’s “quite negative”
reaction. Without compromise and quick autonomy for Pecos, he saw no hope in reconciling the
experiment’s vision with that of the congregation. He feared the conflict would only intensify,
damaging the Benedictine congregation and resulting in “the loss of a large number of the
[Pecos] community.” He also hoped the monks might change their mind on the sale of Pecos
lands to support Morelia. With persuasion and compromise, suggested Melancon, “there might
be some change of sentiment… or some other solution or way of handling the matter.”60
Though the elevation of the Pecos priory to the status of an abbey was uncertain, and, in
fact, moved forward only within the context of the congregation’s immediate self-preservation
59. Garber, “Letter to Abbot General President David Melancon.”
60. Garber, “Letter to Abbot General President David Melancon,” Emphasis added;
David Melancon, “Letter to Abbot Andrew Garber,” August 25, 1972, Archives of St. Benedict’s
Abbey, Benet Lake, Wisconsin.
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and the hope of future compromise, the charismatic monks were able to take advantage of the
opportunity. A September 30 memo from Our Lady of Guadalupe described Garber’s September
6 directives (elaborating on the concerns previously articulated to the abbot general) and the
community’s responses to them. The memo argued that the orders were already “basically
observed,” but conceded “more precise explanation and clarification would prove a beneficial
step.” Though the community did take some clear steps to address the congregation’s concerns,
the brothers’ response to the abbot’s directives employs careful, line-by-line retorts and clever
language that frames revolutionary community practices within Benedictine monastic
expectations. For example, the community posted signs to delineate the male homosocial
monastic enclosure and “house of prayer” spaces exclusively for women. That is, the community
clearly demarcated a cloistered living space for the monks and a similar (but extralegal) space for
the women. Meanwhile, they described their “fundamental apostolate [as] community prayer,”
with the retreat program and Dove Publications as secondary. The house of prayer, in which
laywomen would stay for months and even years, was simply “a prolonged retreat.” While the
monks began to eat lunch separately, their secluded daily “monastic recreation” hour was held
from eight to nine in the evening. Given the community’s regimented workload and daily
celebration of the holy office between six-thirty and seven AM, it seems unlikely the professed
over indulged in that 8pm opportunity.61
With the busy summer retreat season over and Garaets demoted and busy with other
activities, the community implemented the abbot’s directives. By spring of 1973, Pecos’
compliance had convinced Garber and the congregation to approve the priory’s elevation to the
61. “Chapter with Abbot Andrew Re: Independence of Our Pecos Priory” (Our Lady of
Guadalupe Priory, September 30, 1972), Archives of St. Benedict’s Abbey, Benet Lake,
Wisconsin.
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status of an independent abbey, which Garber petitioned for in February. Included in the
application packet was a financial report, a history of the community, a letter of “non-objection”
from the Archbishop of Santa Fe, and a list of thirteen monks, including Almasy and Garaets,
who wished to transfer their vows from Benet Lake to Pecos. On March 26, 1973, the Abbot
President and Council of the Swiss-American Benedictine Congregation voted to approve the
elevation, and two weeks later the monks of Our Lady of Guadalupe Abbey elected Garaets their
first abbot.62

THE GOOD ‘OL DAYS
In order to understand the values and culture constructed, incubated, and transmitted at
Pecos, it is helpful first to deconstruct what it means to be a “Benedictine community that has
interwoven a Catholic Pentecostal Spirituality.” Though the infusion of psychological mysticism
drawing on the psychoanalytical work of Carl Jung later complicated this unique blend, the
synthesis of Benedictine monasticism and Pentecostalism was present since 1969 and well
established by 1972. Two documents produced at Pecos at the time, “The Pecos Experiment” and
“The New Covenant of the Spirit,” justified and described this unique approach. The first,
attributed to Garaets and written in a casual, hasty form, is an overt theological defense in
response to “some controversy” Pecos provoked. The second, the required customary or set of
62. Andrew Garber, “Instrument of Elevation,” April 2, 1973, Archives of St. Benedict’s
Abbey, Benet Lake, Wisconsin; Andrew Garber, “Letter to Abbot President David Melancon,”
February 26, 1973, Archives of St. Benedict’s Abbey, Benet Lake, Wisconsin; Andrew Garber,
“Letter to Abbots and Conventual Priors,” April 2, 1973, Archives of St. Benedict’s Abbey,
Benet Lake, Wisconsin; Andrew Garber, “Letter to Archbishop William Cousins,” April 13,
1973, Archives of St. Benedict’s Abbey, Benet Lake, Wisconsin.
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rules of the community, reconciled the Rule of St. Benedict and the order’s “Covenant of Peace”
with the need for spiritual freedom and Pentecostal expression.63
In “The Pecos Experiment,” Garaets first defends the Charismatic Renewal and
differentiates it from rowdy Pentecostal Protestants. Unlike the ‘harshness’ of Pentecostal
Protestantism, Pecos’ spiritual expression was ‘gentle,’ and emotions did not “run wild.” He
added that the Full Gospel Business Men’s Fellowship, an organization that contributed to the
spread of Pentecostal and evangelical practices in the 1960s and 70s, praised the CCR as the
‘Gentle Revolution.’64 Neither uncontrolled nor scary, Garaets argued, Baptism in the Spirit was
both scripturally sound and deeply Catholic. The gifts of Sanctification and Service
corresponded to water baptism and Confirmation, respectively, and Baptism in the Spirit, that is,
the Pentecostal manifestations, simply “release[d] all of the Gifts that have [since] lain dormant.”
This spiritual baptism, he continued, offered an escape from simple conformity and Pharisaical
legalism, blessing the believer with the closest possible approximation of Christian fulfillment
before death. Despite emphasizing the spirit of the law over the letter of the law, Garaets
maintained CCR’s compatibility with Benedictine monasticism. First, he asserted that
Benedictines have always had to defend their identity, given their perpetual struggle to reconcile
the Rule with contemporary life. Furthermore, if one is to interpret the law through “the mind of
the lawgiver,” the Renewal had a friend in Benedict. The father of western monasticism,
according to Garaets, was himself a Charismatic. Saint Gregory the Great’s Second Dialogue,
which described the miracles and life of Benedict, was more than “a bedtime story for the
63. David Garaets, “The Pecos Experiment” (Our Lady of Guadalupe Priory, approx
1973), Archives of St. Benedict’s Abbey, Benet Lake, Wisconsin; “The New Covenant of The
Spirit” (Our Lady of Guadalupe Priory, 1973), Archives of St. Benedict’s Abbey, Benet Lake,
Wisconsin.
64. Bowler, Blessed.
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edification of children.” Numbering twelve miracles, seven healings, six discernments, and
eleven prophecies (and citing chapters for each), Garaets argued that Benedict clearly operated in
multiple spiritual gifts. Even his more mundane success as an abbot and teacher were, he
continued, further evidence of the saint’s “Gifts of Sanctification” and spiritual fruits. If Gregory
did not record Benedict’s expression of the gift of tongues, it was likely because he, like many
others in the Renewal, “kept it to [himself].” “There is nothing in the Life and Miracles of
Benedict,” Garaets concluded, “that cannot be attributed to one or other of the Gifts of the
Spirit.”65
In the mid 1970s the experimental Charismatic Benedictine community at Our Lady of
Guadalupe was at its zenith. Under Garaets’ leadership (restored shortly after the elevation of the
community) the monastery renewed its focus on family retreats, resulting in a continuous
presence of lay men, women, and children. Supplementing the growing number of women
religious and men in various stages of monastic candidacy, lay people began to join the
community under temporary vows. Under first or perpetual religious vows or temporary ones of
three months to a year, members of the thirty to fifty person “covenant community” all shared a
commitment to poverty, chastity, and obedience. The most remembered and celebrated period in
the history of the Pecos monastery, the retreat-oriented covenant community reimagined
monastic life and leveraged Benedictine and Charismatic values to take advantage of a moment
of Post-Vatican II experimentation. The largely autonomous abbey became a locus of spiritual
enlightenment, organization, and activation within the regional Charismatic Renewal, and

65. Garaets, “The Pecos Experiment”; “The New Covenant of The Spirit”; St Benedict
and St Gregory the Great, The Life of Our Most Holy Father Benedict Being The Second Book of
Dialogues of St. Gregory the Great With the Rule of the Same Holy Patriarch, ed. Paul A. Boer
Sr (Veritatis Splendor Publications, 2012).
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believers remember it as a place to escape the modern world, enjoy summer vacations with
family, and live, if only for a moment, in an idyllic Christian community.
Having entered the Sisters of Charity in 1960, Mary Ann Getz first visited Our Lady of
Guadalupe in 1975. Like the Racine sisters and many other orders in the years following Vatican
II, the Sisters of Charity were experiencing dramatic reforms. The congregation of teachers,
social workers, and nurses had shed the full habit, and some, including the elderly Sister Beatrix
Carey, had become involved in the Renewal. Since Carey could no longer drive, Getz agreed to
accompany her from their community in Pueblo, Colorado to Pecos for a Pentecostal weekend.
Though the experience of a being at a monastery and experiencing the Charismatic gifts was
“brand new” to her, Getz liked it and returned several times in the months that followed. Feeling
burnout with her high-stress nursing position in Colorado, she started “looking for something
new” and had a dream about Pecos. When Getz told Abbot David Garaets about the dream, he
immediately interpreted it as a sign from God that she should join the community. Besides, Getz
remembered, the monastery needed a nurse. With approval to take a six-month leave of absence
and live under Garaets’s authority, Getz quickly became an active member of the Pecos
community, serving as the resident nurse, childcare supervisor, and chapel attendant.
By the time Getz joined the community, the Swiss-American Benedictine directives had
faded, replaced by Garaets’s unique leadership. Believers at the Pecos monastery prayed,
worked, and played together, folks seldom stood on ceremony, and the monks’ habits were used
only for formal occasions. The distinctions between lay and religious, men and women waned.
Everyone sat together at worship and mass, and prayers from a book of Psalms, interspersed with
spontaneous Pentecostal utterances, replaced the formal liturgy of the hours. “Back then,”
remembered Getz, the community was relatively egalitarian and women actively participated in
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all aspects of life, except functioning as the celebrant. Still, she chuckled, “David was in charge,
and that was it.” Indeed, the abbot’s control permeated even the most intimate aspects of life.
With her leave of absence extended to a year and a half, Mary Ann Getz became romantically
involved with a novitiate brother, who took the older kids on long hikes in the mountains and
organized sketches of Old Testament stories. Though the couple enjoyed spending weekly
recreation days playing volleyball and badminton and enjoying mountain picnics with the rest of
the community, they had to get approval from Garaets to spend time alone. “Abbot David kept a
strict leash on all of us,” remembered Getz; “he didn’t mind some relationships developing, but
he didn’t want it to get into sexual areas.” Nevertheless, Garaets gave the couple permission to
go on walks together and, occasionally, go into town to the dairy queen with the goal of deciding
whether or not to actively pursue the relationship. Once they decided to pursue married life, they
had to leave the community. Since her fiancé had not taken final vows, his departure from
religious life was uncomplicated. Getz, meanwhile, had to request release from her vows, a
process that Garaets was happy to facilitate. He requested paperwork that would have to be
approved in Rome, and she submitted a letter affirming her call to married life. Given the pace at
which the professed were abandoning religious life in the aftermath of Vatican II, Getz’s request
was quite common and received quick approval. In late 1977, the community suspended the
family retreat ministry as Garaets planned a new direction, eventually redirecting Pecos toward
the metaphysical. A few months later, Getz took a nursing post in Santa Fe, and her then fiancé
bought a house in Pecos. In June 1979, as the Pecos community launched a new School for
Spiritual Direction, the Getzs were married. The community that Jeanne Hill remembered as “a
little touch of heaven… would not last.”66

66. Interview with Mary Anne Getz, interview by J. Aaron Waggoner, April 17, 2015,
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MYSTICISM & THE MOVIE STAR ANALYST
In late 1978, Abbot David Garaets launched the School for Spiritual Direction. Blending
Catholic mysticism, the Charismatic Renewal, and Jungian Psychology, the program
complimented intensive in-residence workshops with a long-term pairing of participants with a
designated spiritual director. Many of the School’s participants–mostly lay people but also some
professed religious and diocesan clergy–were interested in becoming spiritual directors
themselves or wanted to improve their existing work as spiritual mentors. Others were looking
for inner healing, dealing with “midlife crises,” or desperately seeking relief from physical
ailments.67 In addition to more typical praise and worship, bible study, and prayer, the workshops
or retreats included “psychological tests,” related readings and assignments, instruction in diet
and exercise, and something resembling one-on-one and group therapy.68 Activities also included
prayers that resembled guided imaging exercises, meditation, and the analysis of dreams. Garaets
gave the Associated Press several reasons why Jungian psychology was essential in the charism
of healing. The “psychosomatic,” he argued, was the cause of a third of any illness. Many people
at the monastery, he explained, experienced “nervous breakdowns, are physically sick with
cancer, psychological problems, and it [took] basically a religious experience to heal them.”
Reflecting the Charismatic nature of the community, sometimes those experiences involved
“miraculous” or ecstatic practices, requiring the ability to distinguish the pathological from the
mystical. Garaets told the El Paso Times:

(Pending transcription) The Institute for Oral History at the University of Texas at El Paso;
Interview with Sister Jeanne Hill.
67. Ibid.
68. Ed Moreno, “Benedictine Abbey Blends the Unconventional,” El Paso Times,
October 26, 1987, Our Lady of Guadalupe Monestary.
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If you have people who are having visions and are hearing voices, you better have
some discernment to know what is true and what is, say schizophrenic, and what
is hallucination[,] some way to critique your religious experience. That’s where
depth psychology comes in… God is known through medicine.69
The incorporation of Jungian theory–including archetypes and the belief in the soul’s role in
wellbeing–provided a psychological framework in which they could explain their Charismatic
practices. Given Jung’s theories, contemporary use in clinical practice, and his sympathetic view
of Christianity, this blending also likely helped convey a sense of legitimacy and professionalism
to the School.70
By 1984, the program had gained some notoriety among mystical Catholics in the U.S.71
Drawing on the Renewal’s interest in healing and the work of authors such as Morton Kelsey and
John A. Sanford, the School for Spiritual Direction began to contribute to a new kind of
psychological mysticism. A long time student of the prolific Christian author Morton Kelsey,
Hall Edwards, remembers Pecos’ impact on this mentor. “Very open, curious, and highly
intellectual,” Kelsey interrupted his hectic teaching, writing, and speaking schedule to make
frequent visits to Our Lady of Guadalupe in the 1970s and 80s. The Episcopal Priest and Notre
Dame professor wrote over twenty books and, according to his acolyte, several of them drew
directly from his involvement at Pecos and his interaction with David Garaets. These included
Adventure Inward (1980), The Other Side of Silent (1976), Caring: How Can We Love One

69. Moreno.
70. C. G. Jung, Jung on Christianity, ed. Murray Stein, Revised ed. edition (Princeton,
N.J: Princeton University Press, 1999).
71. Hal Edwards, Correspondence with Hal Edwards, August 14, 2015; Ed Moreno,
“Benedictine Abbey Blends the Unconventional,” El Paso Times, October 26, 1987, Our Lady of
Guadalupe Monastery.
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Another? (1981), Companions on the Inner Way (1983), and Tongue Speaking: The History and
Meaning of Charismatic Experience (1981).72
Side-by-side articles in the October 26, 1987 El Paso Times, provide more insight into
the practices of the School for Spiritual Direction.73 In “Harried Journalist Exited Fast Lane for
Monastic Life” Times reporter Gary Scharrer described another journalist’s decision to enter the
monastery in an effort to remedy his psychological problems. Ed Curda, then politics editor for
the El Paso Times, endured nightmares, depression, and suicidal ideation caused by past trauma–
perhaps related to military service in Korea and Vietnam.74 “He was always searching for
something,” Curda’s brother later recalled, adding that he was also frustrated that his stories
about El Paso businesses were suppressed to protect the Times’ advertising revenue.75 Unable to
achieve relief with antidepressants and tranquilizers, Curda attended a 1984 retreat at Pecos;
soon after, he abandoned his career to join the community as a monk.76 In “Benedictine Abbey
Blends the Unconventional” Associated Press reporter Russell Siman also described new
members who joined in search of healing or were otherwise disquieted with their lives.77 One
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woman, Miriam Randall, joined the community after experiencing a waking dream while on
retreat at the monastery. In the dream, she entered the Pecos River where she was enwrapped by
a snake, an image she later interpreted as a caduceus and a sign of her gift for healing.
As a critical locus for the development and transmission of this mystical psychology,
Pecos continued to attract individuals with a spiritualist desire to cope with and explain modern
ills. One such person was Robert Lussier, a working character actor from Rhode Island. Lussier
had appeared in a variety of TV specials, series, and movies, from The Love Boat to Exorcist II:
The Heretic, and his involvement at Pecos garnered media attention. More importantly, Lussier
advanced the School’s approach, articulating its spiritual and psychological orientation on paper
and placing it within its psychological and epistemological contexts. Despite his Hollywood
success, he became preoccupied by the direction of the industry, which he regarded as sexobsessed, shallow, and violent. Ill at ease and looking for something he could not seem describe,
he decided to retire and move back to New England in 1986. As he planned his cross-country
move, Lussier attended a ten-day retreat at Our Lady of Guadalupe and shortly after changed his
retirement plans and began the process of assuming his religious vocation.78 There, in the Sangre
de Cristo Mountains, Lussier found the peace he was lacking in Hollywood. Briefly returning to
California to attend St. John’s Seminary in Camarillo, he also likely enjoyed a new type of
intellectual challenge and an opportunity to use his performance skills in a novel way. Whatever
the reason, his experience with malaise and discovery is in many ways representative of the
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experimental community, and his intellectual contribution built upon and contributed to Pecos’s
Charismatic response to modernity in the late 1980s.79
Lussier’s entrance into ministry and the narrative he has since constructed to describe it
both follow a formula seen in Pentecostal Protestant and Charismatic Catholic experiences. In
this classic conversion formula, what theologians call metanoia, a troubled or unsatisfied person
experiences a spiritual encounter with God and uses storytelling to construct a new contrasting
identity, find or build community with other believers, and transmit their spiritually informed
worldview. Like Lussier, many converts express a sense of disaffection, alienation, hopelessness,
or emptiness before the perceived anomie, fragmentation, and sinfulness of the modern world.80
The individual often emphasizes her or his great material success, profound poverty, and/or
indulgent sin in order to contrast with a post-road-to-Damascus lifestyle. The believer
experiences a life-changing intervention of the divine, often characterized by glossolalia, visions,
and/or other spiritual gifts, and may build community, construct a new identity, and transmit
certain messages through the telling, retelling, and refinement, over time, of their conversion
story. Though some authors suggest these narratives are best interpreted in a
79. Interview with Robert Lussier, OSB olv.; “Internet Movie Database: Robert Lussier,”
accessed December 17, 2015, http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0523832/; Morton Kelsey, The
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metaphorical/transformative sense, that approach assumes a distinction between the
factual/temporal and ethereal/spiritual that mystic believers purposely reject or blur. In Latin
America and the U.S., Pentecostals and Charismatic Catholics have projected this process of
narrative construction into the mass media, using radio programs, pamphlets, short books, and
multimedia recordings to distribute testimonials.81
Lussier’s experience and the retelling thereof certainly fit into that genre. A 1988 edition
of Entertainment Tonight (ET), a tabloid TV news program, featured Lussier during his first year
at St. John’s Seminary, Camarillo. The incredulous anchorman, John Tesh, remarked that the
character actor had “left this world of wealth and fame and taken a vow of poverty.”82 The
segment included a tour of Lussier’s former Hollywood home, contrasting its extravagant
features with his new modest lifestyle. Among these contrasts, for example, was Lussier’s
remark that the large walk-in closet of his former three hundred and seventy-five thousand dollar
home was approximately the same size as his new seminary dorm room. Though Lussier’s
comments on ET emphasized the positive God-given creativity of Hollywood, they clearly
reflect his disaffection with the industry’s embrace of “gratuitous violence and sex, just for that.”
In a 2015 oral history, Lussier elaborated:

I realized that the industry was changing... The people that were working in the
industry were being subjected to a very difficult situation, a very difficult choice:
Do we choose to do something that is artistic and something we love doing and
not make much money or do we opt to make a great deal of money and forfeit our
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choices? And that’s what the industry was doing at the time, and it finally filtered
down to where I was, and I opted not to stay there.83

Though the actor-turned-monk has consistently cited this modern paradox in his telling of his
conversion experience, he has been more selective with the sharing of the spiritual/Charismatic
aspect, tailoring the presentation of his testimony to his audience. Sympathetic with this
researcher’s childhood experience with Pentecostalism, Lussier was quite forthcoming. Citing
his participation in a Los Angeles Charismatic prayer group, he described a spiritual experience
he had while praying with the scriptures:

It was one Sunday evening praying in my living room, and I had a real experience
with the Lord in a very–It’s hard to use a word to describe it.–But I just had an
experience with the Lord, and a major part of it was when I saw his heart; his
heart was gleaming white, and I looked down at my heart, and my heart was red,
with just a slight bar of white at the bottom, and I asked him “how can I make my
heart like yours?” And His answer was “you have to study compassion,” and I
think that’s what I’ve been doing. And now when I look down, it’s become
whiter–it’s not completely white–but it’s slowly getting there.

In addition to the transformative effect commonly associated with a Pentecostal
Protestant conversion experience, this narrative is representative of unique features this study has
identified in the narratives of Charismatic Catholics. Reflecting the CCR project of
differentiation from Protestant Pentecostalism in the late 1970s and 1980s, Catholic mystic
experiences from that period tend to incorporate definitively Catholic images, most notably the
Sacred Heart of Jesus, vividly corporal transubstantiations of the Eucharist, and varied
manifestations of saints and the Virgin Mary. Lussier’s vision of Christ’s heart, a common
Catholic metaphor for God’s love and compassion, echoes a long tradition of definitively
83. Bill O’Donnell, “Father Bob Lussier OSB- TV Actor to Monk/Priest”; Interview with
Robert Lussier, OSB olv.
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Catholic mysticism, especially popular among religious women. Suggesting that his own heart,
little by little, was becoming whiter, Lussier subtly places himself on the same path as revered
mystic monastics such as St. Margaret Mary Alacoque and Sister Josefa Menéndez.84
Though Lussier’s self-association with these nuns may seem an odd twist on the classic
conversion formula, it is consistent with his distinctive worldview, articulated in interviews and
in his master’s thesis, “Panis/Verbum: Using the Jungian Archetypes to Break Open Psalms to
Healing,” defended in 1992. Lussier’s gendered, anti-modern critique built upon the
Garaets/Pecos blend of the mystic psychology to diagnose and treat the ills of the world, one
individual at a time. He argued that a violent masculinist ideal dis-ordered creation as men
abandoned their God-prescribed roles as fathers, sons, and creatures to become rapacious
capitalists, politicians, and warmongers. The Church’s theology, including that of Thomas
Aquinas, even contributed to this unfortunate state by privileging the masculinist “logical,
structured, and highly ordered” over the feminine “intuitive, sympathetic, or poetic,” further
obscuring people’s ability to hear the subconscious. This disconnect meant humans were
increasingly detached from the stabilizing foundational archetypes of the collective unconscious
which, in a healthy state, would allow each person to know oneself, a psychological reflection of
God/God Archetype. In this compromised state, the individual was susceptible to “psychic
epidemics” and unsavory influences. Then, as this disease process played out on a societal scale,
human dignity was replaced by violence, pornography, and materialism. Since this pathology
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stemmed from the individual’s disconnect from the healing, grounding archetypes of the
collective subconscious, treatment needed to involve guided prayer and meditation on said
archetypes, in this case the Psalms.85
Lussier’s intervention is complex, multifaceted, and representative of his Charismatic
Catholic, mystical, monastic, Jungian perspective. Like the Pecos experiment in general, it plays
with gendered expectations and even flirts with seemingly queer critiques. Nevertheless, at its
core it falls short of a fully feminist understanding, falling instead on an alternate, mythic version
of Biblical patriarchy. In order to better understand Lussier’s unique interpolation, dissection of
these influences is needed. Most importantly, his training under David Garaets, participation in
the deeply Jungian School for Spiritual Direction, and use of Jung’s notion of the collective
subconscious and related archetypes clearly show the application of Jungian principles.
Underlying Jung’s centrality in his study, Lussier’s most frequently cited author was R.F.C. Hull,
translator and Jungian missionary to the Anglophone world.86 Armed with Hull’s body of
translations, Lussier explored the power of such scriptural archetypes as the Elijah/Wise Prophet
and Solomon/Wise King. Unsurprisingly, he asserts that these archetypes mesh well with
Catholic dogma, “a well-controlled stream in the symbolism of creed and ritual.” Charismatic
devotional practices, including impassioned prayer, ecstatic visualizations, and resting in the
Spirit, seem ideal vehicles for reconnection to the collective subconscious. Indeed, theologian
Harvey Cox argued, “glossolalia and expressive, emotional worship appeal to a ‘primal’ need for
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spiritual experience, especially among the desperate and oppressed.” Given Lussier’s vision of a
world in crisis, even the seemingly successful may have, subconsciously, fit the bill.87
Though it is easy to understand Lussier’s call to “bring Christ with us into the
unconscious,” his approach to gender, like that of Pecos in general, is a bit more perplexing. In a
1998 public access TV interview, Lussier contributed to a discussion of gender issues in the
Church:

The major problem in our society is the male. The males are in control of all the
countries’ governments, and they’re ruling the world. And they’re in charge of
finances. The thing they’re not in charge of is their own family. They’ve left the
home; they’ve deserted the children. This is the capital sin. The man has left what
they were called to do. That is to be father. So the only father that is the greater
example that we have is God, God the Father that is missing in most people’s
lives today. And to me that is very apropos of our society today; that’s why so
many people are frightened of God, especially the men, because He’s usurping
what they’ve been striving for all their lives. They’re not becoming the children;
they’re not becoming the sons; they’re not becoming the creation of God. They
don’t want to accept being creatures. It’s extremely important that we have a
positive image of a male, who is God, because man has been destroying creation
since the beginning of time–the male image has been destroying the earth.
Certain elements of Lussier’s comments echo anti-militarist and eco-feminist critiques of
modernity that were emerging around the same time. The monk acknowledged the violence and
oppression resulting from a hypermasculine, capitalist structure, even using the term “creature”
to imply inclusion within creation. Read through a Jungian lens, however, Lussier’s call for an
“image of a male–who is God” takes sexism to a psycho-metaphysical level. Not only is God
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assumed to be masculine, men are the ones expected to find God/God Archetype in their
reflections of spirit selves. That is, Lussier assumed a kind of mythic patriarchy; the man
maintains final Biblical authority, even if he has abandoned it.88
In the early 1980s, tension between the Pecos Abbey and the congregation steadily
increased. The “experimental community,” established in 1967, had surpassed its ten-year
provisional status and worn out its welcome within its congregation. With the post-Vatican II
dust settling and a new conservative tone prevailing broadly within the church, the American
Benedictine Federation (formerly the Swiss-American Benedictines) pushed for a return to a
more traditional monasticism, one that did not include the presence of women. With a small
group of women religious still on site, the monks began to explore other alternatives. In 1985,
the community shifted its affiliation to the Order of Our Lady of Mount Olivet, which seemed
more open to parallel communities of men and women. While the community’s new Olivetan
identity delayed the final demise of the experiment, it did not prevent it. “Italy is very, very
conservative,” remembered Mary Ann Getz.89 Congregational visitors soon reported failures in
customary compliance, and leadership in Italy quickly realized that the Pecos community was
not on the same page as the Olivetan order. Pecos regarded itself as one blended community, in
contrast to the Olivetan model at Abu Gosh, which hosted two parallel but separate
communities–a convent and a monastery.
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By 1988, these institutional pressures led Garaets and a handful of others to again explore
other options, seemingly in an effort to stay one step ahead of Olivetan oversight. Several
daughter communities have survived, each continuing traditions that have slowly died at Our
Lady of Guadalupe Abbey. Established as an offshoot retreat center in the late 1970s, the
Benedictine Holy Trinity Monastery at St. David, Arizona served as a space in which lay people,
monks, and women religious could continue to live the dream of Pecos. It also eventually
accepted Olivetan norms of monastic dress and enclosure, but it has successfully sustained an
associated lay community, including a seasonal community of RV visitors. The Benedictine
Monastery of Hawaii, founded in 1983, became the most surprising example of resistance. It also
transitioned from the Swiss-American Congregation to the Olivetan order but has recently left.
Now an independent community under the auspices of the local diocese, its members–including
Michael Sawyer and Geralyn Spaudling–call the community “an integrated monastic community
of men and women.”90 Garaets, watching the Renewal decline and institutional pressures roll
back his vision, directly supported the elevation of a brand-new community in San Luis Obispo,
California. Officially established in 1992, the Monastery of the Risen Christ hosted a newly
reopened School for Spiritual Direction, as well as new retreat and oblate programs. Enthralled
by psychoanalysis and the healing of memories, Garaets spent his twilight years leading retreats
and providing spiritual direction.91

90. “Benedictine Monastery of Hawaii,” Benedictine Monastery of Hawaii, accessed
October 24, 2017, http://www.hawaiibenedictines.org/.
91. “Abbot David Moving to California’s Central Coast,” The Pecos Benedictine,
November 1991, Our Lady of Guadalupe Monestary; “Our Monastery History,” accessed July 3,
2017, http://monasteryrisenchrist.com/who-are-we/our-monastery-history/.
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CONCLUSION
When Scully wrote about “pioneering a new frontier” in 1970, he could not have
predicted the brief success of the experimental community, the School for Spiritual Direction, or
the institutional reactions.92 In some ways, the community did explore new terrain, especially in
terms of gender, the distinction between professed religious and the laity, and the human psyche.
In other ways–including power dynamics, demographics, and a lack of missionary enterprise or
call to social justice–the community remained indeed insular and limited. While other
charismatic believers in Mexico and on the U.S.-Mexico border were often eager to embrace
some version of modernity and the bounty it promised, Pecos was an exception. Indeed, the
community’s Benedictine monasticism offered a classic anti-modern narrative: poverty, chastity,
and obedience stood in stark contrast to the wealth, conspicuous consumption, and individuality
of the Global North. In the 1970s, this critique evolved into an escape, a place for middle class
folks to give up the modern world, if not for a lifetime, at least for a long weekend. Members and
associates of Our Lady of Guadalupe Abbey constructed a liminal and fairly ecumenical hippie
community in rural New Mexico, breaking rules and violating norms in the process.
Much like the contemporary “Jesus Movement,” the CCR espoused in Pecos re-directed
the angst and radical experimentation of the era.93 Importantly, that anomie also engulfed the
broader Catholic Church, as consequences of the Second Vatican Council rippled through
homes, parishes, and–perhaps most dramatically–communities of professed religious. Blurring
the distinctions between these religious and lay believers and offering a new way to live in
community, Pecos was an example of CCR’s contribution to Vatican II’s ethos and vision. That
92. Scully, “Pecos Priory: Pentecostal First.”
93. Kevin John Smith, “The Origins, Nature, and Significance of the Jesus Movement as
a Revitalization Movement,” Asbury Theological Seminary, 2003.
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is, while Catholic thinkers have, to various extents, critiqued or embraced the neo-liberal project
of modernity, Pecos leveraged neo-Pentecostal spirituality and Benedictine sensibility to offer an
alternative. In the 1980s, that radical vision shifted its locus of implementation from the
communal to the individual, aptly echoing larger trends in the culture. The School for Spiritual
Direction, the culmination of the Pecos project, articulated this broader shift in the mystical,
psychoanalytical language of Carl Jung. Individuals went to Pecos in search of relief from
physical and psychological problems; there they learned to look inside themselves. The malaise
and anomie of modernity, they discovered, signaled a deeper dis-order resulting from
disconnection from the foundational archetypes and collective unconsciousness of humanity.
Baptism in the Spirit and certain spiritual practices could replace that unrest with metanoia–
profound spiritual transformation–and order. Despite those potentially salutatory effects, the
Jungian element also created a new vocabulary for structural misogyny and replaced community
with metaphysical escapism. Paired with pushback from congregational leadership and
conservative shifts in the Renewal and the broader Church, the 1980s saw the dismantling of the
movement’s communitarian identity and, hence, its radical potential.
Despite those original possibilities, it had notable shortcomings. Most strikingly, women
played multiple roles at Pecos, but the community never achieved gender parity. At least during
the covenant community phase, lay and religious men and women experienced some semblance
of day-to-day equality, but deeper structural issues prohibited the community from achieving
liberation in terms of gender and sexuality. For example, the community’s commitment to
chastity intrinsically perpetuated the idea that sexuality was inherently dangerous. Married life,
though regarded as a valid calling, nevertheless remained less desirable than celibacy. More
concretely, the monks retained governance of the community, and their long-time abbot, David
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Garaets, reigned supreme. As a result, gender informed division of labor, and women religious
never established a formal chapter or attained parity with their male counterparts. While it is
impossible to know to what extent these limitations informed the community’s trajectory, the
failure to fully include women remains one of the most oppressive features of the Catholic
Church. Compared to the three case studies that follow, the Pecos community was also the
whitest, most middle class, and most oriented toward the United States. Though its influence–as
chapter 3 will show–was felt in El Paso, it seems not to have penetrated the border.
Of the two communities organized around a male monastic cell, it was the most
interested in the integration–however flawed–of lay people and women. Still, the Charismatic
Benedictines at Pecos flirted with liberation and built the most radical residential community in
this study, breaking social and spiritual barriers in the mountains of Northern New Mexico.
Perhaps only its inability and unwillingness to take its approach further and openly resist the
hierarchy limited its success.94 Though it failed to affect the long-term transformation of
Christian communities, the unique Benedictine community of Our Lady of Guadalupe Abbey in
Pecos, New Mexico nevertheless reimagined possibilities for professed and lay believers.
Though largely composed of middle class folks trying to escape something, it was also one of the
more economically radical, articulating sophisticated and evolving alternatives to the ills of
modernity. That approach was most effectively expressed during the mid-1970s. At the height of
social disruptions in and outside the Church, the Pecos experimental community demonstrated
that men and women religious, associated lay people, and diverse visitors could pray and work
side-by-side with few social distinctions. Professed women–often fleeing religious orders upset
by the Vatican II reforms–flocked to Pecos. Compared to their contemporaries in Mexico, where
94. Alinsky, Rules for Radicals.
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Vatican II did not produce the same types of unrest, U.S. women religious had more such
opportunities for reinvention. On the other hand, CCR in the North had its own unique
challenges. For better or worse, Pecos’ unique take on the Renewal informed that of other CCR
groups in the U.S. and the U.S.-Mexico borderlands, and it remains an archetype of its own in
the collective consciousness of charismatic believers.
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Chapter 2: Misioneros

This chapter describes the Charismatic Catholic Renewal of the Misioneros del Espiritu
Santo (Missionaries of the Holy Spirit or MSpS), which drew on the under-appreciated
theological tradition of Conchita Cabrera de Armida. The deeply gendered theology of the upper
class Mexican mother and mystic, articulated as the Espiritualidad de la Cruz (Spirituality of the
Cross), informed the foundation of several religious communities in Mexico and gave the
Charismatic Catholic Renewal in Mexico a unique flavor. Cabrera reached her peak productivity
of prophetic writing in the second decade of the twentieth century–during the height of the
Mexican Revolution–her influence nevertheless reemerged in 1971 during the early days of the
Charismatic Catholic Renewal. Practiced and transmitted by the Misioneros, the Spirituality of
the Cross blended and competed with the Charismatic Renewal and other, differing
interpretations of Vatican II inside the Casa General in Coyoacán, the base of operations of the
men’s religious community. When the Archbishop Primate of Mexico designated the aptlynamed Misioneros the official gatekeepers of the Renewal, several members of the order
responded enthusiastically. In the 1970s and 80s, this arrangement resulted in the birth of at least
two distinct iterations of the Charismatic Catholic Renewal. The most successful of those, the
Sistema Integral de la Nueva Evangelización (Integral System of the New Evangelization) or
SINE, leveraged the Renewal and Cabrera’s mystical theology to organize the masses, advocated
a deeply gendered and capitalistic worldview, and built a lay fraternity, Misioneros de la Cruz
(Missionaries of the Cross).95 SINE, with its army of lay devotees, was perhaps the most

95. Note: Unless otherwise stated, “Misioneros” in this work refers to the Misioneros del
Espíritu Santo.
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influential and least liberation-oriented product of CCR. It contributed to the conservative
resurgence in the Catholic Church in the 1980s and continues to inform evangelization efforts in
dioceses in various parts of the Americas.

THE SPIRITUALITY OF THE CROSS

Founded at a private chapel near Tepeyac Hill in 1914 by French Marist priest Félix de
Jesús Rougier under the mystical influence of Concepción “Conchita” Cabrera de Armida, the
Misioneros del Espíritu Santo was an order well suited to its cultural and geographical context,
sufficiently mystical to participate in the Charismatic Renewal, and flexible enough to embrace
the reforms of Vatican II. The order’s foundational story, related by a 1987 publication of the
same name, described the journey of Padre Felix, as the Misioneros affectionately call him, from
France to Revolutionary Mexico by way of Colombia.96 Padre Félix, according to hagiographer
Ricardo Zimbron Levy, a Misionero himself, enjoyed the influence and spiritual direction of
Concepción “Conchita” Cabrera de Armida, a prolific writer and mystic.97 Zimbron Levy’s
foundational work of Misionero mythology and history emphasized the fledging order’s survival
in the face of state persecution, Mexicanized the French Marist and, primarily by way of
Conchita, oriented the order within a tradition of Catholic mysticism.98 It was published with the

96. Ricardo Zimbron Levy, Misioneros Del Espíritu Santo (Mérida, Yucatan, México:
Ediciones Monjas, 1987).
97. Concepción Cabrera de Armida is not to be confused with Concepción Acevedo de la
Llata, a Capuchin nun implicated in the 1928 assassination of Alvaro Obregón.
98. “Decrees,” EWTN Decrees, accessed April 26, 2016,
https://www.ewtn.com/library/CURIA/ccsdecre.htm#20dec99.
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designations of Nihil obstat and imprimatur, which meant that the work met with no objection
from the diocesan (or, in this case, religious) censor and received the bishop’s (in this case, the
Superior General’s) permission to print.
Cabrera and Rougier also enjoy this kind of official acceptance. Indeed, Cabrera and
Rougier are in the process of beatification, having been declared “venerable” in 1999 and 2000,
respectively. The history of these founders and the resulting Espiritualidad de la Cruz have
contributed to an institutional memory and culture that facilitated the order’s involvement in the
Renewal. This culture and memory also informed a charismatic ethos, which was much more
conservative than other examples in this study. More concretely, the Spirituality of Cross’s
patriarchal approach to gender precluded the kind of mixed community attempted at Pecos.
Furthermore, the order’s close relationship with the ecclesiastical leadership and well-to-do
families in the Mexico City ensured that the capitol’s Renewal not only supported those
patriarchal structures but also advanced a capitalist worldview in the aftermath of the Mexican
Miracle.
During and after the Mexican Revolution the secularist Mexican government challenged
the influence of the Catholic Church, prohibiting public displays, confiscating properties, and
limiting the ability of religious groups to organize. This persecution, enshrined in the constitution
of 1917, fueled the Cristero Revolts of the 1920s and 30s and continued in fits and starts through
the 1940s.99 Most importantly, it created martyrs, a tension between Catholics and the Mexican
State (and its evolving revolutionary party), and a mythic memory of persecution and survival.100

99. “1917 Mexican Constitution,” accessed April 27, 2016,
http://www.latinamericanstudies.org/mexico/1917-Constitution.htm.
100. Fidel González Fernández, Sangre y corazón de un pueblo: historia de la
persecución anticatólica en México y sus mártires (Guadalajara: Arzobispado de Guadalajara,
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It was in this context of revolution and simultaneously dreadful and desirable suffering that the
Misioneros were founded. In his many letters and writings, Rougier described the trials and
tribulations in grandiose, almost gleeful terms:

I travel all over the place, and the Masonry rabidly chases the servants of the
Church. Since [that phase of] persecution began in 1929, around 150 priests of
this nation have received the crown of martyrdom. Blessed a thousand times over
are those who share their luck! They’ve already picked me for the same. I want it
with all my soul, even though I don’t deserve it.101
Padre Félix and his small group of novices experienced harassment, the confiscation of
property, and years “rich in crosses,” and they relished every minute of it, at least in
retrospect.102 ‘Persecution,’ Rougier wrote in 1936, ‘is a huge grace, a promise of immense
favors in the future if only we receive it as we should.’103 Furthermore, he bragged, the
embryonic Misioneros forgave their persecutors and suffered greatly, ‘but with love.’104 This
resigned suffering, paired with the forgiveness of their persecutors, was, in Rougier’s view, a
form of spiritual resistance. This approach to misery not only echoes the timeworn legends of
early Christian mystics and martyrs, but it also connects Rougier and the Misioneros to

2008); Rev Fr Wilfrid Parsons, Mexican Martyrdom: Firsthand Accounts of the Religious
Persecution in Mexico 1926-1935, New edition edition (TAN Books, 1936).
101. Zimbron Levy, Misioneros Del Espíritu Santo. ‘Ando por todas partes, pues la
Masonaría persigue con rabia a los servidores de la Iglessia. Desde que empezó la persecución en
1929, cerca de 150 sacerdotes de esta nación han recibido la corona del martirio. ¡Dichosos mil
veces los que comparten su suerte! Esto ya me lo han anunciado para mí. Con toda mi alma
deseo esa dicha, aunque no la merezco.’ Note: This text includes a mix of commentary,
paraphrases, and extended direct quotes. To help distinguish Zimbron Levy’s words from those
of Rougier and Cabrera, their words appear in ‘single quotes.’
102. Ibid., 108.
103. Ibid., 107. ‘La persecución es una gracia muy grande, es prenda de inmensos favors
para el futuro si la recibimos como debemos.’
104. Zimbron Levy, Misioneros Del Espíritu Santo., 109. ‘Hemos resistido la
persecución, perdonando de todo corazón a estos señores, y encomendándolos a Dios. Hemos
sufrido mucho, pero con amor.’
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Conchita’s Spirituality of the Cross and to other Catholic Charismatic favorites such as the longsuffering Saint Faustina Kowalska.105 Like his Polish contemporary, Padre Félix endured chronic
illness, which contributed to the narrative of his saintly suffering. “In addition to the cross… of
persecution,” wrote Zimbron Levy, “God wanted [him] to carry, many times, the cross of
sickness, which was for him many opportunities for personal purification and greater union with
Crucified Christ.”106 While Kowalska ultimately succumbed to her tuberculosis, Rougier
lingered through that malady and such others as both childhood and late-in-life arthritis, a
gangrened leg, severe anemia, amoebic dysentery, liver pains, ‘fevers,’ ‘strong headaches,’ near
blindness, a blocked colon, and repeated bouts of extreme fatigue.107 Unsurprisingly, marveled
Conchita Cabrera in 1935, “Every time I see [Padre Félix] he is thinner and more saintly.”108
Certainly that was high praise among Catholic mystics, and Felix and Conchita understood these
qualities as mutually constitutive. That is, they understood that the slow wasting of the body was
in direct correlation with the strengthening of the spirit: the skinner, the holier.

105. Benedicta Ward, The Lives of the Desert Fathers: Historia Monachorum in Aegypto,
trans. Norman Russell (London : Kalamazoo, Mich: Cistercian Publications, 1981); William
Byron Forbush, Fox’s Book of Martyrs - A History of the Lives, Sufferings and Triumphant
Deaths of the Early Christian and Protestant Martyrs (Bowen Press, 2013); Saint Maria Faustina
Kowalska, Divine Mercy In My Soul-Diary of Sister M. Faustina Kowalska, Third edition
(Stockbridge, Mass: Marian Press, 2003).
106. Zimbron Levy, Misioneros Del Espíritu Santo. “Además de la cruz de las
incomprensiones y de la persecución, Dios quiso que el padre Félix cargara también, y muchas
veces, la cruz de las enfermedades, que fueron para él oportunidades de purificación personal y
de mayor union con Cristo Crucificado.”
107. Zimbron Levy; Saint Maria Faustina Kowalska, Diary of Saint Maria Faustina
Kowalska: Divine Mercy in My Soul (Marian Press, 2014); Ricardo Zimbron Levy, “Risking the
Future: Life and Spirituality of Fr. Félix de Jesús Rougier, M.Sp.S.” (Apostleship of the Cross,
1991), http://apcross.org/felixdejesus/RiskingTheFuture-LifeandSpiritualityFelix-de-Jesus.pdf.,
75-6.
108. Zimbron Levy, Misioneros Del Espíritu Santo.
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Thus while the Mexican revolutionary government persecuted Catholics in the name of
anticlericalism, this abuse and the mythic memories thereof have served the construction of a
resilient, longsuffering mystical identity. Indeed, suffering and divine ecstasy were fundamental
to Cabrera’s spirituality of the cross, in which the persecuted believers escaped their physical
selves to witness supernatural manifestations. Harold Bloom and Michael Warner’s assertions
about the ecstatic, almost sexual quality of this kind of experiences are useful. Cabrera’s
writings, like those of many women mystics, described erotic images of Christ and her
experiences with the pain and pleasure of the divine. Her confessor, meanwhile, took an almost
masochistic delight in suffering along with Christ. In addition to their position as the persecuted,
their experience with mystical ecstasy clearly “provid[ed] a meaningful framework for the
sublime play of self-realization and self-dissolution.”109
The Misoneros’s founders used this metaphysical foundation, not only as a spiritual
technique but also as a way to leverage Mexican culture in the service of their goals. In addition
to undergirding his sainthood, Rougier’s exquisite suffering from chronic ailments and
persecution also helped make him an honorary Mexican. First, as scholars such as Ellen
Gunnarsdóttir have shown, similar forms of mysticism–featuring visions, deeply gendered
eroticism, and suffering as a path to unity with the divine–have long been a part of the Mexican
Catholic experience.110 Padre Félix himself also emphasized his own participation in and
identification with Mexican cultural norms, which the writings of the order have happily echoed.

109. Gary David Comstock and Susan E Henking, Que(e)rying Religion: A Critical
Anthology (New York: Continuum, 1997), 230; See also Harold Bloom, The American Religion:
The Emergence of the Post-Christian Nation (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1992); Ellen
Gunnarsdottir, Mexican Karismata: The Baroque Vocation of Francisca de Los Angeles, 16741744 (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 2004).
110. Gunnarsdottir, Mexican Karismata.
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While social tensions between Catholic and revolutionary imageries, epitomized by the Virgin of
Guadalupe and the golden eagle, competed and blended to shape a postrevolutionary, modern
mexicanidad, Padre Félix and his beloved Misioneros constructed their own Mexican identity.111
Though the order’s writings about the former Marist have recognized his French
nationality, accent, and prior vocation, Zimbron Levy more often emphasized Padre Félix’ more
Mexican qualities. According to Zimbron, recovering from one of his perennial ‘agotamiento[s]’
the founder wrote to a friend: “I’m better now. I eat everything, even beans and tortillas, just not
chile.”112 In another letter, Rougier lamented that his ailments even made it a challenge to drink
his morning atole.113 Similarly, after receiving a blood transfusion in 1930, he quipped, ‘Now
congratulate me, because I have lots of Mexican blood. I even dreamed I was in a cockfight!’ 114
The Misioneros’ last church foundation under Padre Félix’s leadership was the assumption of the
Sanctuary of Our Lady of Guadalupe, a parish in Saltillo, Coahuila, named after the patron saint
of Mexico.115 To underscore this Mexican Marian theme, when Padre Félix finally succumbed to
peritonitis, giving his “New Year’s Gift”–his suffering unto death–under the watchful gaze of an
image of Mary in January 1938, his remains were interred in the cemetery at Tepeyac.116 One of
the most important–and decisively Mexican–sites in Mexican Catholicism, that site was the
111. Mary K. Vaughan and Lewis, Stephen, The Eagle and the Virgin: National Identity,
Memory and Utopia in Mexico, 1920-1940 (Durham, NC; Chesham: Duke University Press ;
Combined Academic [distributor], 2006).
112. Zimbron Levy, Misioneros Del Espíritu Santo., ‘Ya estoy bien, gracias a Dios.
Como de todo, hasta frijoles y tortillas, solo chile no. Ya puedo seguir mi vida religiosa normal.’
113. Zimbron Levy, “Risking the Future: Life and Spirituality of Fr. Félix de Jesús
Rougier, M.Sp.S.” Atole is a traditional Mesoamerican hot beverage made with corn and
sometimes flavored with fruit or chocolate.
114. Zimbron Levy, Misioneros Del Espíritu Santo, 114-5. ‘Ahora sí felicíteme, porque
ya tengo mucha sangre Mexicana. ¡Hasta soñé que me peleaba con un gallo!’
115. Zimbron Levy, “Risking the Future: Life and Spirituality of Fr. Félix de Jesús
Rougier, M.Sp.S.” 76.
116. Ibid., 79-80.
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mythic location of Juan Diego’s encounters with the Guadalupan Mary. There, in a series of
apparitions, the patron saint of Mexico revealed herself as a morena adorned with flowers and
attired in symbols reminiscent of indigenous spirituality. The site is now home to the Basilica of
Guadalupe, perhaps the most powerful symbol of Mexican Catholicism. After decades in repose
at that location, Rougier’s remains were moved, perhaps a consequence of construction, to the
Church of San Felipe de Jesús.
Despite Rougier’s sangre Mexicana and his affinity for atole, frijoles, and tortillas, the
most Mexican influence on the Misioneros was most certainly Conchita Cabrera. Her unique
version of mystical Marianism and symbolic embodiment of Mexican Catholic womanhood
served to underscore the new order’s Mexican credentials. Just as Rougier and his hagiographers
attempted to Mexicanize him, Cabrera and the writers that extoled her emphasized her identity as
an exceptional Mexican mother. The Misioneros published, at least as early as 1972, Conchita:
Spiritual Diary of a Mother, a collection of Cabrera’s documents partly curated by French
theologian Marie-Michel Philipon, O.P.117 Distilling more than ‘sixty-six thick bundles of
manuscripts’ into less than two-hundred pages, the work sketched Cabrera’s life and spiritual
reflections. Reflecting the order’s close relationship with the arzobispado, the publication

117. Marie-Michel Philipon, O.P., Conchita “Diario Espiritual de Una Madre de
Familia” (Mexico City: Misioneros del Espiritu Santo, n.p.),
http://www.apcross.org/conchita/diario.htm. Note: This analysis made use of both versions of
this text in English and Spanish. Page numbers and direct quotes generally refer to the English
addition. Multiple versions exist of this work in English, Spanish, and Italian (including six
editions in Spanish before 1987), but it is difficult to determine the first date of publication.
Miranda’s preface letter is dated 1972, but it is possible a large-scale print did not take place
until as late as 1978.
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included a letter of support from the Archbishop Primate of Mexico Cardinal Miguel Darío
Miranda.118
Complementing a broader effort to canonize Conchita, the work constructed her as, first
and foremost, an ideal self-sacrificing wife and mother. Though she would live the last thirty-six
years of her life as a widow, she was engaged around the age of thirteen and then married at age
twenty-one.119 The Misioneros compare the volume and the profundity of her writings to those of
classic mystics and theologians such as Teresa de Ávila and Thomas Aquinas, and, indeed
Cabrera wrote thousands of pages. Nevertheless, Miranda recognized her via “the domestic angle
where, we saw her, with great admiration, in her home, with simplicity and fidelity, sanctifying
herself by carrying out her mission as wife and mother.”120 Indeed, the very title of the work,
coined by Philipon, set the tone. Instead of a logical title such as Concepción Cabrera and the
Way of the Cross, the author appeared simply as Conchita: a Mexican Mother and Writer of
Diaries. The first section of the text, “The Life Story of a Wife and Mother,” offered three
possible identities for modern Mexican women: “Daughter of Mexico,” “Wife and Mother,” and
“Widow,” the titles of chapters one through three, respectively. In these chapters, Philipon
sketched Cabrera’s biography, using her experiences to convey practical advice about how to do
woman in the context of modern Mexico.121 The first paragraphs of the first section oriented
Cabrera within her national context and praised her for her “simplicity”:

118. Philipon, O.P.
119. Ibid., 17, 184.
120. Ibid., 6, 8, 94.
121. Candace West and Don H. Zimmerman, “Doing Gender,” Gender and Society 1, no.
2 (June 1, 1987): 125–51. Emphasis added to underscore my understanding of gender. Despite
decades of subsequent discussion, including Judith Butler’s insights into performativity, West
and Zimmerman’s classic article remains a clear, useful tool.
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Conchita is a daughter of Mexico. She is to be seen vividly in her Mexican
environment, in this land of violence and antithesis, a land of volcanoes but also
the land of Veracruz, the Nation of the True Cross, and of Our Lady of
Guadalupe…. One word was ever on the lips of those who had known her and
whom I questioned during my first sojourn in Mexico: ‘simplicity.’ Conchita has
an evangelical simplicity. She spent her childhood and adolescence in the
‘haciendas’ and on the ‘ranches,’ sailing in a boat along the streams, jumping into
the water or pushing her companions and her father's employees into the water,
laughing heartily, mingling with everyone, passionately fond of music and song,
122
endowed with a fine voice.
In language evocative of the noble savage, the hagiographer bound Cabrera’s mexicanidad,
religiosity, and gender into one seamless identity. Under Philipon’s European, patriarchal gaze,
the ideal Mexican woman emerged from the “violence and antithesis” of Mesoamerican jungles
to embody modern Catholic womanhood.123
Still, Cabrera’s example held yet more potential. Once she was established as sufficiently
Mexican, Philipon employed her in order to instruct and shame both women and male priests.
While desire and human relationships, he implied, were stumbling blocks for many, the mystic
was able to love her fiancé, Francisco “Pancho” Armida, without losing sight of God. From an
early age Conchita easily reconciled devotion to Christ and her roles as soon-to-be wife and
mother:

My betrothal never troubled me as an obstacle to my belonging to God. It seemed
to me so easy to combine them both! When I went to bed and was alone, I thought
of Pancho, then of the Eucharist, which was my greatest delight. I went to
Communion every day and it was on those days that I saw him go by. Thinking of
him did not hinder me from praying. I made myself look as lovely as I could and I
dressed myself elegantly to please him. I would go to the theater, and to dances
for the sole purpose of seeing him… But in the midst of all this I never forgot

122. Philipon, O.P., Conchita “Diario Espiritual de Una Madre de Familia,” 13.
123. Ibid., 13.
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God. I dreamed of Him as constantly as I could and He drew me to Him in an
indescribable way. 124

Indeed, Cabrera found even more creative ways to blend her spiritual and temporal
infatuations. “Under my silken gowns,” she added, “I wore a belt of haircloth, delighting in this
for the sake of my Jesus.”125 Later reflecting on her youth, Cabrera noted that she never really
felt a calling to professed religious life, or, at least, she “had no idea what [vocation and
virginity] meant.” Indeed, Cabrera described experiencing “an immense void” and “desires,”
which she hoped marriage to “so good a man” as Armida would satiate.126 That said, her spiritual
preoccupations remained, and at their wedding banquet in 1884, Conchita pushed Pancho to
promise she could “receive communion every day and [he would] not be jealous.”127
The experience of motherhood further informed Cabrera’s ever-deepening spirituality.
The death of her second child, Carlos, to typhoid at age six increased her “desires for
perfection.” More and more her “scruples tormented” her, and she leveraged her motherly
positionality in a unique exercise in exquisite suffering. Having become attached to a piece of
Carlos’ clothing she had kept as a memorial, the emerging mystic made a dramatic sacrifice. She
called to “a poor child,” put the garment on him, and sent him on his way, experiencing, as “only
a mother could… such sorrow as if my child had been taken away from me again.”128 While
Carlos’s greatest influence was in death, Conchita and Pancho’s remaining children were a
testament to their parents’ spirituality. The first son–whose name Philippon regarded as
unnecessary to mention–was healthy, a good student, but “impetuous,” seemingly “destined for
124. Ibid., 17.
125. Ibid., 18-19.
126. Philipon, O.P.
127. Ibid., 21.
128. Ibid., 23.
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marriage,” a path the mystic and the Dominican scholar both clearly regarded as inferior.
Manuel, the couple’s third son, pious and the “most affectionate,” became a Jesuit. “A jewel, a
pearl, [and] a precious ‘Concha,’” the youngest and only daughter, Maria “Concha” de la
Concepción, entered religious life at age seventeen. Renamed Teresa de Maria Inmaculada, a
decade later she died choking on blood and dedicating her own month-long travail “‘for souls,
for priests, for the Works of the Cross.’”129
As Cabrera’s spiritual inquietudes continued, she looked to male religious, but sometimes
found them wanting. After the young mother had spent “many a day in in desolation, anguish,
and darkness,” she approached a priest to share. The clergyman “deceived and saddened”
Conchita, telling her about “poetry,” “nature,” and other “banalities.”130 That disappointing
experience was instructive for the young mystic. “I [had] spent time now and then looking
through journals of fashion,” she wrote, “and remorse flooded my soul until the day the Lord told
me not to look at them any longer.”131 Remembering branded cattle on her family hacienda,
Cabrera eventually convinced one confessor to allow her to carve the Christogram–the letters
J.H.S.–into her chest in January 1894.132 This, posited Philipon, opened the door to her
“consecration to Christ through the gift of her blood,” her “Spiritual Wedding with Christ,” and,
eventually, her full embrace of the exquisite suffering.133 About the latter, remarked the
hagiographer, “Conchita knows it by experience: the divine union is inseparable from
suffering.”134 In 1901, Conchita’s temporal husband died, and, though she wrote about her

129. Ibid., 77.
130. Ibid., 28-9.
131. Ibid., 29.
132. Ibid., 30.
133. Ibid., 30-2.
134. Ibid., 32.
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despair at his passing, the event paved the way for Cabrera’s apparent spiritual ascent. Having
begun what Philipon described as a series of “Works of the Cross” in 1894, Cabrera embarked
on a spiritual journey, which intensified after meeting Felix Rougier in 1903. Three years later,
after retreats and much preparation, Conchita achieved her “central grace,” the incarnation of
Christ in her own heart.
Within this spirituality, Mary, according to Rougier, performed an important theological
function. While witnessing the death of Christ, “victim and priest,” Mary directly entwined with
Cabrera’s own suffering. That is, while Christ simultaneously was the sacrifice and the presider
thereover, Mary needed to fulfill her ultimate function of accepting with grace the divine
suffering of her son to “consummate the redemption of man.”135 The Spirituality of the Cross,
therefore, would encourage the imitation of Christ via religious life that was first contemplative,
then active.136 Paired with the resigned, long-suffering mother, each Misionero was to “be
another Jesus,” through a kind of mystical union and transformation.137 From this metaphysical
position, the devotee of the Spirituality of the Cross was then to “embody Christ’s love of the
Father,” surrendering her or himself completely to God’s will.138 Synthesizing Rougier, Zimbron
Levy described this love in its many forms: radical, obedient, resigned, delicate, affectionate,
united, faithful, willing to sacrifice, and completely self-abandoned.139 This mystical path again
echoed the classic suffering of the saints:

Our path is Jesus crucified. May you be a consecrated host: full of Jesus, our
Teacher and model. A Misionero del Espíritu Santo should be a voluntary martyr,
135. Zimbron Levy, Misioneros Del Espíritu Santo.
136. Ibid., 177.
137. Ibid., 142-3.
138. Ibid., 144.
139. Ibid., 145.
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accept whatever cross to love Jesus, be a martyr to his duty until death, a martyr
of his apostleship until he receives the crown. This is a copy of Jesus.140

Though a complete theological examination of the mystical Spirituality of the Cross is
beyond the scope of this study, it is significant for a few reasons. First, like ecstatic experiences
at large, Cabrera’s mysticism and exquisite suffering was a lonely endeavor. Indeed, even before
the death of her husband, Pancho, she wrote about the dread and isolation she felt in seemingly
pleasant, quotidian situations. During a certain feast day, for instance, she was obliged to attend a
carnival with Pancho instead of spending time in her ‘interior cloister.’ ‘I could not write,’ she
bemoaned in her diary, ‘for four hours in an open carriage in the midst of the uproar of a dreadful
crowd, [a]s much as I could, I multiplied acts of love, reparation and penitence.’141 Conchita
even recorded that God told her that He planned to make her “‘a saint known to [Him] alone… a
mirror of hidden virtues[,] nothing external.’”142 Unsurprisingly, when the spiritual founder
regarded a festival day with the family as another form of exquisite suffering and considered
hidden virtues a divine prophecy, the subsequent “new type of holiness” reflected that inward
focus. Compared to more outward-focused, communitarian spiritualties, such as the Theology of
Liberation (which also includes a structural critique), such inward orientation may come at the
expense of social activism.
Cabrera’s Five Works of the Cross promoted certain expectations linked to gender. For
example, The Religiosas de la Cruz del Sagrado Corazón de Jesus, founded by Rougier and

140. Ibid., 147. ‘Nuestro camino es Jesús crucificado. Sea usted como una hostia
consagrada: llena de Jesús, nuestro Maestro y modelo. Un Misionero del Espíritu Santo debe ser
mártir voluntario, aceper cualquier cruz por amar a Jesús, mártir de su deber hasta la muerte,
mártir de su apostolado hasta recibir la corona (death). Eso es una copia de Jesús.’
141. Ibid., 36, 38.
142. Ibid., 38.
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Cabrera in 1897, remained semi-cloistered and contemplative decades after the reforms of the
Second Vatican Council.143 The order of women religious, which runs houses in Mexico, Italy,
Honduras, Costa Rica, and Guatemala, has focused on perpetual Eucharistic adoration and
dedicated prayer for specific priests. As recently as 2009, they used the motto, “For them I
consecrate myself” “(Por Ellos Me Consagro”).144 They did so by taking the spiritual
positionality of Mary, accompanying the crucified Christ, “Priest and Victim,” who was
embodied, in turn, by male priests, most commonly those following one of the other Works of
the Cross. Simply put, the Sisters of the Cross of the Sacred Heart of Jesus dedicated their entire
lives to praying for men, each of whom they regarded spiritually to be their sons/incarnate God.
The Apostleship of the Cross, Alfonso Navarro’s lay fraternity composed primarily of women
and some married couples, has articulated a similar “Chain of Love” that emphasizes humility,
purity, and prayer, along with “spiritual modesty” and imitation of Mary. “They must have a
very great love to [sic] my Mother,” explained the fraternity’s eighth rule, “imitating her in her
perfect obedience towards God and men.”145 The Misioneros’ preface to Conchita summarized
Cabrera’s spirituality and her useful example:

143. “Religiosas de La Cruz Del Sagrado Corazón de Jesús Museos,” accessed July 3,
2016, http://www.religiosasdelacruz.org.mx/museos; Philipon, Conchita “Diario Espiritual de
Una Madre de Familia”; Experiencia Espiritualidad de La Cruz - Primera Parte, accessed July 3,
2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BiOvG2ZNYaI; ROME REPORTS in English,
Religious Order Prays for the Pope Day and Night, accessed July 2, 2016,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRpLdQfH61A; Catholic News Agency, “Mexican
Religious Celebrate 100 Years of Uninterrupted Eucharistic Adoration in Rome,” LockerDome,
February 2008,
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She fulfilled all the vocations of a woman: fiancée, wife, mother, widow,
grandmother, and even, by a special indulgence of Pius X, without being deprived
of her family status, died canonically as a religious in the arms of her children.146
Cabrera became, through a special papal declaration, like Mary, the perfect woman–divinely
fecund and perpetually virginal–the inimitable example of womanhood and a cornerstone of
male privilege.
This gendered spirituality reified the traditional patriarchal structure in Mexico. Most
famously articulated by Octavio Paz in El laberinto de la soledad, womanhood in Mexico has
been described in terms of a modified virgin/whore dichotomy, represented by the powerful
images of the Guadalupana and La Malinche/Doña Marina/La Chingada.147 Paz suggested that
these contrasting imaginaries have contributed to a kind of hembrismo, which simultaneously
vilifies female sexuality and idealizes virginity and, paradoxically, a self-sacrificing, longsuffering motherhood.148 Though Paz’s vocabulary is useful, some Chicana scholars, including
Sandra Cisneros, Aída Hurtado, and Ana Castillo, have suggested more complex interpretations
of the Virgin of Guadalupe, sometimes seeing a powerfully maternal and transgressively
indigenous spirituality.149 Though their point is well taken, the Misioneros did not embrace such
as radical vision of the Virgin. The order frequently imagined the Mexican Virgin as a motherly
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caretaker, but her role was anything but transgressive in their context of male celibate
spirituality.
A Freudian scholar of religion, Michael Carroll, posits a provocative “sublimation”
theory to explain male celibate affinity to Marian devotion.150 Assumed celibate religious men,
he argued, disdain most women (whom they regard as sinful and inspirations of male lust) and
simultaneously idealize the Virgin, replacing their own Oedipal sexual desires and placing
themselves in the position of Christ. Carroll goes on to suggest that, if his Freudian interpretation
were correct, the Marian devotees would demonstrate real or symbolic masochism.151 While he
noted self-flagellatory practices of some orders, he concluded “a masochistic emphasis upon
Christ’s Passion will be most evident in those regions where support for the Mary cult is
strongest.”152 Clearly, the Mary/Christ-Victim-Priest positionality of Cabrera’s spirituality is a
perfect example; Mexican women could mourn the Passion as mothers, while their male
counterparts accompanied Christ in his agony.
Though some may dismiss Carroll’s thesis due to its Freudian influence, the study has
some merit. For one, it was not simply an Oedipal interpretation. In fact, it was a multifaceted,
interdisciplinary study that drew “historical, anthropological, ethnographic, and social-historical
facts into a single, coherent theoretical framework.”153 The work even included empirical data
from documented visions of Mary, showing that: 1) almost all male “seers” were assumed
celibates; 2) that male seers were far less likely to report seeing males in apparitions that
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included the Virgin; and 3) female seers were equally likely and unlikely to see males in Marian
apparitions. These data points support Carroll’s thesis; even if we were to discard his Freudian
language, it is clear that gender influences the individual’s experience of the divine.

THE MISIONEROS AND THE MIRACLE AT THE ALTILLO
Informed by the Spirituality of the Cross, the Misioneros were therefore well prepared for
the arrival of the Charismatic Renewal to Mexico City. The Misioneros’ prominence in Mexico
City’s CCR was three-fold. First, Salvador Carrillo Alday, M.Sp.S. experienced the Renewal
during a trip abroad and came back as its advocate. “I [had learned] that in the U.S. the Renewal
had been born, and it made me very excited,” remembered Carrillo.154 His curiosity led him first
to a Protestant “Pentecostal Temple” in Mexico City, but the experience left him disappointed
and without understanding. An eight-day trip to Toronto, Canada in July of 1970, proved a more
formative experience. “In Toronto I understood exactly what was going on,” said Carrillo, “I
went to study, to get to know the Charismatic Renewal first hand.” The aged Misionero
remembered perusing CCR literature and listening to others’ experiences, before receiving the
baptism alone in his hotel room.

154. Salvador Carrillo Alday, Entrevista P Salvador Carrillo Alday, accessed April 14,
2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DPrtwqedb-Y. “Supe que en EEUU había nacido la
renovación carismática me dio mucha alegría. Inclusive pregunté si México existía algún centro
carismático, y me dicen ‘nada más centros pentecostales’ ¿dónde? y me dijeron el lugar, y fui.
Fui una visita sin comprender nada más… en templo pentecostal en la cuidad de México. En
Toronto, tuve la oportunidad de conocer de primera mano la renovación carismática. Y debo
decir que en 8 días de estar en Toronto comprendí perfectamente de que trataba. … Fui de
estudio. Pero me encontré con literatura y con personas que hablaban de esto, y esto be basto.”
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The Misioneros had an important ally in Mexico City, Carlos Talavera Ramírez, a local
diocesan priest who latter held several positions of authority in the Church.155 Like Carrillo, who
had experienced the baptism in the Spirit abroad, Talavera first witnessed “Catholic
Pentecostals” while traveling. While attending a course in Cd. Juárez in 1970, he met Jesuit
Richard Thomas and lay members of his El Paso based Charismatic group. On the same trip, he
attended the second national conference for the U.S. Renewal in Indiana, spending more time
with Thomas and “a married couple from El Paso” and seeing Jesuit Priest Harold Cohen in
action.156 Upon his return to Mexico City, Talavera worked with the Misioneros to organize the
first CCR retreat in Mexico at the order’s chapel of San José del Altillo in Coyoacán, where
Cabrera and her children lived briefly in 1918. Having occupied the site since 1949, the order
had used the chapel–now iconic for its architecture and prominent role in CCR–almost
exclusively for its private masses until 1970.
On December 20, 1970, with the blessing of Archbishop Miranda, Talavera and the
Misioneros hosted a group of about thirty people. After Father Cohen led the crowd of local
Protestant Pentecostals and incipient Catholic Charismatics in worship, some remained for
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prayers of healing. 157 Then, marking the birth of the Mexican renewal, a miraculous healing
occurred:
A woman that had [worn] a neck [brace] for twelve years, was asked, “Do you
believe in the Holy Spirit? Do you believe that God can heal you? Do you believe
that Jesus wants to heal you? And she said, “Yes, I want it.” And her neck brace
tore off, [leaving her] perfectly [healed].158
With a handful of the Misioneros convinced of the Renewal’s merits and news of the healing
spreading quickly, the order soon found itself at the center of the movement. The Charismatic
prayer and worship meetings at the Altillo soon became a weekly occurrence, attracting women,
men, and youth from diverse backgrounds. Archbishop Miranda designated the Misioneros the
assessor and gatekeeper of the Renewal, and regular correspondence began to flow between him
and the order’s General Superior, José Guzmán.
Though the order was equipped for its role in the Renewal, which came to be referred to
as the “Christian Renewal in the Holy Spirit” (“Renovación Cristiana en el Espíritu Santo”),
there were some complications. Though Guzmán was generally sympathetic to the Renewal, the
community he led was divided between several different spiritual/ideological orientations. A few
of the community’s members were opposed to substantial changes, given reforms already in the
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158. Salvador Carrillo Alday, Entrevista P Salvador Carrillo Alday. “Una señora que
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air post-Vatican II; some were most interested in the Theology of Liberation; and the rest,
including Carrillo and Navarro, fully embraced the Charismatic movement. Though the order
became identified with the Renewal, the community’s former superior, Miguel Mier Maza, noted
that it “did not arrive at congregational praxis.”159 That is, CCR was one of several competing
threads within the Misioneros, and–though it was the most visible–it was never formally or
completely practiced within the monastery. Nevertheless, Mier Maza argued that the Misioneros
were well prepared to serve as moderators for the movement, since they were younger, simpler,
more flexible, and more in-tune with the Spirit than other orders. Compared to other
congregations of professed religious, the Misioneros were “small but relevant,” engaged in
dialogue with society, and lacked “dead weight.”160 Ultimately, only a handful of Misioneros
received baptism in the Spirit and engaged in glossolalia, healing, and the other overt
manifestations of the Spirit. Despite that, few seemed to question the community’s prominent
role in the Renewal. “As a Misionero,” remembered Carrillo, “I was always close, always a good
friend of the Holy Spirit.”161
While the Misioneros’ internal debate continued, Mexico City became engulfed in the
Renewal. In 1971, lay people flocked to the newly opened Altillo, praise and worship schedules
increased, and Charismatic prayer groups began to pop up around the city. Innovatively equipped
with large glass windows and impressively high ceilings, the chapel itself–designed by Enrique
de la Mora and constructed by Fernando López Carmona–was an apt backdrop for the Renewal it
hosted. That same year, the Misioneros held the “Primer Congreso de Renovación Cristiana en el

159. Interview with Migel Mier Maza, M.Sp., interview by J. Aaron Waggoner, May 12,
2015, (Pending transcription) The Institute for Oral History at the University of Texas at El Paso.
160. Interview with Migel Mier Maza, M.Sp.
161. Salvador Carrillo Alday, Entrevista Salvador Carrillo Alday. “Como Misionero del
Espiritu Santo, siempre estuve muy cerca, muy amigo del Espiritu Santo.”
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Espiritu Santo,” (First Congress of the Christian Renewal in the Holy Spirit) a meeting designed
to reflect on what had occurred the previous December and discuss related theological issues.162
The assembly concluded that the effects of the spiritual baptism were positive, resulting in a
closer relationship with God, an increased awareness of the Christian community, and a true
manifestation of spiritual gifts.163 In the years that followed, more formal reports ensued,
including “Circular No. 5”, which contained multiple statements gathered between 1972 and
1973. The most important author in the document, Auxiliary Bishop Jorge Martínez, offered a
cautious approval, noting positive and negative attributes. First, Martínez noted that, while
“classical [Protestant] Pentecostalism” informed the movement, Vatican II’s more ecumenical
posture allowed for more respect for the practices of “separated brothers,” a sympathetic
euphemism for Protestants.164 Indeed, he added, the Renewal “responded to urgencies of
contemporary Catholicism.” Nevertheless, he cautioned, the presence of Protestants represented
risk. Catholics’ “imprudent” inclusion of and mixed appearances with “separated brothers” was a
problem. Worse, music and terminology borrowed from Pentecostal Protestants resulted in “pure
and simple confusion in the Catholic community.” In addition to this Protestant threat, Martínez
expressed concerns with the movement’s tendency to de-emphasize the diocesan hierarchy and
its difficulty with integrating in “ordinary” parish life. Echoing his U.S. counterparts, Cardinal
Miranda decided to continue monitoring and guiding the movement, requesting frequent reports
from key members.
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As the Renewal continued to grow, the Archbishop did receive reports, not only from
members of the Renewal, but also from its detractors. One such document, received November 4,
1974, reads like anthropological thick description, complete with detailed notes and incredulous
quotation marks around words such as “prophecy” and “message.”165 Despite its condescending
tone, it provided a rare glimpse into to day-to-day practice of the Renewal. The correspondence
also included a listing for “Assemblies of Prayer in the Archdiocese of Mexico,” complete with
subscription information and weekly schedules. There were five entities listed: Carlos Talavera’s
Social Secretariat, the Altillo, and the parishes of Santa Cruz, San Juan Bautista, and San Juan
Crisóstomo. The schedule offered multiple prayer and/or worship sessions each day of the week,
usually in the evening and the morning. Reflecting the demographics of the Renewal, there were
also two dedicated worship times for women only and one for youth. In addition to Talavera
(now distinguished with the title “Monseñor”), the schedule featured the ministries of a parish
priest, Tomás Dugan, a married couple, Francisco and Magdalena Negrete, a Franciscan,
Salvador García, and six Misioneros: Salvador González Meza, Rafael Avilés, Pedro Corona,
Ignacio Díaz de Leon, as well as Carrillo and Navarro. The report described a Charismatic mass
and worship at the Parish of the Santa Cruz del Pedregal, on Thursday, October 10, 1974 from
about 7 to 10pm. According to the anonymous report, the gathering was well organized, the
music was festive, and the mass was said by Salvador Garcia, one of the Franciscans that had
transmitted the Renewal from the Altillo to the parish a few blocks away in Coyoacán.
Concelebrating were more than ten other priests, most of whom were Misioneros. Among them,
the report named Salvador Carrillo, Pedro Corona, and Manuel Capetillo.

165. “Misa de Los Grupos...,” November 4, 1974, Archivo de la Archidiócesis de
México.
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The manifestation of the spiritual gifts, namely speaking in tongues and prophecy,
disconcerted the writer. At various points during the mass, the crowd and the celebrants erupted
into semi-spontaneous glossolalia; at other points loud shouts of “Praise God,” “Amen,” and the
like punctuated the proceedings. In addition to these group expressions, the author recorded four
notable individual ones, tellingly all by women. First, ‘one sister’ described a vision of the
crucified Christ calling, ‘Come children, don’t be afraid, come close so I can forgive all your
sins.” Another ‘sister’ prophesied, confirming the Spirit’s movement among the “separated
brethren” and citing God’s advocacy for increased ecumenism. A teenage girl gave a prophecy,
reciting Christ’s decree that the peace (that is, the sign of peace during mass) was not just a
salutation, but rather a reality. Finally, a woman gave a ‘message’ in tongues, but, despite the
male facilitator’s efforts, no one discerned a translation. The manifestation of these gifts is
significant for several reasons. First, the fact that all four of the gifted were women supports the
understanding that the Renewal, though usually headed by male leaders, was disproportionately
female. Similarly, the fact that one of them was an “adolescent” suggests a significant presence
of youth.
These examples support several studies that have suggested that women may benefit from
Protestant, especially Pentecostal, conversion from Catholicism. In Protestant communities it
appears gendered behavioral norms have been more evenly policed with men and woman, while
Catholic women have disproportionally carried the burden of social responsibilities.
Furthermore, Protestant women have sometimes had the ear of the pastor, and spiritual gifts may
allow women to transmit beneficial messages to the broader community.166 Though the first two
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factors would be hard to measure, the last may apply to the Renewal. Compared to a more
traditional Catholic mass in the same period and region, the women at that Charismatic prayer
meeting most certainly had more power. Not only did these women speak–with divine authority–
to the broader community, they transmitted messages that were subtly transgressive. First, the
vision of Christ calling out, offering forgiveness, promotes a message more accommodating to
lay people than contemporary ecclesial structures that used guilt and access to sacraments to
discipline and control. Similarly, the prophecy respecting the Protestant Pentecostals contrasted
with the goals of the hierarchy, which remained nervous about missionary encroachment and
CCR’s ecumenical origins. The teenager’s prophecy about peace could be broadly interpreted,
but with the 1968 massacre at Tlatelolco fresh in the Mexican psyche and war festering around
the world, it was certainly timely. Surely, in the context of a patriarchal global capitalist
militarism, suggested Cynthia Enloe, peace is itself a profoundly radical and feminist concept. 167
Finally, even though the last woman’s ‘message’ in tongues remained untranslated at that
moment, no doubt it simmered in the minds and spirits of the women present, perhaps providing
inspiration for another word of knowledge or a venue for a later discernment.
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THE BIBLE AND THE SYSTEM
The Misioneros tolerated a wide variety of pastoral and theological methodologies in the
1970s, including the theology of liberation, but their involvement in CCR quickly overshadowed
those internal debates. Armed with the Archbishop’s stamp of approval and the story of the
healing at the Altillo, the order was central to the “Renovación Cristiana en el Espíritu Santo” in
and around Mexico City. Almost as soon as that it had started, however, the Misioneros in
Coyoacán began to explore different ways of implementing that reform. Most notably, Salvador
Carrillo Alday and Alfonso Navarro Castellano developed competing strains. Carrillo’s Instituto
Bíblico and Navarro’s Sistema Integral de la Nueva Evangelización (SINE) reflected the men’s
starkly different visions of the Renewal and, despite some important similarities, produced
dissimilar outcomes. Carrillo Alday opposed excessive control of the Renewal and used Vatican
II rationales to defend CCR in Mexico and advocate for biblical instruction of the laity. Carrillo’s
warm personality made him a popular preacher, and his prolific, theologically grounded writings
made his ministry the more liberation-oriented iteration of the Mexican Renewal. Contrasting
with Carrillo’s bottom-up, spiritually uninhibited approach, Navarro’s “system” used the
Renewal to organize and mobilize the faithful. SINE created lines of authority and training
programs in residential communities, using the emotive experience of the Renewal to motivate
believers and build community around parishes.
While both ministries arguably implemented aspects of the Second Vatican Council, their
contributions to those reforms reflected contrasting interpretations. The 1965 Vatican II
document Dei verbum had a special influence on Carrillo, who embraced its call for a renewed
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role of the Bible in the lives of believers.168 Carrillo leveraged the Spirituality of the Cross, the
Charismatic Renewal, and his own theological expertise to articulate and put into practice his
unique take on Dei verbum’s intervention. His wide array of publications ranged from complex
theological interventions to accessible manuals for lay people. In contrast, Navarro channeled
Vatican II’s emphasis toward what came to be called the New Evangelization, a repackaging of
the Great Commission–the New Testament call to “go therefore and make disciples.”169 Renewal
leader and Catholic theologian Ralph Martin traced this call to spread the gospel to Vatican II
documents such as Lumen gentium and credits Paul VI’s 1975 encyclical Evangelii nuntiandi for
its clarification.170 The aptly titled SINE, formally adopted in 1973, systemized this evangelical
push in a densely populated Mexican urban setting, creating the potential for Catholic massmobilization.
Though both Carrillo and Navarro were trained theologians and prolific writers, their
publications served different purposes. Manuals for SINE composed the bulk of Navarro’s work,
and they described the experimental implementation of his system for his followers to apply
elsewhere. On the other hand, Carrillo’s publications were ends unto themselves, windows into
his philosophy and tools for the instruction thereof. Carrillo published prolifically for decades,
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169. “Bible Gateway Passage: Matthew 28:16-20 - New Revised Standard Version,”
Bible Gateway, accessed July 13, 2017,
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew+28%3A16-20&version=NRSV.
170. Ralph Martin, “What Is the New Evangelization? Why Is It Important for Priestly
Formation?” (Renewal Ministries, n.d.),
http://www.renewalministries.net/files/freeliterature/what_is_the_new_evangelization_ipf_symp
osium_2010_4_07_10.pdf.
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making a complete examination of his life’s work beyond the scope of this study.171 That said,
his defenses of the Charismatic Renewal, scriptural education of the laity, and Guadalupan
Marianism provide insight into the activities of the Instituto Bíblico. Their chronology also
speaks to Carrillo’s shifting focus from the 1970s through the 1990s. In the 1970s, he focused on
CCR, publishing Renovación Cristiana en el Espíritu Santo (1973) and El Bautismo en el
Espíritu Santo (1974), both theological and practical descriptions of the Renewal.172 In La
Renovación Carismática y las Comunidades Religiosas (1975), Carrillo even presented the
renewal as a “cure” for ailing religious communities and vocations.173 He noted that professed
religious were “very frequently” deeply psychologically troubled and that spiritual baptism could
bring about the “radical solution [of] inner healing.”174 The short, accessible text concluded with
fifteen examples of priests, monks, and nuns who had found spiritual, physical, and/or
psychological healing. In one of the most striking testimonies, one man was finally was able to
kiss his mother with honest affection, instead of cold intentionality.175
Carrillo continued to write about the Charismatic Renewal and the role of the Holy Spirit,
directly or indirectly throughout his life, up to La Espiritualidad de los Profetas de Israel (The
Spirituality of the Prophets of Israel), published in 2010. This and other publications used the
Charismatic perspective to make the Bible meaningful to the lay reader. In the 1974 publication
171. An author search of Salvador Carrillo Alday in the WorldCat database in 2017
revealed seventy-one unique publications, not including translations from Spanish.
172. Salvador Carrillo Alday, Renovación cristiana en el Espíritu Santo (México:
Instituto de Sagrada Escritura, 1973); Salvador Carrillo Alday, El Bautismo en el Espiritu Santo
(Mexico: Instituto de Sagrada Escritura, 1974).
173. Salvador Carrillo Alday, La Renovación Carismática Y Las Comunidades Religiosas
(México, D.F: Instituto de Sagrada Escritura, 1975).
174. Ibid., 30.
175. Salvador Carrillo Alday, La Espiritualidad de Los Profetas de Israel: Para El Día
de Hoy, Verbum México (Estella, España: Editorial Verbo Divino, 2009),
http://oseegenius.unigre.it:80/pug/resource?uri=388143.
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¿Qué es la Biblia? Como leer la Biblia (What’s the Bible? How to Read It) Carrillo outlined a
set of principles–clearly aimed at educated laypeople–for the reading and interpretation of the
scriptures.176 This comprehensive and theologically sophisticated work, which was republished
at least eleven times, had an obvious purpose: “[Foremost] to reproduce what the Second Vatican
Council thinks to be the advantage the Christian of our day receives by reading the Old and New
Testaments.”177 Advocating critical historical biblical interpretation, the introduction to the
chapter “How to Read the Bible” reads:

When reading the Scriptures of the Bible we come into contact with a very
different world from our own. Its authors not only lived long before us but also
were men of the East with their own culture and their own particular ways of
thinking, feeling, and narrating. Furthermore, each of them had their own genius,
their own way of seeing, and their own character and temperament. For this
reason the secret to understanding a book of the Bible is to read it keeping in mind
this perspective and remembering to consider–first and foremost–the cultural,
social, and religious context in which it was written.178

This interpretation and application of Dei verbum’s scriptural populism, while not radical unto
itself, implements a key progressive element of the Second Vatican Council. By the middle of
the twentieth century, the majority of biblical scholars agreed with this approach. Nevertheless,
Catholic laity certainly had not enjoyed access to or instruction in this kind of scholarly reading.
Applying this centrist reform in an innovative way, ¿Qué es la Biblia? Como leer la
Biblia included helpful examples and excerpts throughout and review questions at the end of
each chapter. No doubt these features were useful in the institute’s classes, which–Carrillo

176. Salvador Carrillo Alday, Que es la Biblia como leer la Biblia (México: Instituto de
Sagrada Escritura, 1974).
177. Ibid.
178. Ibid.
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remembered–were designed to provide “easy access to Sacred Scripture… for all the Christian
faithful.”179
Carrillo’s embrace of the Renewal and modern scriptural interpretation even extended to
his treatment of Mexican Marianism. In Mensaje Teológico de Guadalupe: Año Jubilar
Guadalupano, 1531-1981 (1981), Carrillo provided a theological and historical defense of the
validity of the apparitions of Mary as Guadalupe, even describing the story itself as a ‘text.’180
As he did in ¿Qué es la Biblia? the Misionero opened the book by citing Vatican II and the
Renewal:
We are undoubtedly in an era of “renewal,” embracing all fields and including all
levels. This renewal is healthy result of the orientation given to the church by
Vatican Council II and the tasks assumed by the church itself in the post-Vatican
II years.181
Similar to the Pecos monks’ efforts to cast Saint Benedict as a Pentecostal, Carrillo
extended his idea of Renewal into the past. “In studying and understanding the ‘Guadalupe
Event,’” he wrote, “we can also see a vigorous ‘renewal.’”182 Going on to cite a variety of
advancements in Guadalupan study and devotion, Carrillo concludes that “this [was] definitely
and clearly a time of ‘Guadalupe renewal.”183 This intentional mixing of Vatican II, CCR, and
Marian language reflects Carrillo’s view that they were one and the same. His worldview, which

179. “Entrevista con Salvador Carrillo Alday”; Salvador Carrillo Alday, Constitución
Dogmática, La Divina Revelación, Dei Verbum (Madison, WI: Kerygma Publications, 2004).
180. Salvador Carrillo Alday, El mensaje teológico de Guadalupe: año jubilar
guadalupano, 1531-1981 (México: Instituto de Sagrada Escritura, 1981); Salvador Carrillo
Alday, The Theological Message of Guadalupe, 9th Corr & Augmented ed. edition (Staten
Island, NY: Alba House, 2010). I have used quotes from the English translation.
181. Carrillo Alday, The Theological Message of Guadalupe.
182. Ibid.
183. Ibid, viii.
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he distributed in publications and courses at the Instituto Bíblico, emerged from the intersection
of devotion to the Virgin of Guadalupe (as articulated by the Spirituality of the Cross), the
spiritual gifts of the Charismatic Renewal, and the ethos of the Second Vatican Council. It is
hard to estimate the extent to which Carrillo’s perspective influenced the direction of the
Renewal, since he opposed trying to restrict or control the Spirit.184 Nevertheless, lay people in
Coyoacán remember his sermons fondly, his publications have enjoyed wide publication in Latin
America and the United States, and his name appeared frequently on CCR event schedules and
promotions.185
While Carrillo’s work focused on the empowerment of the laity through spiritual
charisma and biblical instruction, Navarro’s SINE used the Renewal to mobilize and direct
believers. An imposing man with a strong personality, Navarro ached for space to create the
Renewal he was unable to build around the Altillo. In a moment of serendipity in 1981, the
archdiocese needed pastoral staff in the remote sierras on the Southeast outskirts of the city,
while the Misioneros’ leadership in Coyoacán looked for ways to provide Navarro the space he
(and, it seems, his colleagues) wanted. The Auxiliary Archbishop tasked the Misioneros with the
ministry to the economically and geographically marginal community. In turn, the Casa General
of the Order assigned Navarro to the sector, giving him broad discretion to implement his plan.
Two years later, the Parroquia de la Resurrección was formally established and served as the
home parish and SINE laboratory and example until approximately 1999.186

184. Interview with Migel Mier Maza, M.Sp.; Entrevista con Salvador Carrillo Alday.
185. Call to Holiness 5-9 October 1984 ; English. (Milan, Italy: Voceplù Cooperativa
Edizioni, 1984); PLinux RCCES, "Renovación Carismática Católica- R.P. Salvador Carrillo
Alday M-Sp.S.," accessed March 7, 2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iIgrPo4Xof8.
186. Interview with Migel Mier Maza, M.Sp.
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Highly structured in all senses of the term, the Sistema Integral de Evangelización
attempted to operate completely in the local community. Quickly renamed Sistema Integral de la
Nueva Evangelización to reflect vocabulary emerging from the post-Vatican II theological
discussions, the Sistema offered an appealing, well documented strategy. This included a
geographical delineation of the area into sectors and zones with a corresponding hierarchy of
captains and lay pastors. A well-defined plan for training and catechism, which included tightly
scheduled retreats and a highly controlled experience with the gifts of the Spirit, complemented
this geographical approach. Navarro documented it all in a series of manuals, and he traveled
extensively teaching its implementation.
In addition to defining space and hierarchies, SINE actively constructed gender by
inserting itself into discussions on the family and the home economy. After relative stability in
the late 1970s, a series of economic setbacks in the 1980s informed that effort. A monetary crisis
and devaluation in 1982, erased the fading memory of the Mexican Miracle and gave way to
what came to be known as the Década Perdida (The Lost Decade). Many Mexicans experienced
financial hardships, and the country saw the worst sociopolitical upheavals since 1968. A 2006
synthetic report by the Dallas Branch of the U.S. Federal Reserve notes that between 1982 and
1994 real GDP per capita declined, foreign investment was disrupted, and the country
“experienced no overall growth.”187 In this context, especially in the marginalized Ajusco, it is
unsurprising that SINE attempted to offer an alternative vision of success and fulfillment.
These economic factors played to the ways SINE constructed gender and the family. In
1986, at the nadir of real per capita GDP, Revista SINE [Figure 2] suggested that family, sex, and
187. Richard Fisher, “The Current State of the U.S. and Mexican Economies: Where Do
We Go From Here?” (Monterrey, Mexico: Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, September 26,
2006), https://www.dallasfed.org:443/news/speeches/fisher/2006/fs060925.
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Figure 2. A SINE Map of the Ajusco
Source: Sistema Integral de la Nueva Evangelización, A.R.
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evangelization were legitimate routes to personal satisfaction.188 In the front cover illustration, a
fair-skinned couple stares longingly into each other’s eyes, while an ephemeral baby floats
below. The couple’s collared shirts, complexion, and quaffed hair highlight their middle-class
status, and the woman’s belt suggests a touch of modernity and, perhaps, her employment
outside the home. They are dressed in normative hers-and-his pink and blue. Her gaze is directed
up into his, while his large right hand claims her shoulder and pulls her close. She is slightly
smaller in stature and is positioned just below him. Still, her belt and his, visible below the
floating baby and above where their bodies fade into the sky blue background, are at the same
height and appear to link. Here in the reproductive realm and nowhere else, they are equal. The
woman’s face reflects a quiet resignation, in contrast to her partner’s toothy, mustachioed grin. A
light blue halo and powder blue blanket identify the baby as male.
If this androcentric visual representation failed to transmit SINE’s idea of the ideal
family, a corresponding poem, “Mi Hijo” (“My Son”), on the front inside cover made things
more explicit. The full-page, free form poem, attributed to “GAME” celebrated the son and his
conception in grand, adoring terms. The speaker addressed his son in the second person,
explaining where he came from and dreaming longingly of the future “consummation” of his
son’s own love. The woman is passively present in the text, mainly as the setting for
reproductive activities, namely her husband’s ecstasy and her son’s fetal development. The
speaker does occasionally recognize his partner’s existence through the use of the plural first
person: “Nuestra propia carne” (Our own flesh) and “nuestro camino” (our path). That said, the
woman is solely defined as wife/mother and never emerges as a fully independent human.

188. Alfonso Navarro Castellanos, ed., Revista SINE, 2 (Mexico City: Nueva Vida,
1986).
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This emphasis on the celebration of the marital union for its reproductive outcome (the
son) instead of its inherent value reflects broader theological debates about “finality.”189 This
term, which refers to an eternal, essential purpose, has been especially important in the definition
of human relationships. Acknowledging the potential impact of advances in reproductive
medicine, Jesuit theologian Bernard Lonergan described three types of finality: absolute;
horizontal; and vertical. Excluding the absolute, which refers to the divine plan of God,
Longeran described the “most essential” horizontal ends including “fecundity” and the “most
excellent” vertical operations, which elevate love to a kind of “divine charity.”190 That is, in
Lonergan’s view, material and biological concerns were basic operations, while sincere love
existed on a higher spiritual plane. In simpler terms, the most highly regarded Catholic
theologian of the twentieth century suggested that, while reproduction was a basic feature of
humanity, the sexual activity (or, more precisely, love-making) of couples and the corresponding
personal and spiritual development had a higher value–indeed, a higher purpose–intrinsically.
Lonergan’s critique helps us to interpret and contextualize Revista SINE’s take on the
family. Even on something close to its own terms–mid-twentieth-century Catholic theology–
SINE was conservative. The publication’s emphasis on the son, living proof of the couple’s
horizontal finality, is at the expense of the mother. Referenced simply as “una mujer” (“a
woman”), she appears less as an actor or the spiritual companion of the speaker and more as the
background, a fecund womb in which “fuiste formando” (“you were developing”). Though the
speaker does use the first person plural a few times–“llegaste a nosostros” (“you arrived to us”),

189. Jean Ponder Soto, “The Limits of Ethics in Considering Homosexual Unions” (El
Paso, TX, July 2015); B. J. F Lonergan, “Finality, Love, Marriage,” Theological Studies
Theological Studies 4, no. 4 (1943): 477–510.
190. Lonergan, “Finality, Love, Marriage.” 478, 501-3.
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“Nuestro camino es ya tu camino” (“Our path is now yours”), and “Con nuestra propria carne y
nuestra propia sangre” (“With our flesh and our blood”)–he does so only to describe the son or
his actions. Elsewhere, the woman appears in the text only as background to her spouse’s
ecstasy:

Hombre y mujer. Dos almas, dos cuerpos
y una misma comunión.
Éxtasis de amor y principio de vida.
Y como un eco casi infinito
Se repite en ti la misma génesis de la vida humana.
(Man and woman. Two souls, two bodies
and one same communion.
Ecstasy and beginning of life.
And like an almost infinite eco
Repeats in you the same genesis of human life.)
In this passage, perhaps the most gender inclusive of the text, the woman is simply present for
the “infinite eco” of male desire and reproduction. The only other remaining reference to the
wife (where she appears only in the form of pluralized adjectives) includes her only because she
has to be around for “el relámpago del Amor divino” (“the lightning bolt of Divine Love”).
By 1985 SINE was active in Mérida and Guatemala and was collaborating on missions in
Argentina.191 In a letter to the leadership of the Misioneros six years later, Navarro claimed that
SINE was active in “14 countries, more than 100 dioceses, more than 600 parishes, and
approximately 20,000 small communities.”192 Paired with his ambitious travel schedule,
Navarro’s step-by-step manuals, including titles such as Evangelización: Evangelar En El Poder
Del Espíritu (Evangelization: Evangelize in the Power of the Spirit) Alfonso Navarro

191. Santos, Hermanos, Apostales, Sept., Vol. 1, SINE, 1985.
192. Alfonso Navarro Castellanos, “Letter to José Luis Guerrero,” n.d. 1992, Archivo de
la Archidiócesis de México.
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Castellanos, Evangelización: Evangelar En El Poder Del Espíritu (Sistema Integral de la Nueva
Evangelización, A.R., 1976); Alfonso Navarro Castellanos, Evangelization: God’s Love for Man
(San Antonio, Tx: San Antonio Press, 1986); Alfonso Navarro Castellanos, El Anuncio
Kerigmático (Sistema Integral de la Nueva Evangelización, A.R., n.p.); Navarro Castellanos,
Evangelización: Evangelar En El Poder Del Espíritu.Kerigmático (The Kerygmatic Call), were
clearly effective.193 Building upon that success, Navarro founded the Misioneros de la Cruz, a
lay fraternity tasked with spreading the system. Originating in the original Ajusco experiment in
the early 1980s, the fraternity gradually took on more responsibility for SINE’s management.
After Navarro’s death in 2003, the Misioneros de la Cruz–who cite Conchita Cabrera and Felix
Rougier as their patrons–continued to promote SINE, despite having gradually de-emphasized
the Charismatic Renewal and its ecstatic practices.

193. Alfonso Navarro Castellanos, Evangelización: Evangelar En El Poder Del Espíritu
(Sistema Integral de la Nueva Evangelización, A.R., 1976); Alfonso Navarro Castellanos,
Evangelization: God’s Love for Man (San Antonio, Tx: San Antonio Press, 1986); Alfonso
Navarro Castellanos, El Anuncio Kerigmático (Sistema Integral de la Nueva Evangelización,
A.R., n.p.); Navarro Castellanos, Evangelización: Evangelar En El Poder Del Espíritu.
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Figure 2. Cover of Revista SINE
Source: Alfonso Navarro Castellanos, ed., Revista SINE, 2
(Mexico City: Nueva Vida, 1986).
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CONCLUSIONS

Navarro’s SINE was by far the most far-reaching offshoot of the Misioneros approach to
CCR. Though its ability to mobilize the faithful held enormous potential for radical liberation, it
most often served the interests of the Partido de Acción Nacional (PAN), the center-right
Catholic opposition party comparable to broader Christian Democratic movements. One’s
judgment as to whether opposing the ruling Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI)
constitutes a revolutionary or counterrevolutionary action depends on whether one regards the
PRI as a genuine representation of a real revolution of the people.194 The PRI was anything but
revolutionary in the time period under study, given, among other things, the PRIista state’s
massacre of students at Tlatelolco in 1968. Nevertheless, even if CCR’s contribution to the
opposition to the PRI does not fit into the category of counterrevolution, it also falls well short of
radical revolution. As we will see in chapter 4, SINE’s contribution to the growth and political
success of the PAN in the North was complex. It reflecting both popular objection to the PRI’s
voter suppression and fraud as well as the interests of conservative business leaders. Its
immediate contribution to democratization was laudable, albeit short lived, and certainly
contributed to liberation.
That said, SINE appears to have gradually shifted towards a direct appeal to elites, and,
once in power, the PAN lost interest in democratization. Despite some tensions in the late 1980s,
the Mexican Church eventually reached an accommodation with the Mexican State, which
194. Rafael Ramos Pedrueza, Sugerencias revolucionarias para la enseñanza de la
historia (México: Universidad Nacional de México Autonoma, Sección Editorial, 1932); Rafael
Ramos Pedrueza, La lucha de clases a través de la historia de México. Ensayo marxista.
(México, 1936); Sergio Aguayo, De Tlatelolco a Ayotzinapa. Las violencias del Estado., 1
edition (Mexico City: Ediciones Proceso, 2014). Pedrueza poised a similar set of questions
regarding the validity of the Mexican Revolution.
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essentially stifled any potential for liberating spiritualties to exercise influence. CCR emanating
from the Mexican capital has therefore reflected that reality; it offering idealized, locally relevant
versions of middle-class norms. When the realities of economic disparity within the global
capitalist system proved too great to ignore, its more mystical tools offered palliative relief that
ultimately obscured structural realities. In one instance, SINE even mobilized residents of a poor
community to displace a secular leftist movement. Even still, the consequences of Navarro’s
mobilization of the faithful were more institutional than structural. That is, while SINE
reoriented the faithful towards lay pastores and the system’s all-encompassing activities and, to
an extent, away from secular church authorities, a lack of social justice orientation left the
system–and the people it mobilized–vulnerable to exploitation and institutional pressures.
Compared to the community at Pecos and the two remaining examples, the Misioneros
were the least oriented toward lay people, least interested in economic justice or gender equality,
and most hierarchical. This is, in part, a reflection of the order’s history and culture stemming
from Conchita Cabrera’s deeply gendered and upper class framework. Consciously Mexican,
Cabrera’s Spirituality of the Cross became an important tool of the Mexican Renewal. It
provided a theological vision, positionality, and vocabulary that informed the foundation of
religious communities and the Renovación Cristiana en el Espíritu Santo and may have
contributed to the forestalling of potential liberation within the Church, especially given
Cabrera’s call to “enjoy the suffering!”195 The benefactors of that unique spirituality used it to
create unique interpretations of Vatican II and the Charismatic Renewal. Salvador Carrillo’s
publications and Biblical Institute represented the most egalitarian and liberation-oriented of

195. Philipon, O.P., Conchita “Diario Espiritual de Una Madre de Familia.”” 32.
“¡Gozar en el sufrimiento!”
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those products. In contrast, Alfonso Navarro’s Sistema de la Nueva Evangelización, the least
radical and much more effective of the two, quickly spreading throughout the Americas. As we
see elsewhere, these communities embraced different aspects of Vatican II and sometimes
tolerated approaches that foregrounded the People of God and their liberation. While Pecos’
approach–more reliant on personalities and individuals–slowly dwindled in the face of
institutional pressure, the Sistema was more adaptable. Though its use of the second baptism was
important, its greatest asset was the structure itself, which proved capable of mobilizing the
faithful when implemented properly. As we will see in the following cases, it was, therefore,
replicated in other contexts. While other CCR strands faltered, SINE’s structures and inherently
conservative spirituality could survive the Church’s rightward shift.
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Chapter 3: El Paso’s Open Arms
This chapter describes the Charismatic Catholic Renewal in and around El Paso, Texas,
emphasizing the Open Arms Community and the Sistema Integral de la Nueva Evangelización.
Established in 1972, Open Arms, a lay organization predominantly composed of middle class
women and their husbands, was the first and most prominent iteration of CCR in El Paso.
Meanwhile, as we have seen, the polarizing Misionero del Espiritu Santo, Alfonso Navarro,
created and documented the Sistema on the outskirts of Mexico City as a way to harness the
Renewal for the mobilization of laypeople. With the help of his fraternity of dedicated laypeople,
the Misioneros de la Cruz, Navarro then promoted SINE’s implementation elsewhere. In the
mid-1980s, SINE crossed the border into El Paso. Open Arms functioned as the de facto head of
the local Renewal, emerging from small prayer groups in the early 1970s, briefly enjoying close
relations with the diocese, and then surviving neglect and competition with SINE in the late
1980s. In its heyday, Open Arms maintained close ties to the Benedictine community at Pecos,
New Mexico, advocated for the Renewal within Catholic structures, and functioned as the local
node for the emerging CCR movement. Despite eventually ceding some of its influence in the El
Paso diocese to SINE, the eastside El Paso community was nevertheless the most effective and
long-lasting iteration of CCR in El Paso.
Though in some ways interconnected, these two ministries nevertheless offered
contrasting visions of CCR in the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands. Comparatively bottom-up, organic,
and gender balanced, Open Arms emerged from in-house prayer groups and “Life in the Spirit”
retreats and featured decentralized, rotating leadership composed mostly of middle and upperclass couples and stay-at-home wives. Those women, though careful to frame their participation
in spiritual and traditional ways, actually exercised considerable power with Open Arms and
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their own families. Their relative freedom of action and power to influence is similar to what has
been observed within Pentecostal communities, with the added complication of their Catholic
identity. Though operating in a liminal space at the edge of Church power, they nonetheless
remained loyal to an institution that is a near-perfect example of patriarchal power. El Paso’s
most significant advocate for SINE in El Paso was also a woman, Amparo Botoni–a privileged
Mexican housewife with a wealth of experience in Catholic movements in Northern Mexico.
Unlike her contemporaries in Open Arms, who created spaces for themselves and tried to
influence the diocesan power structure, Botoni took on her role when a careerist bishop
attempted to use her on a whim. Nevertheless, Botoni did believe in SINE, which attempted to
employ the renewal in the service of the emerging “New Evangelization” and counter perceived
excesses of CCR. Unlike traditional CCR, SINE in its El Paso iteration replaced unrestrained
spiritual expressions (including chaotic and potentially threatening prophetic utterances, which
happened to originate primarily with women) with meticulous organization, well-ordered
trainings with just enough Charismatic expression, and parish-centered catechism and
evangelization.

“SPOOKY” MEETINGS AND NEW BEGINNINGS
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, rumors of strange happenings circulated in Catholic
circles in El Paso. Revival camp meetings, apocalyptic and millennialist publications such as Hal
Lindsey’s The Late, Great Planet Earth, and radio programs like “Dr. Charles E. Fuller’s Old
Fashioned Revival Hour” and Billy Graham’s “Hour of Decision” crossed ecumenical lines,
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permeating U.S. religious culture with the energy and discomfort of what came to be called the
“Jesus Movement.”196 Like other young Catholics in the area, Joanne Ivey knew about miracles
performed by Protestant Pentecostal evangelists, and she even heard chatter about the revival
among Catholics, most notably the Benedictines from Benet Lake and the students at Duquesne
University. Between 1969 and 1971, scattered El Paso Catholics began to experience the renewal
first-hand through various channels. One El Paso Catholic couple, for example, attended a
Kathryn Kuhlman event in Dallas around 1969. Famous for her gifts of discernment and healing,
a distinctively intentional way of speaking, and billowy shirtsleeves, Kuhlman held massive
worship services that culminated in the healed testifying and often being “slain in the Spirit.”197
Using backstage passes acquired by their Protestant friends, El Pasoans Hart and Betty Ponder
experienced this spiritual phenomenon directly upon meeting the evangelist in her green room.
This dramatic baptism in the spirit, remembered Ivey, transformed the Catholic couple and
piqued their curiosity about similar phenomena taking place among Catholics. It was Betty who
had most eagerly embraced the Post-Vatican II reforms within the Church and became captivated
by flashy Protestant evangelists. Hart Ponder’s experience with the Spirit significantly altered his
relationship with Catholicism, which he had previously practiced in a traditional, conservative

196. Billy Graham, The Jesus Generation (Zondervan, 1975); Hal Lindsey and Carole C.
Carlson, The Late Great Planet Earth (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan, 1970); “History |
Old Fashioned Revival Hour,” accessed August 25, 2016, http://new.ofrh.com/history; “Decade
of Decision,” Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, accessed August 25, 2016,
https://billygraham.org/video/decade-of-decision/; for additional context and description of the
Jesus Movement see: Waggoner, “The New Wine: A Transnational Study of Evangelical
Success in Northern Mexico, 1960-2000.”
197. J. Aaron Waggoner, Interview with Joanne Ivey, March 25, 2015; Joanne D. Ivey,
“Open Arms Community of El Paso: A Brief History,” December 31, 2001, Open Arms
Bookstore and Library; Father Robert Degrandis S. S. J., A Controversial Phenomenon: Resting
in the Spirit, First Edition (Hyperion Books, 1989).
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way.198 After they returned to their Westside El Paso home, the Ponders became involved in a
local Charismatic prayer group and visited the monks at Our Lady of Guadalupe monastery in
Pecos, New Mexico. Little by little, other El Paso Catholics had similar experiences at
ecumenical and Protestant revivals and meetings, the emerging experimental Benedictine
community, and scattered, semi-clandestine Catholic meetings around the region. Another
couple, for example, had their transformative moment at Our Lady of Assumption Church in
Albuquerque.199
Joanne Ivey, an original member of Open Arms, first witnessed glossolalia in the chapel
of El Paso’s Loretto Academy. In the basement of the all-girls school, Protestant Pentecostals,
women religious, and lay Catholics enjoyed impassioned praise music in a “spooky” praise and
worship session. Accustomed to orderly, New England masses, Ivey was shocked and thrilled
that the group took time to passionately sing the praise and worship songs, including all the
verses and repeating the chorus multiple times.200 After the worship ended, those who wanted
“special” prayer were invited to the chapel where they kneeled at the altar, surrounded by nuns
and laypeople. Ivey watched as the prayers intensified, crescendoing into indecipherable tongues.
Though she did not enjoy the spiritual baptism first hand that evening at Loretto Academy, she

198. Anonymous. 2016. Personal communication with author, August 14.
199. Ivey, “Open Arms Community of El Paso: A Brief History”; Interview with Joanne
Ivey.
200. CCR’s use of music remains understudied, but I suggest that the Renewal first relied
on music from Holiness and Neo-Pentecostal churches before gradually adding natively Catholic
songs to the repertoire. CCR also appears to have modified pre-existing songs to incorporate
Marianism, adoration of the saints, and images such as the Sacred Heart. See: Daniel Ramirez,
“Migrating Faiths : A Social and Cultural History of Pentecostalism in the U.S.-Mexico
Borderlands” (Duke University, 2005).
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realized that the experience, especially the unhurried music, had allowed her to worship in a new
way. She wanted more.201
By early 1972, Ivey was not alone. In-home prayer circles had continued to emerge,
Protestant revivals were everywhere, and the diocese was abuzz with rumors of “Pentecostal
Catholics.”202 A year and two months after the miracle at the Altillo in Coyoacán, El Paso was
ready for its own formative moment and iconic launch of the local renewal: the revival meeting
in the downtown basement of the Hotel Dieu nursing school on February 20, 1972. In the Sisters
of Charity facility on Kansas Street, “Father Henry and Brother Michael [from the Pecos
Benedictine community] gave teachings on the authenticity of the experience of the baptism of
the Holy Spirit.”203 The service also included testimony of healings and spiritual baptism,
historical justifications for the charism, and fervent worship. Towards the end of the meeting,
Ivey responded to the altar call and went up to receive prayer. One of the Pecos monks asked her
why she needed prayer, and she was dumbfounded. “I didn’t know what to ask for,” she
remembered, “so I asked for peace, peace in my family,” and as an afterthought, “peace in the
world.” She stood there for a while not sure what to do while monks and laypeople prayed
around her, and then she also began to pray. Visibly emotional remembering the experience
decades later, Ivey said she suddenly experienced a vision of Christ with outstretched arms and
the Sacred Heart, typically depicted in Catholic imagery as pierced, bleeding, and ablaze. Before
the Sacred Heart, Ivey forgot where she was, but then realized that the monks and laypeople
praying for her were speaking in tongues, their vocalizations contorting into indecipherable
expressions of faith. In the basement of Hotel Dieu she was transformed; God, previously a
201. Interview with Joanne Ivey.
202. Ivey, “Open Arms Community of El Paso: A Brief History.”
203. Ibid.
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tradition and a somber abstraction, became Christ, a reality. “I knew I knew I knew,” she
remembered; I “got zapped… electrocuted by the Holy Spirit.”204 Though Ivey did not know
how to speak in tongues, she remembers opening her heart and trying to repeat some of the
phrases the monks were using. “Lord,” the young mother prayed, “I’ll do whatever you ask of
me.”205
Excited by her remarkable spiritual experience, Ivey was eager to tell her husband all
about it. When she arrived at their home on the far eastside of the city, he was less enthused.
“I’ve been watching the kids all night and you’ve come home drunk!” she remembered him
saying. She claimed that she later realized that her baptism in the Holy Spirit was confused with
drunkenness precisely as in the story of Pentecost in Acts of the Apostles.206 Her memory of the
event inverts the gendered notions of suburban life and deploys a New Testament trope to
ground her experience. Instead of staying home with the children while her husband imbibed,
Joanne was the one going out and getting drunk. Unlike the proverbial drunken husband,
however, she had no reason to apologize; her drink of choice was the New Wine.207 Common in
evangelical and charismatic baptism and conversion stories, this narrative strategy of connecting
one’s conversion or spiritual baptism experience to New Testament accounts reflects the
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renewal’s importance in the believer’s personal history and identity. This sort of narrative
strategy–especially testimonies of conversion and baptism in the spirit–served to construct
common understandings, relationships and community.208 Ivey’s vision of the Sacred Heart also
connected her to the experiences of other Charismatic Catholics, including Robert Lussier,
Conchita Cabrera, SINE’s Misioneros de la Cruz, and her own contemporaries in El Paso.209

OPEN ARMS
Emerging from several eastside prayer groups in 1972, the Open Arms community served
as the official clearinghouse for the Charismatic Catholic Renewal in the area. During the 1970s,
it created, curated, and distributed materials; planned, advertised, and implemented trainings and
retreats; and advocated for the renewal within the Catholic Church. Composed mostly of middle
class Latino and non-Latino couples, the group developed an internal training and leadership
structure with ministry leaders and “coordinators.” With Joanne Ivey serving as editor, the group
published a bimonthly newsletter, Open Arms News, which featured descriptions of the
organization’s activities and leadership structure, poetry, and a snapshot of CCR in the U.S.
Southwest. The publication also offers a glimpse into the group’s self-conscious identity
construction as a Catholic group oriented towards an ecumenical movement. That is, Open Arms
members portrayed themselves as Catholics who submitted themselves to the authority of the
208. White, Speaking with Vampires.
209. Interview with Joanne Ivey; Ivey, “Open Arms Community of El Paso: A Brief
History”; Pablo Vila, Border Identifications: Narratives of Religion, Gender, and Class on the
U.S.-Mexico Border (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2009); Pablo Vila, Crossing Borders,
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Frontier (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2013). n.p.
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Church, but, simultaneously, they positioned themselves within a phenomenon that transcended
denominational lines. In contrast to Mexico City’s top-down definition of the renewal, Open
Arms achieved a de facto role before gaining de jure status under the diocesan structure. Clearly
Open Arms benefited from the approaches of Bishops Sidney Metzger (1942-78) and Patrick
Flores (1978-79), who allowed the renewal to proceed in the diocese and largely supported the
efforts of Open Arms. Metzger, an enthusiastic participant in the Second Vatican Council, likely
perceived the Renewal as one of many logical, needed outcomes of the council.210 Flores, the
first Mexican-American appointed bishop, personally embraced CCR, which fit seamlessly into
his pro-Latino, laity-focused pastoral persona.211
Frustrated with the lengthy round-trip drive to the Ponder’s Westside home, Joanne Ivey
and a few others began their own Pentecostal prayer group at the Eastside home of Mary and
Martin Kelly. Early attendees in the spring of 1972 were mostly Anglo and included Father
Joseph Nilan, Shirley Lettunich, Bill and Jeri Schaerfl, Peg and Richard Golden, Jan Graves, and
other members of Ivey’s extended family, including Mary Joyce Ivey and Patrick Dolan Ivey. By
then, Ivey had expanded her Pentecostal tools. After her experience before the Sacred Heart, she
locked herself in the bathroom of her East El Paso home and began reciting Ave Maria and Our
Father. “Lending her tongue to the Holy Spirit,” the young mother found new phrases and
confidence in her charism. She also received instruction in tongues and prophetic interpretation

210. In previous chapters I link (and note that CCR practitioners linked) CCR’s
theological rationale to Vatican II, most notably John XXIII’s opening prayer that it was time to
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from Sister Mary Virginia, a Daughter of Charity.212 Ivey then tested out that gift at a Full
Gospel Businessmen’s Fellowship luncheon, interpreting the Spirit’s words to the vernacular
after another person had spoken in otherwise indecipherable language. While revival continued
to boil over in Protestant circles, it also began to make inroads within the Roman Catholic
Church. In September 1972, Pecos Benedictines Louis Hassenfuss and Michael Sawyer directed
the first El Paso Diocesan CCR retreat, further cementing the experimental Benedictine
community’s role in the region’s renewal. Over the following months, local prayer meetings
continued to flourish and the group in the Kelly’s eastside home was no exception.213
As Open Arms grew, so did its challenges. Like most of the early in-house prayer
meetings, it was highly ecumenical in its early days. Initially fueling its growth, this diversity
soon became a liability, as one Protestant Pentecostal asserted himself as a spiritual authority and
created a crisis of leadership within the group. Some of the Catholics remembered feeling like
many of the Protestants were more interested in proselytizing than simply sharing in the spiritual
Renewal.214 In response, the Catholic members, including the host couple, decided to move the
meeting to Wednesday nights, conflicting with evangelical meetings and consolidating

212. Further discussion of Mary Virginia follows. While some of her roles are unclear,
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control.215 They then elected a group of coordinators committed to openness and ecumenism but
loyal to Catholic principles.216 A 2001 reflection on Open Arms’ founding shows this tension:

Our mission was to spread the good news of the revival of the gifts and graces of
Pentecost among Catholics and at the same time provide Catholics experiencing
this renewal with a place where they could grow in the Spirit and learn to use the
gifts of the Spirit within their own Catholic tradition. Even though our experience
was often misunderstood or even denigrated by fellow Catholics, both lay and
clergy, we were Catholic to the core and were troubled to see some others leaving
the Church under the tutelage of neo-Pentecostals of other denominations,
especially the newer “non-denominational” congregations. 217

Though the Wednesday-night coup consolidated power in Catholic hands, the tension around the
issue of identity remained. As the number of available CCR books expanded, so did Open Arms’
small lending library, which quickly outgrew its shoebox. In the early 1970s, non-Catholic
evangelists, such as Agnes Sanford, Robert Frost, Donald Gee, John Sherrill, and David
Wilkerson, wrote the majority of Pentecostal books.218 Though popular among participants in the
Renewal, the ecumenical nature of these publications put off some members of Open Arms.
Indeed, at least one member of the group refused to read materials that lacked the imprimatur of
the Church.219 Despite this conflict, the group continued to grow, eventually overflowing its
living room setting and testing out several other locations. After a sojourn in the chapel of the
Monastery of Perpetual Adoration on Mockingbird Road, the group settled at Our Lady of
Mount Carmel near the Ysleta del Sur Pueblo in 1974, where it would remain for more than a
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decade. With a stable place to meet and the support of Jesuit Father Pete Martinez and the parish,
Open Arms experienced stability and growth. The groups formed a nonprofit 501-c-3, a federally
recognized nonprofit entity, in order to formalize governance, manage its finances, and receive
tax-deductible donations. The group also expanded its book ministry and began offering
additional trainings and retreats, most notably the variations of the “Life in the Spirit” series, an
introduction to and rationale for the renewal. The community continued to collaborate with the
experimental Benedictine community at Pecos, and its members established relationships with
those in other CCR communities, including the Community of God’s Delight in Dallas. 220

Figure 3. “Open Arms News” banner
Source: “Open Arms News” (Open Arms Community, November 1976), Open
Arms Bookstore & Library.
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Milestones in 1975 and 76 signaled CCR’s move toward broader acceptance within the
Catholic Church and in the Diocese of El Paso. In May 1975, the renewal held its second
international leadership meeting in Rome, featuring a Spirit-filled mass, ample press coverage,
and remarks by Pope Paul VI. The pontiff, best known for his leadership following John XXIII’s
death during the Second Vatican Council, offered “sympathetic” remarks that characterized the
movement as an opportunity for “the church and the world.”221 Reflections in the September
1975 newsletter of International Catholic Charismatic Renewal Services echoed that sense of
broader acceptance. One widely-distributed Catholic news service wrote: “without giving an
explicit green light to all elements in the Charismatic movement, the Vatican has clearly
indicated that a movement faithful to the guidance of the bishop could only be welcomed by the
universal church”222 Many U.S. bishops, including El Paso’s, increasingly adopted this cautious
but tentatively supportive stance. In the spring of 1976, Open Arms and the diocese hosted El
Paso’s first official annual CCR conference at Loretto Academy. Later that year, Bishop Sidney
Metzger, who one CCR hagiography described as “personally opposed” but not actively
obstructive, appointed Sister Lorraine Richard “Diocesan Liaison for Catholics Involved in the
Renewal.”223 The earliest extant issue of Open Arms News, November 1976, excitedly
proclaimed Metzger’s liaison appointment as a “sign of unity” and embraced the sister as a
fellow participant in the renewal. “Sister Lorraine” was to serve as the “link” between the bishop
221. Pope Paul VI, “Address of Pope Paul VI to the Catholic Charismatic Renewal on
Occasion of the Second International Leaders Conference,” May 19, 1975,
https://w2.vatican.va/content/paul-vi/fr/speeches/1975/documents/hf_pvi_spe_19750519_rinnovamento-carismatico.html; “2nd International Event – ICCRO Leaders’
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and the “twenty-eight known Catholic charismatic prayer groups” (most likely Open Arms, Our
Lady’s Youth Center, and twenty-six smaller gatherings in homes and parishes).
The newsletter offered an introductory narrative that would have made the Rhode Island
native’s story immediately familiar to those in the local CCR community. Like many of the
publication’s readers, the seasoned educator and professed member of the Religious of Jesus and
Mary (an education-focused congregation with simple vows) found the Spirit at a local couple’s
in-house prayer meeting and then became involved in Open Arms. In addition to underscoring
this familiar baptism narrative, Open Arms’ response to the announcement also speaks to the
changing tone around the renewal and the organization’s internal identity crisis. The unnamed
Open Arms writer, likely Joanne Ivey, wrote that local charismatics “now… have an office voice
to express the truth about their activities to the Bishop.”224 This statement clearly implied that
Open Arms perceived that their movement had been misrepresented but also signaled their
optimistic expectations. “[The charismatics’] acceptance of a liaison,” the article continued,
“shows their recognition of Bishop Metzger as their Shepherd.” Addressing their critics’ most
prominent attack, this seemingly innocuous line positioned Open Arms and the local renewal
squarely under the authority of the Catholic Church, differentiating them from their Protestant
contemporaries.225
By the late 1970s, Open Arms had established itself as a cornerstone of the Charismatic
Catholic Renewal in El Paso. Its mostly Anglo members were working their way into diocesan
leadership, it was firmly established within a network of regional organizations, and it offered a
variety of events and trainings locally. In addition to the diocesan liaison, other members of the
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group were becoming involved in leadership. For example, Helmut Sassenfeld and Ralph Solis,
both Open Arms leaders, were ordained Deacons in 1977.226 Meanwhile, another of the few
diocesan clergy involved in the organization, Father Joseph Nelan, one of the early attendees,
earned the rank of Vice-Chancellor of the diocese.227 Open Arms also deepened its connections
with other CCR outlets in the region and positioned itself within the broader national and
international movement. The appears to have been more interest in regional and national
conferences in the U.S. and the International Charismatic Catholic Renewal Services (which
developed out of the U.S. movement) than in nearby Cd. Juárez or other CCR activities in
Mexico. Its newsletters continued to reference the activities of the Joyful Hope Prayer Group in
Carlsbad, the emerging CCR community in Albuquerque (similarly composed of middle class
couples and mentored by the Pecos monks), and the experimental Benedictine community, which
had opened its priory in St. David, Arizona. In fact, Joanne Ivey dispatched her husband James
along with the foreman of the family’s pecan orchard to the St. David community, which was
more than five hours away by car. There, the men helped plant saplings the Iveys had donated,
provided instruction for their care, and received instruction and baptism in the Spirit. Clearly
gender norms in the Ivey family were such that, while James remained the titular head, Joanne
was able to marshal significant time, manpower, and material resources to achieve her Spiritinformed objectives. Open Arms advertised the activities of other groups in the region, sent its
members to give presentations and attend conferences elsewhere, hosted and promoted a variety
226. “Open Arms News: Serving the Diocesan Pentecostal Renewal” (Open Arms
Community, June 1978), Open Arms Bookstore & Library; “Obituary for Helmut M. Sassenfeld
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of visiting evangelists in El Paso, and put on a wide variety of local trainings, including
specialized “Life in the Spirit” courses for priests and the Spanish-speaking elderly in poor
colonias around El Paso. The organization clearly saw itself as a part of the broader CCR
movement, commemorating the tenth anniversary of the Duquesne weekend and attributing it to
John XXIII’s iconic 1959 opening prayer for the Second Vatican Council. By early 1977, the
many in-home prayer groups had grown into twelve full-fledged community or parish-level
meetings in El Paso, six in English (including Open Arms), five in Spanish, and one bilingual. It
is unclear where four of the Spanish-speaking groups were located, but one of them was likely
hosted at Open Arms. The sole bilingual group was Our Lady’s Youth Center in the Segundo
Barrio, led by fiery Jesuit priest Richard Thomas. Though primarily located in El Paso,
Thomas’s group, in contrast to pen Arms, moved back and forth cross the border and was deeply
interested in Cd. Juárez’ impoverished communities. (See in Chapter 4.) Center Open Arms’
prayer meetings drew upwards of five hundred people, hundreds of people completed the “Life
in the Sprit” series each year, and the annual Diocesan CCR Conference hosted thousands.228

ORDER, MALAISE, AND GENDER
Despite this success, the novelty of Open Arms led to novel opportunities and challenges.
The organization became a place where its members could voice their apprehensions and find
respite from modern challenges. Though middle class couples were the largest demographic
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represented in Open Arms, the women participated disproportionately. Just as Joanne Ivey
worked to build the group while her husband managed their orchard, other housewives took
advantage of the organization’s opportunities to get involved, socialize, and find meaning.
Women’s participation informed Open Arms’ governance and direction. While still technically
loyal to the male power structures of the church, the CCR group articulated an alternative model
of church and community. Instead of appointed male clerical leadership, a group of five or six
coordinators led by consensus and delegation. Almost all of the coordinators were laypeople,
with Father Nelan as a notable exception. The group changed as people came and went, and was
often majority female but always at least gender balanced. In January 1977, women led eight of
Open Arm’s twelve ministries. Despite having a more egalitarian structure than the Church itself
and most other CCR groups, concerns about being perceived as permitting “excesses” informed a
persistent emphasis on order, proper formation of leaders, and respect for Church authority.229 In
El Paso and in the Church broadly, critics accused CCR groups of being overly ecumenical or
inclusive of “sects”–a euphemism for independent Pentecostals–and “fundamentalist,” that is,
privileging seemingly disruptive Pentecostal prophecies of scriptural interpretations at the
expense of the Magisterium. Though widespread, these concerns with the excesses of CCR were
loudest when the activities of lay charismatics appeared to undermine traditional authorities. In
turn, the Open Arms newsletter even encouraged its readers to submit questions or confusions
about the renewal that could be answered publicly through “appropriate channels and
authorities.”230 The “Life in the Spirit” trainings, sometimes referred to as the “New Life” series,
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served not only as an introduction to the renewal, but also a litmus test for potential leaders. In
order to be a coordinator or even serve in certain ministries, a believer had to take the course and
serve as an “apprentice” for a period of time. Indeed, the Open Arms leadership acknowledged
that it would take six months or longer for a tree to bear fruit.231
Also informing this need for reliable structure was a kind of gendered disquiet, which
was woven into the narratives of the oral histories and expressed itself through short poems
within the pages of Open Arms News. Intermingled with discussions of loss, family, and healing,
this malaise is reminiscent of that expressed by members of the Pecos experimental Benedictine
community. Though relatively privileged economically, these believers nevertheless struggled
with the unexplainable challenges of modern life and found reprieve through spiritual
transformation or metanioa.232 That is, when life did not make sense, these believers found
explanation, expression, and purpose–even substantial responsibility and authority–within the
auspices of Open Arms. Several of the male leaders used their leadership experience within the
organization as a stepping stone to such higher posts as the deaconate, an office that itself was an
embodiment of the Vatican II’s shift to the laity. Female leaders did not have that option, so they
were more likely to stay for long periods in the “core team” of coordinators. Though the men
experienced the spiritual baptism, the women seemed to embrace the Pentecostal gifts more
eagerly. Indeed, many of the Open Arms men were involved in CCR secondhand, their wives
dragging them into the movement. As William Schaerfl, a male leader, remembered, some men
came eagerly after witnessing a true miracle of the Holy Spirit: an improvement in their wives’
231. “OAN Jan 1977.”
232. I discuss metanoia more fully in the introduction. In short, I use it in a new way,
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fragmentation and disquiet.
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disposition.233 Though this last claim is problematic for many reasons, it does speak to a belief
now well explored in the literature about gender and Pentecostalism. Groups that embraced the
expressions of the gifts of the Spirit have frequently attracted women, who in turn have
influenced and benefited from those Pentecostal communities in both tangible and abstract
ways.234
Though Schaerfl implied that spiritual baptism at Open Arms led to tamer wives, the
Spirit’s influence on the construction of gender was likely more complex. First, the women of
Open Arms experienced the baptism while at the same time embracing female Pentecostal
evangelists such as Kathryn Kuhlman and Anne White as potential role models.235 No shrinking
violet, Kuhlman performed a kind of femininity that was simultaneously powerful and demure.
For instance, she actively refused to take any credit for the miracles performed, but she gleefully
leveraged the power of the Holy Spirit that she seemingly commanded with a wave of her
billowy shirtsleeves.236 Anne White, though less of a performer, still offered a message of
healing and a set of tools that appealed to Charismatic women. White told her story from a
woman’s perspective: she was an isolated military wife, mother to a child suffering with asthma,
and then a widow. Attuned to the trials of childhood trauma and the challenges of being a wife,
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she taught women to pray for the “Sword of the Spirit to bring the healing reality of Jesus’
freedom from lifelong relationship bondages and oppressing spirits to set the captives free.”237
Though through very different approaches, both of these independent, Spirit-filled women
embodied an active Pentecostal womanhood. Similarly, Open Arms offered women a space in
which to construct and perform such a gender, replete with exciting possibilities. This is
especially true when compared with more traditional Catholic alternatives that often relegated
women to cleaning and service roles. In this light, prayer ceased to be a rote, lackluster pursuit,
becoming instead “spiritual warfare.” Open Arms offered “Growth Sessions” in related battle
tactics as well as classes such as “Healing A,” “Healing B,” “Tongues, Interpretation, Prophecy,”
and “Wisdom and Knowledge.” Other sessions such as “Inner Healing,” “Private Prayer,” and
the “Healing of Memories” empowered believers with tools that made even the smallest
housewife into a metaphysical giant.238 One Open Arms leader, Alicia Pennell experienced this
spiritual power firsthand. Out with her assistant on an errand, Pennell saw an elderly woman take
a bad fall, which left her sprawled on the concrete:
I told my assistant ‘let’s pray for her’… I could feel pieces [of bone] when I laid
my hand on her. I prayed harder. As I prayed, I could feel the bones coming
together. She jumped up and said, like nothing had happened… ‘I was hearing
angels,’ really excited about the whole thing. Who are we??? Who are we? An
insignificant person, and the Lord used us in love.239
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Emphasizing that her assistant had witnessed and confirmed the miraculous healing on an
otherwise typical day, Pennell’s oral history tellingly emphasizes the smallness of the speaker,
another “insignificant person.” It underscores the supernatural power, not only to heal the
broken, but to transform–by virtue of the Holy Spirit–the insignificant into the mighty.
In addition to these imperceptible benefits, participation in Open Arms offered its women
more concrete rewards. The community’s many ministries and activities provided opportunities
most women did not have in the 1970s. The organization’s music ministry, for instance, was a
fully realized production force, led by Mary Joyce Ivey and complete with “piano, violin,
percussion, three guitars, and ten singers.” Though most of the members did not have a master’s
degree in music like “Sister Rita” of Loretto, many had “lots of experience changing diapers and
singing lullabies.” Aside from writing, singing, and accompanying songs, themselves “a
powerful tools for the work of the Spirit,” Open Arms women also took on other significant
responsibilities and had unique experiences.240 In addition to exercising the gift of healing, Alicia
Pennell was an accomplished administrator, managing volunteers, accounts, and the planning
and execution of huge events.241 Speaking on the same stages as bishops and major Pentecostal
figures such as Father Ralph DiOrio, Open Arms women exercised power and influence in ways
big and small. A small, offshoot group of women at a certain parish, for instance, formed their
own prayer group and quickly began seeing gifts of the Spirit. “The gift most treasured by the
group,” reported the Open Arms News, “was the acceptance of their pastor of the Charismatic
Renewal.”242 This occurred when approximately ten women, probably the most pious in a parish,
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got together, mobilized other women, and encouraged their priest to support the renewal.
“Within a few months” he came around to the idea and invited Open Arms to train the parish.243
Women also took advantage of Open Arms’ resources in other ways. Jan Graves, for
example, published a pamphlet through Dove Publishing, a ministry of the Pecos community.
“Surely Life Means More than Food: Motivation and Power for Victory over Appetite” used a
Charismatic spiritual framework to address a real life concern of many women in an optimistic
way, which Open Arms’ CCR network promoted.244 On a more fundamental level, women’s
perspectives likely shaped the way events were planned and implemented. The Open Arms News
constantly advertised family and couple-oriented retreats, including Franciscan spiritual retreats
at Holy Cross center in far-west El Paso, summer “Weekend Family Retreats” at the Pecos
community, or opportunities for couples to attend regional and national CCR conferences. Many
retreats were only for couples, but even when they were open to singles, registering as a couple
cost less when averaged per person.245 Social events, like a country picnic, were organized with
the family as the basic unit and included games for kids and “races for young and old.” A
“Daytime Bible Study” seemed especially appealing to housewives and took place from 11am to
1 pm on Thursdays, offering prayer, teaching, discussion, and “light lunch.” The attendees
enjoyed that daytime respite while two other women offered babysitting in their homes.246 For
those that wanted a heavier meal and more miraculous occurrences, the Open Arms newsletter

243. Ibid.
244. “OAN Dec. 76.”
245. “OAN Jan 1977.”
246. “Open Arms News: Serving the Diocesan Pentecostal Renewal” (Open Arms
Community, October 1978), Open Arms Bookstore & Library.
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advertised the Full Gospel Businessmen’s Fellowship’s buffet lunch and “Family Miracle”
healing service.247
So how did their participation in the renewal shape the family lives of women such as
Joanne Ivey and Alicia Pennell? From very different backgrounds and possessing different kinds
of challenges, both of these women framed their womanhood within their identity as Charismatic
Catholics. Having both experienced loss of family members, they both deployed a Spirit-filled
epistemology in an effort to make sense of otherwise inexplicable tragedy. Born into a devout,
Irish-Catholic New England family, Joanne moved to El Paso on a teaching mission, first
teaching at a Catholic School in Las Cruces, New Mexico. Within her first two years in the
region, she married James Ivey, the son of a prominent Catholic family. Though the two had
much in common and shared a devout Catholic faith, their different communication styles led to
conflict. Having grown up the “princess” of her reserved, conservative family, Joanne
nevertheless learned to fight with her husband, who came from a more rambunctious and
expressive family. Indeed, Ivey became so capable of holding her own with her husband that she
began to feel guilty, even sinful. Importantly, she framed the realization of her sin (from fighting
with her husband) as an important step in her spiritual growth. When she got pregnant and
“retired” from her fledging profession as a schoolteacher, Ivey used her identity as a Charismatic
to justify her continued activity in public life. She was no longer working for money, but in
practice she had been commissioned. Her charism served her construction of identity and
allowed her a sufficiently Catholic rationale for her active, influential lifestyle. Meanwhile, her
husband was on the defensive, feeling pressured from their prayer group to manifest the baptism
by speaking in tongues. The pressure culminated in one meeting when the group set to praying
247. “OAN Dec. 76.”
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for his baptism, the men praying and laying hands on him while the women prayed in the next
room. Finally, Joanne remembered, the men excitedly announced that James had received the
Holy Ghost and that “his tongues were beautiful!” Immediately suspicious, she confronted him
on their drive home, and he admitted to giving up and reciting some prayers he knew in Latin.
Even years later, after her husband had finally really received the baptism, she admitted “it still
showed strong influence from the Latin.”248
Alicia Pennell, an El Paso native and English-primary Mexican-American, leveraged the
Charismatic renewal in even more dramatic ways. Her father died when she was five, and,
despite her prayers, her mother died when she was ten. Angry, Alicia “didn’t really know why
[she was] Catholic and didn’t care.” Only nominally Catholic, she had married a non-practicing
Methodist right out of high school. “At the time,” she remembered, “I was just going through the
motions, and I got married going through the motions.” The relationship was rocky, and the two
divorced and remarried three times. During one of the separations Alicia fell in love with another
man, a soldier, but he died suddenly of a heart attack before they were to be married. Again,
God, had done “exactly opposite” of what she wanted. Angry and in pain, eventually Alicia came
to Open Arms at the invitation of her brother’s wife and had a transformational spiritual
experience. The long-time civil servant was initially taken aback by the speaking in tongues,
which she “thought was Chinese,” but a feeling of peace captivated her. “I’d never felt that,” she
remembered, and “my whole life turned around.” She took the Life in the Spirit series, began
reflecting on her marriage, and realized that she was at fault for much of their marital problems.
She started praying, listening to God, and going to church. She remarried her husband for the
fourth time in 1977, and they remained married until his death in 1991. Though her baptism in
248. Interview with Joanne Ivey.
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the Spirit led to the reparation of her marriage, more importantly, it allowed her to make sense of
the many untimely deaths of her loved ones. When Pennell lost her oldest son in 2010, she was
better able to cope:

This time, instead of getting mad at God, I understood that [my son] belonged to
Him more than he belonged to me, and I was able to just praise God in the midst
of all the pain and all this. I didn’t feel that anger at him. That was just God’s will.
It’s good to just accept God’s plan for your life and know that He’s in charge of
your life no matter what.249

Similarly, the first Open Arms News edition in existence commemorated the loss of Joanne
Ivey’s twenty-four year old nephew and his friend who suffered a car accident in October 1973.
“For those who love the Lord, death is indeed swallowed up in victory!” ends the All Saints Day
statement, “He lives… and so do they!” Admittedly bleak, this surrender to the will of God is
nonetheless a coherent way Charismatic believers have dealt with indescribable tragedy. 250

SINE IN CHIHUAHUA AND EL PASO
The installation of El Paso’s next bishop, Patrick Flores, in May 1978, was–albeit short
lived–a win for Open Arms and other advocates of the Renewal. A strong supporter of the
renewal, Flores had attended prayer meetings while auxiliary bishop of San Antonio and
immediately moved to support the movement in El Paso.251 The May-June 1978 edition of the
Open Arms newsletter was so exuberant in its treatment of Flores’ installation, its name changed

249. Interview with Alicia Pennell.
250. “OAN Nov. 76.”
251. “OAN May 78.”
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to Open Arms News: Serving the Diocesan Pentecostal Renewal. It gushed that Open Arms’s
praise ministry would provide some of the music for the new bishop’s installation, offered ViceChancellor Nelan’s testimony supporting Flores’ charismatic credentials, and featured a piece
discussing the growing acceptance of CCR among U.S. bishops and Pecos Benedictine Michael
Sawyer’s advocacy work. The September-October 1978 edition of the newsletter retained that
sense of optimism and the aspirational subtitle. “In Autumn, 1978, there’s a touch of spring in
the air,” the cover piece extoled. Eagerly noting the election of Pope John Paul (I) and the
lingering novelty of Flores, the community felt “a sense of excitement and expectation in the
hearts of the people of God.”252
Like John Paul’s papacy, that enthusiasm–and Flores’ time in El Paso–were to be shortlived. Days after the newsletter’s distribution, John Paul was found dead and, the following year,
Flores was promoted to the Archbishopric of San Antonio.253 The subsequent installation of
Bishop Raymundo Peña in early 1980 signaled a change in the Diocese of El Paso and, within a
few years, the Renewal. Born in Corpus Christi and educated mostly in San Antonio, Peña was
diminutive in stature and possessed a strong personality and a penchant for micromanagement. In
contrast to his predecessors, Peña was unenthusiastic about CCR and only tolerated it only to the
extent that it served his interests. Perhaps he was frustrated with alleged excesses and Open
Arms’ freedom of movement outside formal structures. Perhaps he preferred a natively Latino
approach to the Renewal over one that was predominately composed of Anglos. More precisely,
252. “Open Arms News: Serving the Diocesan Pentecostal Renewal” (Open Arms
Community, September-October 1978), Open Arms Bookstore and Library.
253. “Biography of His Holiness John Paul I | John Paul I,” accessed September 4, 2016,
http://w2.vatican.va/content/john-paul-i/en/biography/documents/hf_jpi_bio_01021997_biography.html; “Archbishop Patrick Fernández Flores [Catholic-Hierarchy].”
“Biography of His Holiness John Paul I | John Paul I”; “Archbishop Patrick Fernández Flores
[Catholic-Hierarchy].”
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he may have wanted a framework that was less middle class white and more aligned with the
interests and sensibilities of a certain style of Catholic Mexican elites. Perhaps he was impatient
with women who performed gender in ways he regarded unacceptable. Perhaps he simply
wanted more direct control. Whatever his reasons, Peña made a personnel change in the liaison
office for the Renewal in 1985 that dramatically altered the direction of CCR in El Paso. That
change signaled the decline of Open Arms’ influence on the Diocese of El Paso. In its place,
Peña invited a different approach to the Renewal, Alfonso Navarro’s Sistema Integral de la
Nueva Evangelización (SINE). The Sistema had been implemented with relative success on the
diocesan level in Chihuahua, and lay leaders from that process had recently moved to El Paso.
After lending little consideration to the Renewal for several years, in 1985 the bishop,
accompanied by a Franciscan monk, paid a visit to Amparo Botoni de Navarro in her
comfortable West El Paso home.254 Peña explained that he wanted Botoni to oversee the
Diocesan Office of Evangelization. A housewife and catechism teacher from a privileged and
deeply Catholic family in Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, Botoni received the bishop’s request to meet
nervously, unsure what to make of it. Remembering the event, she emphasized her hesitance,
noting that she had only minimal training in business administration, no theological education,
and almost no professional experience. Notwithstanding these limitations–or, perhaps, because
he thought they made her less threatening–Peña wanted Botoni for the job. It is unclear how
much the bishop knew about her and her husband Raul, but he likely first learned about them

254. Interview with Amparo Botoni de Navarro, interview by J. Aaron Waggoner,
October 4, 2016, (Pending transcription) The Institute for Oral History at the University of Texas
at El Paso. By styling herself as “Botoni de Navarro,” this informant simultaneously retains her
own identity and that of her regiomontana family while reaffirming her husband’s prominence.
To the best of my knowledge, neither Amparo Botoni de Navarro nor her husband Raul Navarro
are of family relation to Alfonso Navarro, M.Sp.S.
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from Sister Kathryn, the diocese’s official liaison for the Renewal. After joining St. Mathew’s
Parish earlier that year and attending local CCR meetings, she had invited the couple to represent
their parish on her CCR committee. Botoni discussed the bishop’s request with her family, taking
into consideration that–since moving from Juárez the year before–they no longer had full-time
domestic help. Despite that issue, Botoni’s husband was supportive, and Amparo Botoni agreed
to serve.255
Despite her demure remembrance, Botoni had a wealth of relevant experience. Following
the work assignments of her husband, Raul Navarro– from Monterrey to Juárez to Chihuahua
City and back to the border–she had actively participated in several lay initiatives. She got her
start in the early 1970s serving as a leader in the Movimiento Familiar Cristiano (MFC), an
organization then primarily focused on marriage development. In the 1990s and early twentyfirst century, MFC became know for conservative activism around social issues such as the
opposition to LGBTQ rights and women’s rights to abortion and birth control access. Botoni
remembers making a four-year commitment with her husband, which entailed attending weekly
MFC meetings, saying the rosary and attending mass daily, and consciously working on their
marriage. While he was busy working for ASARCO, she struggled as a new wife in a city
without the infrastructure and comforts she had enjoyed in her native Monterrey. At first,
participation in the MFC’s four-year study plan benefitted their marriage (and likely gave Botoni
access to other middle and upper-class Catholics), but it soon left Botoni wanting more. At the
time she did not realize exactly what that was, but–in retrospect–she remembered MFC as being
overly concerned with marriage counseling. Despite the four-year commitment and daily rituals,
255. Interview with Amparo Botoni de Navarro; Interview with Raul Navarro, interview
by J. Aaron Waggoner, August 26, 2016, (Pending transcription) The Institute for Oral History at
the University of Texas at El Paso.
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she later remembered it lacking what she regarded as more substantive issues: evangelism and
doctrine.256 “[MFC] served us well, but it was always incomplete,” Botoni remembered, “We
never talked about the fundamentals… about how God loved us or the message of salvation.”257
Botoni soon found what she was missing. After moving to Cd. Chihuahua to follow
Raul’s work, she taught catechism for the nascent La Salle (Christian Brothers) school and
quickly became involved in pastoral training for the Archdiocese of Chihuahua. As catechists,
Amparo and Raul attended a retreat at a Misioneros del Espiritu Santo facility in Valle de Bravo,
Estado de México. There, Botoni experienced baptism in the Spirit and came to know the
Sistema’s view of the Renewal in the service of evangelism:

That’s when I realized what was missing in the [MFC]; it was the entire
foundation, all the fundamentals of Christian life. It was like we were building a
brick wall without cement. Those couples, including the leaders, were getting
divorced. That’s when we cut the umbilical cord with MFC and became directly
involved at the parish level.258

Working within their parish in Chihuahua City, Amparo and Raul began coordinating youth
outreach, which ministered to more than three hundred teenagers and young adults subdivided
into small groups. This pastoral juvenil (youth ministry), as they called it, was integrated into the
Sistema’s process and structure. Though laypeople in the parish may not have heard the term
256. Interview with Amparo Botoni de Navarro. “Fue algo que sirve mucho, pero….
siempre estuvo incompleto… No se nos hablaba de los bases cristianos… de como Dios nos
ambaba. El mensaje de salvación no se daba.”
257. Interview with Amparo Botoni de Navarro; Interview with Raul Navarro.
258. Interview with Amparo Botoni de Navarro, “Fue cuando me di cuenta que era lo que
faltaba en el movimiento, toda la base, todo el fundamento de la vida Cristiana era lo que faltaba.
Entonces como estábamos poniendo ladrillos en una pared pero no había cimento. Entonces
aquellas parejas, inclusive esos mismos moderadores… terminaban divorciados… en aquel
momento cortamos con el cordón umbilical del Movimiento Familiar y nos ubicamos
directamente en la parroquia.”
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“SINE,” they nonetheless experienced Navarro’s step-by-step process of “kerygmatic”
evangelism. As Amparo remembered, indeed it was SINE, despite some semantic maneuvering:
In the parish nobody talked about SINE; SINE didn’t exist. There it was the “Plan
Pastoral,” but the process undertaken was SINE… visiting people, going out into
the community, implementing a permanent mission, getting to know the needs of
families, from the baby in the womb to the elderly. [We] saw to the moral,
spiritual, and material needs–everything.259

From the perspective of Botoni and other SINE advocates, the Sistema was not a movement; it
was a description of how things should be in the Church with step-by-step instructions on how to
make it happen. With the parish as its primary node of organization, parish priests, catechists,
and small group leaders were supposed to mimic Alfonso Navarro’s geographical and
hierarchical organization of the marginal community in the Ajusco. SINE’s documents were
mostly manuals designed to serve as tools in the system’s implementation. These materials often
included practical handouts and diagrams and were tailored to a specific audience or piece of the
Sistema.
Two SINE publications help us understand the Sistema’s implementation in Chihuahua.
One of them was specifically prepared for and republished with revision after the 1992 Consejo
Episcopal Latinoamericano (CELAM) conference in Santo Domigo. Parroquia: Comunidad
Evangelizadora described the “natural” role of the parish and provided a sketch of the Plan

259. Interview with Amparo Botoni de Navarro., “No se hablaba del SINE. Entre la
parroquia el SINE no existe. Existe el Plan Pastoral de la parroquia pero el proceso que se lleva
es el SINE… que lleva a visitar, a salir fuera, a misionar de una manera permanente, a concer la
necesidad de la familia, desde el bebe que exste en la pancita de la mamita hasta el anciano, a ver
las necesitades morales, espirituales, materiales. Todo.”
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Pastoral para la Parroquia (Ministry Plan for the Parish) mentioned by Botoni.260 Though its
first revision was published almost a decade after her work in Chihuahua, it nevertheless
represents ideas which were clearly being tested in the early and mid 1980s. Synthesizing SINE
for Santo Domingo attendees–with special emphasis on Vatican II and previous CELAM
proclamations–Parroquia outlines the Plan Pastoral in three main parts: Anuncio Kerigmático,
Compromiso Apostólico, and Transformación Social (Kerigmatic Message, Apostolic
Commitment, and Social Transformation), with one aside to the importance of the liturgy.261 The
first step in this process, Kerigma, simply referred to the initial preaching of the gospel of Jesus
Christ as an appeal to conversion. Parroquia, echoing other SINE documents but also classically
Protestant approaches, asserted the fundamental importance of sharing this Good News,
undergoing conversion, and experiencing baptism in the Spirit before a systematic
“enculturation” or catechism.262 The second section, Apostolic Commitment, described, on
various levels and in various contexts, the “new fervor [and] hunger to infect others with the joy
of faith.”263 Building upon the seamless incorporation of the second baptism in the conversion
process, this section’s use of strong language, in bold–“ardor” and “hambre de contagiar a
otros”–showed how SINE blended the Renewal with more mainstream Catholic practices.
Moreover, the “alegria de fe” phrase echoed Gaudium et spes (Joy and Hope), a core Vatican II
pastoral document. Further underscoring the document’s objective of selling SINE to the
CELAM participants at Santo Domingo, each subsection referenced one of the assembly’s own

260. Alfonso Navarro Castellanos, Parroquia Evangelizadora (Mexico City: Educiones
Dabar, 1994).
261. Ibid., 32-6.
262. Ibid.
263. Ibid., “El nuevo ardor significa fundamentalmente tener hambre de contagiar a
otros la alegria de la fe,” Original emphasis.
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documents; the subsection containing the language above, for example, referenced Santo
Domingo’s “DT”–or Documento de Trabajo (Working Document) from the 1992 meeting.264
The second publication that provides insight into Botoni’s experience in Chihuahua is a
1987 version of the of SINE magazine Revista SINE.265 Composed of eight short articles, the
thin, glossy booklet included a partially republished, SINE-curated pastoral letter authored by the
Archbishop of Chihuahua, Adalberto Almeida. The very inclusion of Almeida’s letter speaks to
SINE’s enthusiasm for the bishop’s initiatives. Further underscoring that approval, the unnamed
SINE commenter concluded that, “[The document] is a priceless effort to give natural
organization at the diocesan level to the function of parishes as communities of
evangelization.”266 Though SINE personnel rearranged and synthesized the archbishop’s letter a
bit to more directly mirror the Sistema’s order–Kerygmatic Message, Apostolic Commitment,
and Social Transformation, plus a nod to the liturgy–they did not have to edit much. Almeida
directly prescribed the Protestant-like conversion experience with “action of the Holy Spirit”
followed by evangelization and catechism in small groups. He even used SINE’s favorite word:

The Kerygma is, above all else, the sharing of an experience with salvation and a
personal encounter with the love of the living God who saves us and give us new
life in Christ through the Holy Spirit.267
Dated May 31, 1985, Almeida’s letter began with a nod to the Vatican II, CELAM’s documents
produced at Medellin (1968) and Puebla (1979), and Paul VI’s pastoral letter Evangelii
Nuntiandi (1975). The latter, Evangelization in the Modern World (as the title is roughly

264. Navarro Castellanos., 45.
265. Alfonso Navarro Castellanos, ed., Revista SINE, 3 (Mexico City: Nueva Vida,
1987).
266. Ibid., 24.
267. Ibid., 21. My emphasis.
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translated), has since emerged as one of the most cited documents in a broader conversation
about “New Evangelization,” which likely spurred SINE’s (re)styling as the Sistema Integra de
la Nueva Evangelización. 268 For example, one parish priest downplayed Navarro’s authorship of
SINE, instead citing Paul VI as the father of the so-called New Evangelization.269 Hence, it is
likely that the archbishop of Chihuahua, a Vatican II participant with a deep interest in all things
pastoral, had begun his own evangelization prior to learning about SINE. Nevertheless, he
learned about the Sistema just as was beginning to gel in the early 1980s and attempted to
implement it for all the parishes under his care. This helps explain why the majority of the
faithful likely never heard the term SINE. Nevertheless, versions of the “Plan Pastoral”–
implemented by Botoni and others trained by Alfonso Navarro–enjoyed widespread success in
Cd. Chihuahua and the surrounding area.270
Despite SINE’s success in the mountainous outskirts of Mexico City and the norteño
municipality of Cd. Chihuahua, its implementation was more limited on the border. As we will
see in Chapter 4, in Cd. Juárez, SINE’s application was limited but important. In El Paso, Peña
attempted to mandate the Sistema’s approach to motley effect. The bishop himself contributed–
perhaps unwittingly–to SINE’s inability to take root in the diocese. Shortly after Botoni assumed
leadership of the Office of Evangelization, Peña placed the CCR liaison under her authority and

268. “Evangelii Nuntiandi (December 8, 1975) | Paul VI,” accessed August 16, 2017,
http://w2.vatican.va/content/paul-vi/en/apost_exhortations/documents/hf_pvi_exh_19751208_evangelii-nuntiandi.html. Like many papal documents, it is named after the
first words that appear in the Latin version, in this case, “Evangelii nuntiandi studium nostrae
aetatis hominibus,” or “effort to proclaim the Gospel to the people of today.”
269. Interview with Raul Trigueros, interview by J. Aaron Waggoner, Digital Audio
Recording, March 9, 2015, (Pending transcription) The Institute for Oral History at the
University of Texas at El Paso.
270. Navarro Castellanos, Revista SINE, 1987; Interview with Amparo Botoni de
Navarro; Interview with Raul Navarro.
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then closed the Renewal Office altogether. If there was tension before between the undersized
ecclesiastic and the CCR community, that action only made things worse. Botoni, one of the only
people interviewed for this project who did not subtly or overtly show disdain for Peña,
remembered:
[Bishop Peña] told me just one office under you: Renewal and Evangelization…
That’s where the conflict came from… one office. The Renewal and
Evangelization retreats are the same, but with very different goals. The purpose of
the kerygma isn’t met in the Life in the Spirit seminar, because the goal is for
people to experience the gifts of the Spirit: tongues, prophecy, and healing.271
Instead of mobilizing the spiritually baptized in the service of evangelization, the key to SINE’s
success, the diocese alienated the most passionate, well established, and generally functional
elements of the local Renewal. Combined with Peña’s low likeability, this political misstep was a
blow to SINE’s prospects.
Secondly, Peña’s own lack of commitment contributed to SINE’s limitation. After telling
Botoni that the evangelization office was “her baby,” he attempted what Botoni regarded to be
“irresponsible parenting.” As a true believer in Navarro’s system, Botoni recalled asking Peña
for some direction and having a disquieting (and revealing) conversation:

I went to the bishop and asked him what, exactly did I have to do. He gave me
Alfonso Navarro’s manual for retreats and said, “give these retreats.” I asked him,
“what then?” and he replied, “you just go to the parishes and give the retreat.”
And I asked him about what would happen to the people after that, and he just
said they could do whatever they wanted. I told him then I couldn’t do it. I said,
“Your excellency, it’s irresponsible parenthood. I’m going to send children into
the world… and that requires ongoing care and a Pastoral Plan… a Pastoral Plan

271. Interview with Amparo Botoni de Navarro.”
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on the diocesan level.” Then he said that was for Mexico, and I said, “no, no, no,
this is for the Church.”272

Though Botoni stayed in the position, she only partially won the argument. The diocese hosted
training for priests, but only a few parishes and at least one geographical vicariate fully
implemented SINE. Botoni likely remembered the exchange (and shared it with the researcher),
because it is consistent with her constructed identity as a loyal Misioner[a] de la Cruz and
devotee to the life’s work of Alfonso Navarro. Beyond that, however, this conversation suggests
that, unlike Botoni, who took her new responsibilities quite seriously, Peña did little to promote
the SINE. Be it a fad, ephemeral curiosity, or political weapon to use against earlier versions of
CCR, Peña’s view of SINE did not align with its all encompassing, “integral” concept. Unlike
Almeida, who likely saw SINE as a tool to accomplish a mission he shared sincerely, Peña was
less likely to invest fully in the initiative’s implementation.
Personnel issues also likely informed SINE’s success or lack thereof in El Paso. Peña’s
blasé attitude towards SINE suggests that his selection of Amparo Botoni for the task was less
about her skills and dedication–which, in fact, may have come as a surprise–and more about
creating a more malleable diocesan leadership. Previous directors of the diocesan evangelization
office and similar posts had been well educated professed religious. The Diocesan Office of the
Renewal’s appointment of two back-to-back women religious in the 1970s and early 80s was a
272. Interview with Amparo Botoni de Navarro.: Fui con el obispo y le pregunté “¿Qué
es lo que tengo que hacer?” Y me dió el libro que se usa para el retiro de evangelización de Padre
Navarro. Me dijo, “dar estos retiros.” Y le dije “¿Y luego?” [Y el obispo contestó,] “Tú no más
vas a las parroquias y se de el retiro.” [Y yo contesté,] “¿Y luego la gente?” [Peña respondió,]
“Pues cada quien haga lo que quierra.” [Contesté,] “Pues, entonces yo no puedo. No señor
obispo, por que ésta es una paternidad irresponsable. Yo voy a echar hijos al mundo… y esto
requiere un plan pastoral en donde le doy seguimiento… y un pastoral conjunto en la diócesis.”
[Él contestó,] “Esto es “esto es para México.” “No no no,” [le dije,] “esto es para la Iglesia
Universal.”
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notable exception. Tellingly, Botoni was extremely aware of the unusualness of her appointment.
Nevertheless, she seized the opportunity to implement the Sistema, giving retreats, and working
with cooperative parish priests, despite the circumstances. At one point, Botoni co-facilitated a
diocesan-level SINE training with Navarro who traveled from Mexico City. Despite having
fluent but limited English, Botoni provided the instruction to the English-speaking priests while
Navarro taught the Spanish-speaking priests. 273 Some of English-primary priests were less-thanreceptive to a laywoman with no university degree presenting in her second language.
Meanwhile, some of the Spanish-speaking priests were unimpressed with Navarro, the
trailblazing Misionero del Espiritu Santo. Revered by SINE participants and members of his lay
fraternity, Navarro was nevertheless known to be stubborn and polarizing, attributes which likely
caused friction with the parish priests.274 His friend and admirer, Amparo Botoni, described him
as “alto, gordo, [and] blanco” (tall, fat, and white) with penetrating eyes and an imposing
presence. “[To Navarro] bread was bread, and wine was wine,” remembered Botoni, and “no
había wishy-washy.”275
Despite these challenges, SINE did catch on with some of the diocesan clergy. One priest
who participated in Navarro’s SINE trainings in El Paso and worked to implement it in his own
parish was Raul Trigueros. Ordained a Franciscan in Guanajuato before studying and becoming a
parish priest in the Diocese of El Paso, Trigueros remembered more practical reasons the
Sistema was not as successful on the northern side of the U.S.-Mexico border:

You can implement [SINE] in Mexico where the population is dense. Here [in El
Paso] the houses are spread out, and the parishes are [geographically] large.
273. Ibid.
274. Interview with Amparo Botoni de Navarro; Interview with Migel Mier Maza, M.Sp.
275. Ibid., No había wishy washy.”
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There’s also more religious diversity and freedom. In Mexico everyone [is
Catholic] and lives in the same area.276

Trigueros remembered having discussions about those differences with the Misionero del
Espíritu Santo, expressing general scepticism about Navarro’s SINE. According to Trigueros,
Navarro was generally dismissive of these geographical and cultural differences. The exFranciscan echoed Peña’s sense that the Sistema was for Mexico, and–reflecting on his nearly
forty-year ministry–lumped SINE into a group of “movements that went out of style.”277
Despite his harsh criticism, Trigueros was an active contributor to SINE’s
implementation. The geographical Vicariate of San Juan, then encompassing four far-east El
Paso parishes (Corpus Christi, Cristo Rey, San José, Our Lady of Mount Carmel, and Our Lady
of the Valley and the San Carlos Borromeo Seminary) attempted to implement SINE in 1988 and
1989. As a young priest interested in evangelization and media, Trigueros contributed to that
effort. He remembered “adopting and adapting” SINE to meet the needs of the area, which
included large rural stretches with suburban clusters.278 To document the experience, the parishes
pooled their efforts to publish a vicariate newspaper, aptly named Kerygma.279 Trigueros, pastor
of Corpus Cristi parish at the time, contributed to the bilingual newspaper, even taking
communications classes at El Paso Community College to acquire the necessary writing and
editorial skills.

276. Interview with Raul Trigueros, “Se puede implementar en Mexico en donde la
situación habitacional es más compacto, verdad. Aquí las casas son más separadadas, las
parroquias tal vez más grandes… geográficamente… y aquí hay más diversidad, más libertad de
religiones, [En Mexico] tambíen todas personas [viven] en una misma area.”
277. Ibid., “Movimientos que van pasando de moda.” Among these movements Trigueros
mentioned cursillo, Marriage Encounters, and the Renewal more broadly.
278. Ibid.
279. Interview with Raul Trigueros; Kerygma, vol. 6, 1 (Vicariato de San Juan, 1989).
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One volume of Kerygma suggests that, indeed, Trigueros and his contemporaries took
great liberties in the Sistema’s adaptation. Though these modifications likely impeded SINE’s
success, Trigueros regarded them as necessary adjustment for the U.S. geographical and cultural
context. Articles about canon law around the Eucharist, the power of symbols, or the history of
angels are unsurprising in a parish newsletter, but they lack the unity of message–integralidad–
characteristic of SINE documents. Other pieces–a seminarian’s late but passionate vocation, a
priests’ retreat to White Sands, or the ordination of a new priest–reflect a narcissistic clericalism
common in the secular church but, again, unusual in SINE circles. There, Alfonso Navarro,
laypeople (especially the Misioneros de la Cruz), and–to a lesser extent–the Misioneros del
Espiritu Santo more broadly tended to overshadow the diocesan clergy. Furthermore, Kerygma
betrays a fragmentation within the framework(s) of evangelization at the parish, vicariate, and
diocesan levels. On the paper’s front page, an article celebrated Bishop Peña’s participation in
the National Plan for Hispanic Ministry and the national movement of Cursillo, a retreat ministry
popular in the Spanish-speaking world. Peña’s depiction of the plan included seemingly Latin
American features, including a “pastoral de conjunto” (team-based collaborative, integral
ministry plan), base communities (though weakened), and an option for the poor. Indeed, the
paper quoted Peña primarily extolling the value of the retreats among U.S. Latinos in “barrios
and in the tenements.”280 Nevertheless, less than three years after charging Botoni with the
implementation of SINE (or, at least, its retreats), Peña had embraced a new model of

280. Kerygma, 1989., original emphasis; the word “barrio” appears in bold and italics.
Though fully bilingual Spanish-English, the publication did not use accents in the Spanish. I
have added them but left other errors intact.
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evangelization, one lacking SINE’s integral approach to kerygma, the second baptism, and
blended pastoral care and evangelization. 281
This schizophrenic approach also predominated on the vicariate and parish levels.
Trigueros, then allegedly committed to SINE’s implementation and fittingly named newspaper,
authored an article, “El Paso: The Pastoral Plan before Vatican II.” Though a nice review of local
Catholic history, including the story of the trailblazing Loretto nun Mother Praxedes Carty, the
article failed to link the contemporary Plan Pastoral to the story. If anything, the article’s litany
of local Catholic activities left the reader with the impression that Plan(es) Pastoral(es) are fads
that come and go–again, the exact opposite of SINE’s core message. Further reinforcing this
buffet-style approach to pastoral care, this issue of Kerygma included a revealing schedule of
activities for San José Parish: Instead of SINE-style small group catechism, there were
“Catechism for First Communion and Confirmation Preparation.” There were also monthly
“Evangelization Seminars,” seemingly disconnected from other activities. Another Charismatic
worship (probably a preexisting CCR group)–“Worship-Prayer-Proclamation of the Word and
Healing”–continued on Tuesday nights. The Spanish-language version of the “Evangelization
Seminars,” translated in a way that was more evocative of SINE (the phrase used was “Programa
de Evangelización Parroquial”), includes some curious language excluded in the adjacent
English text: “All Catholics are invited to participate in this process of reaffirming our faith in
this seminar and in those that will follow each month. Register in time.”282 Complete with an
unusual grammatical error that may indicate that Spanish was the writer’s second language, the

281. Kerygma.
282. Kerygma, “Todos los católicos son invitados a participar en este procesa [sic] de
reafirmar nuestra fe en este seminario, y en cualquiera de los que seguirán cada mes. Registrese
con tiempo.”
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statement left the reader wondering whether the faith that needed reaffirming was in God or in
the workshop itself. This also suggests a possible ethnic/linguistic divide between a more Anglo
traditional CCR and a more Mexican SINE. Whatever the reason, SINE’s implementation
appears less-than-integral.
Whether or not that dubious advertising of the isolated SINE workshop was intentional, it
predicted the outcome of the initiative. The next month’s edition of Kerygma announced that San
José had given up.283 A short article, “Evangelization Process in San José Church,” noted that,
after a year of “experimenting with Evangelization… we are not frustrated or defeated but are
taking time to reevaluate.”284 The longer, Spanish-language article explained:

We had six seminars in 88-89 and the response was very good, but the process is
incomplete. We feel like many participants have lacked commitment and
dedication, which has prevented the development of a working community of
growth and practice. This development of a faith community within a process of
evangelization has lacked follow-through and consistent effort. This is why we
need to re-evaluate the process and rework it in a way that creates visible and
practical results. We’ve harvested some good fruits, namely some dedicated and
interested faithful, but we’re far from the ideal goals of the Evangelization.285
Though this article’s use of evangelization as a proper noun–clearly a pseudonym for SINE–
seems odd, it at least suggests some nascent understanding of why SINE’s implementation was

283. Kerygma, vol. 7, 1 (Vicariato de San Juan, 1989).
284. Ibid., “experimentar la Evangelización… No estamos frustrados ni terminados, solo
estamos hacienda tiempo para examinarnos y re-evaluarnos.”
285. Ibid., “Tuvimos seis seminarios en 88-89 y la respuesta fue muy buena, pero el
proceso no ha sido seguido completo. Sentimos un vacío en el compromiso y dedicación de
muchos que entraron al seminario, y por tanto se siente una falta de comunidad en la formación y
práctica. La formación de la comunidad de fe, como resultado importante de proceso
evangelizador no ha tenido seguimiento constante y no hay continuidad de esfuerzo, por tanto
necesitamos re-evaluar nuestro proceso y reformarlo de modo que de resultados más visibles y
prácticos. Hemos recogido unos muy buenos frutos, en fieles dedicados e interesados, pero aún
así los resultados están lejos del eclesial de la Evangelización.”
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doomed to fail. The writer was seemingly aware of the importance of small-group catechesis and
evangelization, as well as a more comprehensive, pastoral process for the whole thing. Still,
SINE adherents would undoubtedly invert the article’ diagnosis of the failure: It was not the
participants’ lack of commitment that prevented the creation of the “working community of
growth and practice”; it was the absence of that structure and related processes that precluded
their full integration.286
Unsurprisingly, Trigueros and his colleagues in the Vicariate of San Juan were
unsuccessful in their efforts to implement SINE. Still, Trigueros’ experience with Kerygma
fueled his interest in media and communications. He went on to have a local TV show and
contributed to a variety of radio ministries, earning recognition as El Paso’s “Catholic radio
legend.”287 The El Paso Diocese under Peña continued to experiment with different approaches
until his promotion to the leadership of the Archdiocese of San Antonio in 1995. Though one
could conclude that Botoni was set up to fail, she and her husband maintained close relationships
with both Bishop Peña and Alfonso Navarro. Indeed, Botoni made an admirable effort to
accomplish her task, despite considerable obstacles. She gave the retreats, worked with
cooperative parishes to create Pastoral Plans, and–no doubt–continued to encourage the bishop to
more fully adopt the Sistema.

286. Kerygma, 1989.
287. “Building A Bridge,” Diocese of El Paso, accessed August 20, 2017,
http://www.elpasodiocese.org/8/post/2017/07/building-a-bridge.html.
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CONCLUSION
Two main iterations of CCR left their mark on the Diocese of El Paso. Open Arms, with
its close connection to Pecos’s Benedictines and the broader U.S. Movement, allowed middle
and upper-class women, most of whom were Anglo, the space to operate and advocate for
themselves. That east-side group built a nonprofit organization and functioned as the de facto
representative of the Renewal in the area. Though members of Open Arms jettisoned their
ecumenical connections in favor of a more overtly obedient Catholic identity, they continued to
operate with remarkable independence. After enjoying support under the leadership of bishops
Metzger and Flores, the appointment of a less supportive prelate, Peña, lead to friction. SINE,
with a more controlled style and a less threatening purpose, clearly appealed more to him. Given
Peña’s interest in an emerging conversation about pastoral care to Latinx communities, it is also
possible he appreciated SINE’s Mexican origin. Whatever his motivation, Peña did not offer the
enthusiasm and commitment needed for the Sistema to achieve broad implementation. Despite
his tepid leadership, Peña’s liaison to the Renewal, Misionera de la Cruz Amparo Botoni, was a
sincere advocate for SINE. She worked to train the diocesan clergy on SINE and contributed to
its partial implementation in the eastside Vicariate of San Juan.
Differences, successes, and limitations of these groups speak to broader changes in the
Church and, perhaps, cultural differences between Mexican and Anglo Charismatics. Open
Arms, lacking connection to or interest in Mexico, was mostly composed of Anglos and Englishprimary Chicanos. While it did not cross the U.S.-Mexico border or have a significant
missionary component, it did host a Spanish-language prayer group and occasionally offer its
“Life in the Spirit” seminar in Spanish. By way of its connections to the broader U.S. network,
the group was connected to the international leadership of the Renewal and maintained close
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connections to regional network of other traditional CCR groups. Open Arms had a relatively
democratic structure and operated independently of the ecclesial structure; women were
disproportionately represented in its rotating group of core leaders, a fact that likely informed the
community’s programming and style. In contrast to Open Arms’ gender-balanced bottom-up
organization, the Sistema offered a top-down, closely prescribed framework. Designed in a
dense, urban community in Central Mexico, SINE proved more difficult to implement in a
suburban-to-rural area in the U.S. The presence of both English and Spanish speakers and folks
from a variety of religious backgrounds further complicated sector-based organizing. The failure
to implement the Sistema Integral de la Nueva Evangelization into a broad, integral pastoral plan
likely contributed to the failed attempt to adapt SINE to the new environment, just North of the
U.S.-Mexico border. Nevertheless, its presence successfully eroded Open Arms’ influence in the
Diocese, curtailing another attempt to elevate the People of God.
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Chapter 4: Cd. Juárez

On the central U.S.-Mexico border, opposite El Paso, Texas, in the city of Juárez,
Chihuahua, dramatic socio-economic changes set the scene for a variety of religious movements
in the 1970s and 1980s. Previously imagined as an exotic stop-over for tourists, El Pasoans, and
adventurous celebrities hoping to gamble, drink, and visit houses of prostitution, during that
period the border town’s uncontrolled industrialization and urbanization began to change the
city’s reputation from Old West glitz and decadence to modern suffering and destitution. The
Mexican economy, hailed as miraculous for its mid-century boom, began to falter by the mid-tolate 1960s. Meanwhile, the Mexican government invested in border cities and eased restrictions
on foreign-owned manufacturing along the U.S.-Mexico border. Respectively, El Programa
Nacional Fronterizo or ProNAF (1961) and the Border Industrialization Program or BIP (1965)
set the scene for the transformation of the border.288 In Cd. Juárez these programs fueled the
construction of the maquiladoras–foreign-owned border factories, which would serve an
essential role in the emerging global manufacturing system.
Later codified by the 1994 North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the
maquilas attracted workers from all over the Mexican Republic. Despite the fact that these
factories often demonstrated little regard for worker safety or the environment, a constant stream

288. Miguel D. Ramírez, Mexico’s Economic Crisis: Its Origins and Consequences (New
York: Praeger, 1989); Gay Young, Women, Border Industrialization Program, and Human
Rights (El Paso, Tex: Center for Inter-American and Border Studies, The University of Texas at
El Paso, 1984); “ProNaF,” accessed October 1, 2017,
https://bivir.uacj.mx/bivir_pp/cronicas/pronaf.htm.
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of migrants saw Juárez as a portal to the United States and a city of opportunity.289 Around
industrial parks and in outskirt colonias, these newcomers built ad hoc residential communities,
usually with limited or no access to basic utilities and services. The Instituto Nacional de
Estadística y Geografía (INEGI) recorded the Juárez population at 276,995 in 1960. By 1990,
almost eight hundred thousand people filled the city and its sprawling colonias.290 In less than a
generation, Juárez had transformed from a small border town into a sprawling industrial hub.
That remarkable growth in population and export manufacturing, however, did not necessarily
reflect an overall improvement in people’s lives. Mexico continued to experience economic
instability, including near collapse in 1976 and 1982. The maquiladoras and an oil boom
benefited some, but structural challenges–including an increasingly disparate distribution of
wealth–continued to plague the country.291 Fronterizos were keenly aware of these challenges.
Juárez’ infrastructure failed to serve the burgeoning population, and monetary instability
wreaked havoc on small business and consumers increasingly reliant on cross-border trade.292
Some people of faith, including many participants of the Charismatic Catholic Renewal,
found Juárez’ poverty irresistible, almost as exotic and enticing as the casinos and cantinas of the
previous era. Though many were sincerely committed to alleviating desperate poverty, a kind of
mystical idealization of the spiritual potential of the poor deeply informed the movement. The

289. Vicki Ruiz and Susan B. Tiano, Women On The U.s.-Mexico Border: Responses To
Change (Boulder: Westview Press, 1987).
290. Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía (INEGI), “México en Cifras:
Chihuahua,” México en Cifras: Chihuahua, January 1, 2008,
http://en.www.inegi.org.mx/app/areasgeograficas/?ag=08#.
291. Jerry Ladman, ed., Mexico: A Country in Crisis, 1st edition (El Paso, Tex: Texas
Western Pr, 1986); Ramírez, Mexico’s Economic Crisis.
292. Ramón Eduardo Ruiz, On the Rim of Mexico: Encounters of the Rich and Poor
(Boulder: Westview Press, 1998); Oscar J. Martinez, Border Boom Town: Ciudad Juarez Since
1848, (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1978).
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Juárez-focused CCR ministry of Jesuit priest Richard (Rick) Thomas, one of two iterations of the
Renewal treated in this chapter, was the ministry most concerned with and (shaped by) poverty
discussed in this study. Celebrating Thomas’s work in 1982, renowned Catholic author and
student of miracles René Laurentin wrote:

On the border between the United States and Mexico dwell some of the wealthiest
people in the world. They live in cardboard homes, they have no electricity or
running water, no employment, no hospitals, and no public welfare or social
security. Yet they have found in the Holy Spirit complete provision–an abundance
of joy, grace, and riches which few people today enjoy.293
This fetishization of poverty informed Rick Thomas’ ambitious and Charismatic (in both senses
of the term) mission in Cd. Juárez. The passionate Jesuit mesmerized believers at CCR meetings
at Our Lady’s Youth Center in downtown El Paso, eventually mobilizing a core group to build a
commune in rural Vado, New Mexico and a working mission in a Juárez slum, the Centro
Comunitario del Espíritu Santo. At the height of Thomas’ ministry, its efforts included a HAM
radio station, prison outreach, a food pantry, and a daycare. Though many casual participants did
not recognize themselves as anything other than “Catholic,” they nevertheless experienced uptempo music and dancing, boisterous and emotional singing, and spiritual gifts such as prophecy,
healing, and glossolalia. In El Paso, the ministry inspired a wave of beneficence programs and a
spirit of service, particularly among some middle-class Mexican-Americans.294

293. Rene Laurentin, Miracles in El Paso? The Amazing Story of God’s Work among the
Poor of El Paso-Juárez (Ann Arbor, Mich: Servant Books, 1982), n.p. (back cover).
294. Interview with Bernice Hernandez, interview by J. Aaron Waggoner, March 24,
2013, Pending transcription and archival in the Institute of Oral History, The University of Texas
at El Paso; Interview with Salvador Ortega, interview by J. Aaron Waggoner, May 15, 2013,
(Pending transcription) The Institute for Oral History at the University of Texas at El Paso.
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In contrast with Thomas’ approach, Alfonso Navarro’s Sistema Integral de la Nueva
Evangelización (SINE) offered a natively Mexican, less radical, and more middle-to-upper class
option. While Thomas’ CCR was decidedly external to independent from ecclesiastical structure,
SINE was implemented through the diocese, in a way similar to but less successful than, its
implementation in El Paso and Cd. Chihuahua. Like his contemporary in the Chihuahuan capitol,
the bishop of Cd. Juárez, Manuel Talamás Camandari, was a pragmatic Vatican-II participant
who saw SINE’s utility. Installed as the city’s first bishop upon the episcopal see’s erection in
1957, Talamás cautiously supported the Renovación Cristiana en el Espíritu Santo. He was
interested in its use in the service of evangelization and, given local needs, democratization. The
norteño bishop kept tabs on CCR’s two main iterations in Juárez by way of two key individuals:
Guillermina Valdés Villalva, an academic, community organizer, and participant in Thomas’
ministry; and Gustavo Fong, a diocesan priest, friend of Talamás, and proponent of SINE.
Talamás himself has been broadly revered in Juárez, having represented northern Mexico
alongside Archbishop Adalberto Almeida in the Council of Latin American Bishops (CELAM)
and the Second Vatican Council. Juarenses have also remembered Talamás for his pastoral
approach and leadership in an era of challenge and turmoil and his contribution to
democratization. Culminating in early 1986, Almeida, Talamás, and several other northern
bishops publicly supported the pro-democracy mobilization and civil disobedience of a PANaffiliated coalition. Francisco Barrio, who launched his political career out of Fong’s SINE
program, led the movement, while Talamás and his contemporaries engaged in an intense public
debate around church-state relations, democracy, and the faithful’s civic responsibility. As a
consequence, Talamás found himself at odds with Church leadership towards the end of his
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career. His relationship with CCR and declining influence in the Church reflected a broader
reactionary shift in the Mexican Church and the global Roman Catholic structure.

THE JESUIT, HIS FOLLOWERS, AND THE DUMP
On Christmas morning, 1972, Father Rick Thomas and a group of about twenty Spiritfilled believers drove to the southwestern outskirts of Cd. Juárez to the municipal dump and
recycling center. For several weeks Thomas had lead one group at Our Lady’s Youth Center in
downtown El Paso and one in Cd. Juárez in worship, prayer, and Bible study, before confronting
them with a jarring question. Guillermina Valdés Villalva remembered:

He all the sudden read to us a chapter from Luke. Which said, when you give a
supper do not invite your friends or your relatives who can pay you back but
invite those that have nothing to give. At that very moment, Father said, “I had
not complied with this.” And with that I identified; I hadn’t either.295
The priest asked his followers where Christ would celebrate Christmas. Jesus, the groups
concluded, would “party with the poor.” Believing that the quality and authenticity of said party
would directly correlate with the level of poverty, the believers set out to find the poorest of the
poor. They quickly concluded that El Paso’s beleaguered sister city promised the most extreme
poverty. The dump–el tiradero de basura–epitomized that paucity. There, hungry, poorly clothed
families lived among piles of trash through which they rummaged, setting aside recyclables and
salvaged items to be resold. “For the workers in the dump,” remembered one woman, “Christmas
295 Juarez, The Glory of God, accessed August 10, 2016,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aKZKXOCE43k&spfreload=5. The Hands for Christ made
this video available on YouTube.
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Day was a usual, normal work day, and people were out on the stacks of garbage raking through
it, finding what could be a valuable recyclable.”296 That cool December morning the thirty to
fifty missionaries arrived at the dump, past a major industrial park and beyond the reach of the
city’s water and sewage systems, and they quickly improvised a serving line out of truck
tailgates and slab-covered oil drums. As they began distributing bologna sandwiches, ham, and
candy in the shadow of a fetid mountain of burning trash, industrial scrap, and dead animals,
conflict began to simmer. Representatives of competing worker unions or sindicatos clashed. La
Liga Municipal de Organizaciones Populares and a PRI-affiliated union–most likely a chapter of
the Confederación Revolucionaria de Obreros y Campesinos CROC–arrived and asked the priest
to divide the food between them and serve them separately.297
The two groups were in the midst of a competition for turf and access in the dump, which
sometimes resulted in violence including “physical blows and injuries, even deaths.”298 Thomas
and Valdés were able to broker a truce between them, but it was only to last from 11 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. that Christmas Day. Even then, the workers insisted on being served separately. Thomas
refused and implored the groups to eat together like children of God and return (if they pleased)
to the end of the line after being served. During the negotiations, news of the dispensa spread
like fire through the surrounding slums, and families abandoned their shacks to get in on the
“party.” The serving line grew to include hundreds of people, and some of the mostly Mexican296. Interview with Anonymous, “Patty,” interview by J. Aaron Waggoner, March 1,
2016, (Pending transcription) The Institute for Oral History at the University of Texas at El Paso.
297. María Eugenia de la O, Globalización, trabajo y maquilas: las nuevas y viejas
fronteras en México (Plaza y Valdes, 2001). Note: Elderly informants described the PRIaffiliated sindicato as the “CRO,” which I was unable to identify. That said, De la O notes that
the CROC was then in intense conflict in Cd. Juárez with the broad-based Confederación de
Trabajadores de México (CTM). It is possible the conflict at the dump is representative of that
larger labor conflict.
298. Laurentin, Miracles in El Paso?
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American missionaries worried that there would not be enough food. Still, the team passed out
the simple sandwiches from plastic loaf bags, and an older woman continued carving the ham in
earnest. Hours passed, all the people had their fill, and, to the surprise of the missionaries, there
was food to spare, enough even for another small mission and a nearby home for children.299
While many details of this “Christmas Miracle” remain elusive, the event marked a
turning point in the Charismatic Movement in El Paso and Cd. Juárez. For those who witnessed
the miracle, remembering the event evokes a deeply emotional response.300 Perhaps more
importantly, the story itself has become an important thread in the fabric of the region’s
Charismatic Renewal. Members of Thomas’ ministry, their relatives, and even folks only
tangentially connected to the movement tell and retell the story. The event was the de facto
launch of Thomas’ ministry in Cd. Juárez; the story became a cultural touchstone for the
construction of a community.
In 1964, Thomas had replaced local hero, Jesuit Father Harold Rahm, as head of the
Jesuit ministry in the impoverished Segundo Barrio, Our Lady’s Youth Center.301 Despite the
opportunity to serve a deeply Catholic community with a host of material and social challenges,

299. Interview with Bernice Hernandez; Interview with Pilar Machuca, interview by J.
Aaron Waggoner, May 15, 2013, Pending transcription and archival in the Institute of Oral
History, The University of Texas at El Paso; Interview with Father Bill Morton, interview by J.
Aaron Waggoner, February 27, 2013, (Pending transcription) The Institute for Oral History at the
University of Texas at El Paso; Interview with Salvador Ortega; “Hands for Christ Ministry,”
The Community Center, Christmas Miracle, accessed February 15, 2013,
www.handsforchristministry.org/thechristmasmiracle.html.
300. Interview with Anonymous, “Patty.”
301. Harold J. Rahm, This Terrible Jesuit (Juiz de Fora, Brazil: Edições Subiaco, 2006);
“El Paso Honors Jesuit Known as the Bicycle Priest,” accessed August 16, 2016,
http://jesuitscentralsouthern.org/news-detail?TN=NEWS-20150519013352; Melanie Klink
Wayne, Whose House We Are (WestBow Press, 2014); “NCJRS Abstract - National Criminal
Justice Reference Service,” accessed August 16, 2016,
https://www.ncjrs.gov/App/publications/abstract.aspx?ID=149058.
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Thomas soon felt like something was missing. In a video published in the mid-1980s, the priest
remembered feeling unsettled:
I saw my priesthood as rather stale… I knew deep down there was nobody being
touched in any significant way… There wasn’t the lasting fruit I would have
hoped to have been associated with as a priest.302

Tall, lanky, and intelligent, Thomas exchanged letters about his frustrations with another Jesuit,
Harold Cohen. Later to be renowned in the Renewal, Cohen invited Thomas to attend a small
CCR prayer meeting after a 1969 Jesuit provincial meeting in New Orleans. Prayed over by
Cohen and some women religious–including Thomas’ future collaborator Sister Mary Virginia
Clarke, Daughter of Charity–Thomas received the second baptism. Thomas remembered that,
though he was unsure what had happened in the prayer meeting, he immediately saw a change in
his spiritual life:

[That night] I woke up and found myself in deep prayer, and it startled me,
because I hadn’t prayed like that in years… I noticed that when I got back to El
Paso it was very easy for me to pray, something that had not been easy before.303

Upon his return to El Paso, Thomas found the inspiration he had been missing. He
participated in some of the early CCR meetings at Loretto Academy, and, after a slow start at
Our Lady’s Youth Center, soon began to report spiritual phenomena in his Segundo Barrio
community.304 The center was soon hosting Spirit-filled praise and worship, and healings,
302. Cavnar, Bobbie, "Fr Richard Thomas’s Testimony," The Way Home (Christian
Community of God’s Delight), accessed August 10, 2016,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oGtvREjFPUE.
303. Ibid.
304. Richard Dunstan, The Bible on the Border (Vado, N.M.: The Lord’s Ranch Press,
2009).
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speaking in tongues, and emotive worship became commonplace. By late 1972, Thomas was
leading full-fledged CCR prayer groups in El Paso and Cd. Juárez.
As Thomas’ ministry began to develop into a coherent CCR community, it occupied a
space distinct from its contemporary El Paso CCR group, Open Arms. Indeed, while both
ministries were based in El Paso, Thomas and his followers directed their energies toward
Juárez. The more mainstream and suburban Open Arms community took on a notably different
identity, emerging from in-house prayer meetings to promote the Renewal in El Paso parishes.
Its predominantly East El Paso members connected with the broader U.S. movement (especially
the experimental Pentecostal Benedictine community in Pecos, New Mexico), but their practice
lacked a strong missionary component. That said, they did operate a food bank and served as the
local CCR point-of-contact for the Diocese of El Paso. Open Arms governed itself largely by the
consensus of a group of core leaders, many of whom were middle class housewives. In contrast,
Thomas’ ministry was much more oriented toward the missionary enterprise, particularly in the
slums of Cd. Juárez, and it was unquestionably a top-down organization, defined by the priest’s
strong personality and vision. As a Jesuit priest, Thomas was able to perform sacraments, such as
the mass; Open Arms’ masses were more special occasions, since the group relied on volunteer
priests to celebrate them. This difference meant Open Arms participants were more likely to
attend parish masses and were, therefore, less isolated from the diocesan structure. Thomas’ core
followers were more isolated from the broader Catholic community, since they had access to the
sacraments within the ministry. This was especially true for those who began to spend
considerable time at the Juárez mission or, after its founding in 1975, the Lord’s Ranch in rural
Vado, New Mexico.
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Unable to forget the desperate living conditions they had witnessed at the Christmas
Miracle, Thomas and his followers began visiting the dump more frequently, bringing with them
food, clothing, and other essentials. One of these key participants was Francisco “Frank”
Alarcon, a U.S. mail carrier. While attending meetings at Sacred Heart Church and Our Ladies
Youth Center, he felt called to serve the people of the tiradero and began spending all his
weekends and holidays in the slum. Alarcon worked alongside the trash sorters on Saturdays,
becoming increasingly consumed with a love for the desperate souls who spent their days
picking out bits of metal and glass to earn enough pesitos to live. Until he built a small adobe
room for himself in the early 1980s, Alarcon stayed in the home of Felipe Carrera Quesada, a
CROC member who had moved to Cd. Juárez with his new bride when his patron, Victor Ortiz,
acquired a position in city government a few years before. (Oritz’ assassination shortly thereafter
in February 1963 limited Carrera’s employment options, leading him to join the ranks of the
trash pickers.305) Alarcon became especially concerned for the children and babies of the trash
workers who worked alongside their parents or were kept in “playpens” improvised from scraps
of cardboard. After a bulldozer nearly crushed one of these boxes and its occupant, Alarcon
organized the construction of the Centro’s first building, a daycare for workers’ children.306
After the completion of the original building at the Centro Comunitario del Espíritu
Santo, the ministry at the dump grew considerably despite several challenges. In 1980, the
organization added on to the original building, made of crude concrete without the benefit of
formal architectural planning, expanding the preschool and adding a small pharmacy and at-cost

305. Interview with Felipe Carrera Quesada, interview by J. Aaron Waggoner, May 13,
2013, (Pending transcription) The Institute for Oral History at the University of Texas at El Paso;
“Crónica: 1961-1970,” Bibioteca Virtual, La Universidad Autonoma de Cd. Juárez, accessed
October 29, 2017, https://bivir.uacj.mx/bivir_pp/cronicas/1961-1970.htm.
306. Interview with Bernice Hernandez.
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food store. By 1981, construction included a well, at least one additional warehouse, and a few
simple houses built from adobe bricks formed and dried in the sun on site. The group attempted
to give food away through the mission’s “Tienda del Señor,” but experienced several problems.
Residents, having saved money they would otherwise spend on food, indulged in excessive
drinking, and the service attracted less-needy Juarenses from outside the barrio. Frank Alarcon
continued to coordinate the Center, moving there permanently following his retirement from the
U.S. Postal Service in 1986. He worked hard to coordinate its operations but was saddened by a
series of crises, including his discovery that one of the mission’s employees had been using the
Tienda del Señor to extort money, leading to the suspension of the program.307

COLONIZING MYSTICISM & THE POVERTY OF SIN
At its height in the late 1970s, Thomas’ Juárez ministry made creative–and controversial–
use of Charismatic spiritual practices. Some of these charisms were unremarkable within the
broader Renewal, but Thomas’ concern with local spiritual traditions and poverty blended to
imbue his ministry with a kind of colonial imperative. One generally sympathetic participant
remembered:

He put a great deal of attention to things like demons and evil spirits. He felt that
in this part of the world… there was still a lot of witchcraft that was being
practiced. So in that sense the group there was very different from many of the
other renewal groups… He really believed that everyone who walked through the
door was somehow infected in a more or less demonic way… that they had
unwanted evil influences… that needed to be gotten rid of.308
307. Interview with Bernice Hernandez; Laurentin, Miracles in El Paso? 137.
308. Interview with Anonymous, “Patty.”
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In the context of the U.S.-Mexico borderlands, this “witchcraft” most obviously refers to
curanderismo, historically practiced by many norteños and closely associated with Amerindian
spiritualism. Past and present Chicanx authors have underscored the role of these practices in
memory, community, and surviving historical trauma.309 Furthermore, there is a growing
understanding that these spiritualties–and the systems of meaning they helped construct–
contributed to a broader history of trans-Atlantic afro-indigenous resistance and survival in the
face of colonization.310 Unlike neoliberal processes that ignore or discredit non-Western
epistemologies, Thomas and his ministry deployed a set of analogous, oppositional tools.
Poverty, they believed, was in some way the result of sin or evil. Bewilderingly, they also
viewed capitalist greed as a form of wickedness, but their interventions focused on the poor in
Juárez. Though present since the Christmas Miracle of 1972, this mysticism and its colonializing
tendency appear to have intensified over time.
First, it is important to note that Thomas and many of his followers were unquestionably
committed to materially improving the lives of the people in the slum. “His great genius,”
remembered one former follower, “was pointing to the obvious… that [from central El Paso] if

309. Anzaldua, Borderlands - La Frontera; Yolanda Chávez Leyva, “Let’s Roll out Our
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you had a good throwing arm you could hit the poor on the other side of the river with a rock.”311
He said:
God hears the cry of the poor. Justice would demand that I don’t live like
Superhog when my brother is starving to death. We are all in the family of God.
There has to be sharing, not gross inequality.312
While members of the ministry generally shared this basic understanding, they applied it in
different ways. Frank Alarcon dedicated the second half of his life to the direct service of the
poor, living among the residents of the slum and using his own money to subsidize its programs.
Guillermina Valdés, on the other hand, took a highly sophisticated, structural approach to
organizing workers and critiquing a system she regarded to be exploitative. Nevertheless, the
group struggled with complicated and often patronizing power dynamics at the dump. One
participant later reflected:

I can remember once walking through a hill of garbage where a man was
working, and I asked him–probably in those days told him–that I was going to
share the gospel with him… and the whole time I was speaking to this man, he
continued to rake through the garbage. And finally I annoyed him enough that he
put his rake down, and he turned to me full faced, and he said, “you come to me
and tell me this. The Aleluyas [evangelical Protestants] come and tell me this. The
Baptists come and tell me this. Who am I suppose to believe?” In reflection what I
see now, is how they may have felt like they were ants under the magnifying
glass.313
This exceptionally self-aware participant preferred to be anonymous in her oral history
due to the personal nature of some of her experience. As she reflected on her involvement, which
lasted from the early meetings at OLYC through the late 1980s, “Patty” struggled to reconcile
311. Interview with Anonymous, “Patty.”
312. Dunstan, The Bible on the Border., 125.
313. Interview with Anonymous, “Patty.”
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her sincere compassion with her repulsion and discomfort at the dump. The conditions at the
dump, she remembered, were “miserable,” and she felt guilty for feeling uncomfortable there:
I did find it hard to bridge the divide in our living circumstances… There were a
few people there at the dump that I did feel that I had a connection with. It was
difficult for me to relate; the circumstances at the dump were so really terrible that
when it was time to go I would be so glad that it was time to go, but I would
always have this terrible fantasy that something or someone was pulling me and
my car back into the dump. And I would experience this great relief when I finally
got home. Even though I was there for so long, that fear never left me.314
Despite these sincere and laudable sentiments, the group still thought that poverty was “a
consequence of sin.”315 Taken to its logical end, this notion was, indeed, dangerous. Though
Thomas critiqued the rich for not sharing as the Bible commanded, his focus remained on the
poor, who–despite their idyllic innocence–were somehow responsible for their fate. Combined
with the understanding that curses can be generational, it followed that people were poor for a
spiritual reason; they or their ancestor had sinned. Despite that, Thomas and his followers freely
acknowledged “the spiritual benefit that comes from making genuine contact with the poor.”316
That is, Thomas and his followers believed witnessing the destitution and, it seems, spiritual
purity of the poor reinforced their own faith.
One account of Thomas’ ministry sheds light on these problematic elements. René
Laurentin, French theologian of Mariology and miracles, visited Thomas’ group in 1972 in order
to document and evaluate miraculous occurrences at the dump.317 His subsequent publication,

314. Ibid.
315. Dunstan, The Bible on the Border.
316. Ibid., 126.
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Miracles in El Paso? reeks of racist dreams of the noble-savage, sexism, and idealized poverty.
First, Laurentin’s descriptions of modernity and savagery speak to CCR’s troubled relationship
with the modern world and the realities of the border. From his perspective, the U.S. (even 1970s
El Paso) represented the extreme of modernity, with all its ills. “[When I arrived in El Paso] I
entered a very real world,” he writes, “the world of American civilization, mechanized,
computerized, planned and systematized.”318 Mexico, in contrast, was backwards and primitive:

Seen from above, the barrio with its hovels of tin and cardboard took on the
features of Palestine. There appeared donkeys, scraggly bush, and children. Only
the sun and the children lent a modicum of brightness to the dismal panorama.
This no man’s land lies between open country and the glittering city that attracts
rural people from far and wide in search of work. It seemed to cry out for its
humanization and salvation.319
To Laurentin, the border drew a line between starkly different worlds the real (read:
white and civilized) and the subhuman. His descriptions seem even to exaggerate certain
architectural features of Cd. Juárez to do so. More precisely, he notes a downtown
skyline, which the city mostly lacked:

On one side is the methodical layout, evidence of American norms and enterprise;
on the other is a sort of chaos, from the center of which rises the monument to
material wealth, a cluster of tall modern buildings with their neon lights, while all
about, misery sprawls and covers an area miles square.320
Beyond his unreasonable portrayal of Juárez’ modest downtown, the French theologian’s
description constructs an unreasonable binary, conveniently neglecting poverty on the U.S. side

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/15/international-home/rene-laurentin-investigator-ofcelestial-visions-dies-at-99.html.
318. Laurentin, Miracles in El Paso? 5, Emphasis added.
319. Ibid., 44, Emphasis added.
320. Ibid., Miracles in El Paso?, 9.
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of the border, notably the tenements of the Segundo Barrio. Still, that dualistic trope served to
portray Thomas as the border-crosser and the happy hybrid between cold, fast, mechanized
America and subhuman Mexico. For example, Laurentin notes that Thomas’ car was “one of the
latest models,” but he drove it “slowly, all of a third under the posted speed… the slowness of
great accomplishers who know how to make themselves last.”321 Similarly, his ministry was “not
a disorganized adventure,” but was “open and flexible… rel[ying] less on formal administration
than the Spirit’s moving and the cooperation he inspires.”322
Thomas, the reader concludes, had a unique ability to bring balance to the wilderness of
the Mexican colonia, “a good locale for filming a life of Jesus.” Indeed, the hagiographer notes,
like Saint Francis of Assisi the Jesuit could command animals, even deploying his dogs Ginger
and Fe to control violent and drug-obsessed youth.323 Eschewing obsession with order and
efficiency, Laurentin implies, Thomas’s instinct and appreciation of “the human factor” restored
a kind of natural order.324 The author’s colorful language provides hints at that order’s racial
organization. Noting Thomas’ “strong features,” “robust appearance,” and “Irish ancestry with a
rich mixture of French-Canadian and other influences,” Laurentin underscores the missionary’s
“force of character and grace of God.”325 In contrast, Laurentin was careful to note the
nationality of the Juárez residents, using the denominator “Mexican” with uncomfortable, almost
voyeuristic frequency. For instance, Sergio Conde Varela, was “a well-built Mexican, portly and
personable,” “dark-skinned, tall, and handsome”; “his Mexican smile said [he was happy.]”326
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322. Ibid., 71-2.
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Fortunately Laurentin found the “young Mexicans… very cooperative” with photography.
Laurentin’s gaze focused on the Mexican men at the Juárez dump, but back at the ranch in Vado,
he enjoyed a more diverse vista:

Practically every human type was represented among these thirty participants at
Mass. They included two or three blacks, half blacks, and Hispanics of varying
Indian lineage much seen in the Southwest of the U.S. In addition, there were
many blue-eyed, blond-haired individuals, like the two strapping young men,
obviously the intellectual type [read: white], who, though slightly hunched,
towered over the group at 6 foot seven.327
Given his archaic approach to race and economics, Laurentin’s inherent sexism is
comparably tame. He acknowledges the essential work women were doing yet confirms the
organization’s male-controlled, top-down tendencies. Thomas’s organization was clearly
patriarchal, complete with an androcentric cult of personality. As Valdés later reflected:

Through teaching and prophecy–ultimate sources of knowledge–Thomas
maintains absolute authority. We see this in the unconditional devotion of some of
his followers.328
Those devotees included a group of twelve “apostles,” who Thomas so-named in order to
echo Christ’s ministry. In addition to contributing to their leader’s messianic persona, these core
male lieutenants were to direct construction of the ever-expanding community. Much like in the
ministry that the group’s structure echoed, women performed essential functions but received

327. Laurentin, 23.
328. Guillermina Valdés-Villalva, “Movimiento Carismático: El Caso de Ciudad Juárez,
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less credit. Thomas, remembered one El Paso woman, “really believed that the people should
serve… but in their own little place.”329 For many women, that little place included traditionally
gendered domestic duties such as cooking and laundry.
Some women clearly found less traditional ways to contribute, including agricultural
labor, leading specific ministry activities, and even chairing the board of directors.330 In the early
days, Guillermina Valdés Villalva and Sisters Linda Kootz and Mary Virginia were key
organizers; later, women led the Juárez food bank, ministered to shut ins, ran the clinic, and kept
the financial records for the complex ministry’s various projects. Mary Virginia, a Daughter of
Charity, held a variety of roles in Thomas’ and other CCR groups and later founded her own
missionary enterprise. Nevertheless, double standards and marianist undertones complicated
those opportunities. For example, in Miracles in El Paso? Laurentin offers a less than flattering
descriptions of Mary Virginia. “Large, solid, calm, like the turris davidica of scripture,” he
writes, “she could get a lot done without raising a storm[;] Her presence was discreet, like that of
a mother.”331 Quietly effective and devoid of sexuality (and, we infer, full personhood), she and
other motherly workhorses–“stout matrons and grandmothers”–kept the operation going.332
Over time, the more mystical elements of the ministry blossomed, crescendoing in the
late 1980s and early 1990s. In The Bible on the Border: How Father Rick Thomas and his
Friends Learned to Serve the Poor of Mexico by Taking God at his Word (2009), Richard
Dunstan provides a glowing description of this “spiritual warfare.”333 A Charismatic author
based in British Colombia, Dunstan visited Thomas’ group frequently beginning in the late 80’s,
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becoming a friend of the ministry. Published by The Lord’s Ranch Press, the booklet includes
three sections: a brief overview of the ministry’s activities; “Spiritual Principles”; and words of
wisdom for “trying this at home.” Where Laurentin was excitedly colonialist, Dunstan is
noticeably more mystical and apocalyptic. He frames the groups’ ministry activities–visiting jails
and a mental hospital in Juárez, for instance–as a battle against Satan. “The devil has been at
work at some of the places they’re going,” he writes, “and they’re ready for battle.”334
Dunstan explains that these and other ministries such as the food bank, clinics, and–of
course–praise and worship sessions continued through the turn of the century, but new ones were
also added. These included a short-wave radio station, KJES or “King Jesus” (aimed at purifying
the airways with scripture and prayer), anti-abortion activities, and “spiritual warfare” prayer
sessions designed to sabotage pop and rock concerts at the El Paso Coliseum. Devoting a
significant amount of ink to this concept, Dunstan details how Thomas’ followers fought
demonic powers seemingly present everywhere. Not only were fortune tellers, curanderas,
horoscopes and the like off limits, the devil could be conjured by telling someone “good luck,”
throwing rice at a wedding, wishing on a star or a birthday candle, or possessing any good luck
charm or symbol.335 The group routinely said special anti-demonic prayers, served people
lemonade made from holy water without the recipients’ knowledge, and used other
“sacramentals” such as oil and salt to exorcise occult influence.336 Possessions and curses,
Thomas asserted, could be imbued in basically any object or transmitted across generations.337
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For example, the residual evil of bootlegged liquor and murders stopped up a sink drain; a hardy
mix of holy water and blessed salt cleared the blockage and left a heavenly scent.338
Like other CCR groups, the Our Lady’s Youth Center ministry practiced healing through
prayer, laying on of hands, and anointing with oil. “Miracles of healing were taking place right
before people’s eyes,” remembered one participant, “more than that… there was a palpable sense
of the presence of God.”339 Unlike most other CCR groups, their healing practices were infused
with the same supernatural conflict. That is, while the believers unenthusiastically acknowledged
the utility of the medical professions, they often interpreted physical and psychological illnesses
as evidence of the intervention of evil spirits. Dunstan described the process of healing:

Volunteers follow the four steps of Sir. 38:9-12 in treating patients: the patient
should pray, then renounce sin, then use liturgical means (a “sweet-smelling
sacrifice” in Sirach, sacramentals and volunteers praying over the patient at the
clinic), and finally–only as the fourth step–see a doctor.340
Laurentin, Dunstan, and informants all mention a variety of apparent miraculous healings:
cognitively impaired children learning to read, a malformed foot being corrected, cancer
disappearing.
Despite these miraculous occurrences, at least one believer had a negative experience
with the group’s approach to healing.341 Patty had witnessed miracles over more than a decade
investing time, energy, and resources to the ministry at the dump, OLYC, and the Lord’s Ranch.
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In the late 1980s, however, she was diagnosed with cancer. She remembered suddenly feeling
pressured:

It was a question of what I was going to do in order to try to get well, and it
seemed to me that I was getting some pretty strong signals from Father Thomas
that I ought to just pray in faith for healing and accept that healing and go about
my business. That was sort of the theology of the day.342
At Thomas’ suggestion, Patty retreated to the Lord’s Ranch to pray about her options: 1)
pray, accept healing, and receive minimal treatment locally; or 2) leave town for treatment a
major research hospital. After praying, she chose to leave El Paso and the Thomas ministry to
receive cutting edge treatment at a major research hospital. “It was scary,” Patty remembered, “I
sort of had the idea that the Youth Center was the place where God was, and everything else was
suspect–at best.” Despite her initial fears of leaving the community and “going against what
Father Thomas wanted [her] to do,” Patty soon realized she had made the right choice:

I was told at MD Anderson that if I had done the surgical procedure they wanted
me to do in El Paso, they would be giving me… three to six months to live. [MD
Anderson] had just developed a protocol that gave women with my kind of cancer
a chance to live. I was astounded by this news…I would have died. And what I
began to find out is that–this place, this hospital, and the people there–God was
there too.
That yearlong experience with cancer was an enormous turning point for Patty. She
realized that if she had not made the decision to pursue the care she did, she would have died.
Upon her return–her cancer eradicated but her body ravaged by the treatment–Patty soon felt out
of place at the Youth Center. She returned to attend a daytime prayer meeting with people with
whom she had spent ten years of her life, but something was different. Emaciated and tired but
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emboldened with new perspective, Patty arrived just in time to hear Thomas read from the Book
of Colossians: “I am now rejoicing in my sufferings for your sake, and in my flesh I am
completing what is lacking in Christ’s afflictions for the sake of his body, that is, the church.”343
The Thomas ministry, she realized, “was small.” She made peace with the important role the
Renewal had played in her life, her decision to leave it for treatment, and her new understanding
of God and creation. She retained an appreciation for the spiritual Renewal and a commitment to
the marginalized–“one of the greatest gifts of [her] life.” Nevertheless, she knew that “there was
a much bigger, and a much wider, and a much richer presence of God in the world that was not
confined to one place or one way of doing things.”344

LA OBISPA
Serving as a link to workers and labor activists and, later, the Bishop of Juárez,
Guillermina Valdés Villalva was one of the most influential voices in Thomas’ Juárez ministry.
Her experiences–and the ways they have been remembered–speak to the key role of women in
the Juárez Renewal, the pervasive presence of sexism and classism, and the selective erasure of
CCR. A complex person who took on a variety of roles, Valdés was seemingly all things to all
people: a socialist organizer, a feminist educator, an academic, and a devout and Charismatic
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Catholic.345 With a “discrete yet effective presence,” she drew upon upper-class credentials and
graduate education at the University of Michigan to craft a persona for every situation. 346
“Until recently (1978) an atheist,” Valdés founded the Centro de la Orientación de la
Mujer Obrera (COMO) with her associate María Villegas in 1968.347 COMO created a space for
young women workers, increasingly employed in the maquilas, to socialize and receive Freirean
consciousness-raising education.348 The form and curriculum of the courses varied, but they
generally included themes about worker’ rights and women’s roles and concrete training for
career development, given the tendency for maquiladoras to exploit and exhaust workers after
only a few years.349 In addition to this commitment to individual empowerment, COMO served
as a node of organizing for worker cooperatives. One of these was the Sociedad Cooperativa de
Seleccionadores de Materiales (SOCOSEMA), the co-op organization of the dump. Following
the recession of 1974, Valdés worked with the community at the dump to form the coop, which
allowed members to by-pass a middle man and sell their scraps and salvaged items at a higher
price. Valdés served as secretary general of the organization, channeling its legal processes and
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bookkeeping through COMO. The Charismatic Renewal, she told Laurentin, “instill[ed] the life
and spirit of the cooperative.”350
Like other Charismatic and Pentecostal leaders, Valdés used a story of transformation to
legitimize her participation in the movement’s leadership. After publicly identifying as a Marxist
organizer, she suffered serious complications from pregnancy and other health problems. Though
she was careful about sharing that experience, word got out that she had a near-death experience
and–at least in Charismatics’ remembrance of the story–received prayers and miraculous
healing.351 Though it is impossible to know the extent to which Valdés encouraged the
emergence of that Saul-of-Tarsus story of salvation and metanoia, she clearly used it in her
organizing. Instead of abandoning her Marxist sociological critique, her experience with the
Renewal led Valdés to see faith as a unifying and motivational tool. One scholar who interacted
with Valdés in the late 1970s noted that Valdés was concerned with “widespread feelings of
meaninglessness and disassociation caused by lack of social cohesion.”352 Citing that anomie,
Valdés styled herself as a Gramscian “organic intellectual” pursuing a new form of Catholic
Action as a pragmatic tool of social organizing. That is, in a moment of upheaval, transition, and
chaos, Valdés likely saw CCR as a way to encourage and mobilize people toward the greater
good. Whether or not she actually believed in Catholic dogma or spiritual charisms, it was a
means to an end. Nevertheless she was at the very least sympathetic and respectful to the
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Renewal and the experiences of its participants. In fact, she first likely came into direct contact
with the CCR by way of her husband or mother, early attendees of Thomas’ CCR meetings. By
all accounts, Guillermina’s husband, Antonio, was an emotive and sincere believer who lent his
skills as a physician to the service of the dump workers and their children.
By 1978, Valdés was not only an important member of Thomas’ ministry, she was the
diocesan liaison for the Renewal in Juárez. Reflecting both his deep trust in Valdés and equally
profound misgivings about Thomas, Bishop Manuel Talamás Comandari regarded her as
overseer, “her authority extend[ing] to priests as well.”353 Though Talamás had once forbidden
Thomas from performing sacraments in the diocese, no doubt fearing “excesses,” Valdés was
able to keep the two clerics at arms’ length and, therefore, at peace. Laurentin documented a
meeting with Talamás, Valdés, and Thomas in which she demonstrated “poise and authority,”
pleasant and collegial rapport with the bishop, and the ability to curate Thomas’ more mystical
tendencies.354 At the height of the Centro Comunitario del Espíritu Santo, Valdés’ influence was
such that Charismatics in Juárez called her, “la obispa” (the [female] bishop). By the mid-1980s,
however, COMO had eroded under coopting pressures of the ruling Partido Revolucionario
Institucional (PRI). Valdés became increasingly involved in politics and academics, ceding
leadership of COMO and assuming the directorship of what came to be the Juárez extension of
the Colegio de la Frontera Norte.
Given her newfound academic bonafides, Talamás asked her to prepare a report on the
Charismatic Catholic Renewal in the area, which she began in 1986. Valdés originally titled that
document “Apuntes sobre la creación de una subcultura religiosa-opositora” (“Notes on the
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Creation of a Religious-Oppositional Subculture”), but it was published after her death as
“Movimiento Carismático: El caso de Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua, 1971-1986” (“Charismatic
Movement: The Case of Ciudad Juárez, 1971-1986”). 355 In it, she provides an overview of
historical charismatic and ecstatic movements broadly, a list of the Bishop’s concerns about
excesses, and a description of key actors and ideologies in Mexico. She correctly notes that Cd.
Juárez and Mexico City were the two most prominent nodes of the Mexican Renewal,
identifying the Misioneros and Thomas as representatives. She also lists her own formal
inclusion on the first national CCR leadership council, alongside Carlos Talavera, Alfonso
Navarro, and Salvador Carrillo.356 Though Valdés had been able to smooth over conflict between
Talamás and Thomas after a flair-up in 1977, by 1986 la obispa herself seems to have had
enough. Her 1986 writing criticized Thomas’ ministry for multiple reasons: the lack of obedience
to Church authority, its cult of personality, a harmful and hypocritical approach to poverty, and
an obsession with “the great apocalyptic confrontation between good and evil.”357
Despite Valdés’ essential role in the Juárez Renewal, her profile as a labor organizer
garnered the most attention. Most of her peers in organizing and academia discussed COMO and
her critiques of the maquiladora system, but they generally disregarded or downplayed her role
in the Renewal.358 Borderlands scholar Kathleen Staudt remembered:
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[COMO was] one of the biggest women’s organizations at the time, with its
leader, Guillermina, involved in a variety of projects, from the dump, to training
maquila workers, to offering adult basic education and a childcare center. [She]
was a social movement person… a program developer… a leader, very
articulate… an eloquent critic of what was going on in the maquila… totally
bilingual… someone who had the pulse of what was going on in Cd. Juárez,
which was a time when labor issues were prominent.359
Then an emerging scholar of women and development, Staudt was most familiar with
Valdés’ labor advocacy. In addition to COMO’s ambitious coursework, internships, and training
programs, Staudt was also aware of Valdés’ appearance in the groundbreaking 1986
documentary The Global Assembly Line, which placed Mexican and Philippine maquiladoras in
the global context of U.S. manufacturers’ search for cheap labor.360 The documentary’s coproducer, sociologist Patricia Fernández-Kelly, later published For We are Sold, I and My
People: Women and Industry in Mexico’s Frontier and The Centro de Orientación de la Mujer
Obrera based largely on Valdés’ work.361 These scholars concerned themselves (and reasonably
so) with the immediate material concerns of factory workers, disproportionately young women
who endured unpleasant and unsafe working conditions for sub-poverty wages.362 Their critiques
were generally Marxist, infused with an understanding that the oppressed workers were “third
world women.” Gay Young, for instance, applied an explicitly “Marxist feminist” lens to the
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maquiladora conversation, arguing that a discussion of class without an inherent appreciation of
gender “remains insensitive to the causes of women’s subordination.”363
Still, at least one feminist scholar recognized CCR’s role in Valdés’ organizing. In a
chapter in an obscure 1992 Yugoslavian publication, Influence of the Frankfurt School on
Contemporary Theology, Critical Theory, and the Future of Religion, Kathryn Kopinak
explored:

the extent that religious images (such as that of the Virgin of Guadalupe) have and
can legitimate gender, class, and ethnic domination, and to what extent they have
and can struggle on the side of the oppressed and exploited.364
In “The Religious Basis of Resistance to Gender Exploitation in the U.S.-Mexico Free Trade
Zone” Kopinak added that religious-based ideas of decency and femininity were key elements of
the patriarchal process of exploitation of maquiladora workers.365 Valdés, she implied,
understood that and, therefore, made use of those ideologies of gender and faith in her praxis.
“Social scientists ignore[d] evidence of a religious basis of resistance,” she explained , “while
religious observers condemned political resistance as damaging to spiritual development.”366
Kopinak remembered other reasons for this selective portrayal:
Many of my fellow researchers, as well as community activists with whom I came
in contact, were aware that Guillermina Valdés de Villalva and many of her staff
were [C]harismatic Catholics, but had not included it in their analyses. Some
dismissed it because of their own lack or distrust of religious belief. Others were

363. Ibid., 107.
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silent in effort to protect the organization. Because of the historic separation of
church and state in Mexican society, government authorities would have hesitated
to allow religiously motivated people to mount educational programs for workers.
The political stereotype of the middle-class woman acting on behalf of the church
and against the PRI would probably have been used to discredit Guillermina if her
religious convictions had been acknowledged.367
While activists and scholars had their own reasons for casting Valdés a certain way, so did her
religious admirers. Laurentin, Dunstan, and former followers of Thomas almost universally
emphasize Valdés spiritual experiences and downplay her organization and activism.
Defying easy description, Valdés clearly embodied what some scholars have called
border skills or what Joan Scott has more recently termed feminist fantasy.368 That is,
transgressing norms and expectations, she bobbed and weaved her way through myriad social
contexts and constructed a colorful mosaic identity: obispa, doctora, Mexicana, labor organizer,
feminist, atheist, Marxist, U.S.-trained academic, mother, wife, Charismatic, anti-PRIista,
PRIista sell out, and even–some whisper–closet lesbian. No doubt savvy to these perceptions and
the power of gender and religion in the spaces in which she operated, Valdés used these
identities–this fantasy–to serve her interests in and out of the Renewal.369
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SINE IN JUÁREZ

Like his colleague and friend, Archbishop Adalberto Almeida, in Cd. Chihuahua, Bishop
Manuel Talamás wanted to implement SINE on the diocesan level in the service of his Vatican II
pastoral approach. Echoing Almeida’s efforts, Talamás created a SINE office within Diocesan
Administration in the early 1980s and issued pastoral instruction for parish implementation.
SINE failed to take off in the diocese at large, likely due to both a shortage of priests and the
presence of some “hijos desobientes.”370 Nevertheless, it was hugely successful in at least one
influential parish. Gustavo Fong, a close ally of Talamás and the presbyter of Sagrada Familia, a
centrally located middle and upper class parish, eagerly embraced the Sistema and had
implemented much of the pastoral plan by 1982.371 As one Fong admirer remembered, the
combination of the priest’s natural charisma and SINE’s structure quickly reached critical mass:

People followed him in his preaching wherever he went, and he became a
phenomenal leader. His Sunday homilies were over an hour long, and the church
was always crowded. People began to declare vocations; some found ways to
serve the needy, while others became seminarians, consecrated laypeople, or
nuns. Still others committed themselves to politics, with a clear vision of service
to others. One of those was Francisco Barrio.372
Emerging from SINE’s groups and these newfound vocations was the Fuente Cívico de
Participación Ciudadana, a grassroots organization from which political turmoil and renewal
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would come. According to Guillermina Valdés, “marriage groups” at Sagrada Family functioned
as political cells to support a slate of candidates affiliated with the Partido de Acción Nacional,
Mexico’s center-right Christian (Catholic) Democrat party.373 That is, SINE geographical blocks
with sector captains (some of which were re-organized vestigial Movimiento Familiar Cristiano
groups) provided the framework for political organization. Solidifying the movement’s collective
identity and imbuing the experience with a spiritual catalyst were prayer groups–another key
element of the Renewal. These gatherings began to feature “prayers of intersession for [the
PAN’s] favor,” no doubt sprinkled with impassioned glossolalia.374
Though the resulting political movement left its mark on society, changing political
winds within the Church saw Fong and SINE go out of favor. Amid whispered accusations of
prior homosexual behavior and the weakening of his friend and boss, Manuel Talamás, Fong was
transferred out of Sagrada Familia in 1988. Erected the year before, Fong’s new parish, Mater
Dolorosa, was comparably humble and further from power. Located near the Juárez airport, the
area was composed of poor neighborhoods with humble block homes and new INFONAVIT
developments, simple homes built en masse for working-class families.375 Nevertheless, the
priest began a new implementation of SINE to which he dedicated the rest of his life.
Cesar Rivera’s experience as a congregant at Mater Dolorosa provides insight into the
way SINE was implemented in the late 1980s and early 1990s in Juárez. A teenager from a
modest family, much of Rivera’s social life revolved around the parish. Though Rivera and other
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local boys’ social activities included drinking alcohol and getting into fights, SINE’s small group
activities “looked fun.”376 Rivera added that “some of [them] would join, because there were hot
girls” and participation was a way to look like “one of the good boys.” Rivera also felt pressure
to complete confirmation, a requisite for marriage in the Church, and became involved at the age
of seventeen. He remembered thinking that the Charismatic Catholics were “scary” but then
realized that the movement included Mater Dolorosa.
Rivera participated in one of SINE’s week-long retreats, which included two or three
hours weekday evenings and culminated in all-day off-site sessions Saturday and Sunday. He
remembered that “each day they would teach you a different theme” and then break into groups
led by “Pastorcitos [of] similar age.” Two young men only slightly older than Rivera were in
charge of his group, and they facilitated a discussion based on the message of the plenary
session. The week included “dinámicas–thought experiments, activities, [and] stories”–some of
which were powerfully emotional. For example, the informant recalled one especially poignant
story about a soldier being disfigured in war and returning home to experience his fiancé’s
unconditional love. The illustration served as powerful metaphor for God’s profound, absolute
love, indeed powerful enough to elicit tears from an apostate a quarter-century later. Though the
participant did not remember other themes of the week, they most certainly included the SINE
basics: Kerygmatic Message, Apostolic Commitment, and Social Transformation. That is, the
participants were likely guided through the salvation process, given general dogmatic training
that explained the baptism in the Spirit, and incorporated into the geographic and social
structures of the parish.377
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Though Rivera remembers little else about this basic weekday content, his recollection of
the weekend sessions remains vivid. Hosted at Instituto México, a Catholic school near the
Juárez Seminary, the event included an intense climax on Saturday and a celebratory mass on
Sunday. Though Rivera heard rumors about strange things happening during the Saturday
session–such as “you might faint”–the organizers provided few details in advance. After a full
group instruction session similar to those on weekday evenings, individuals were taken one or
two at a time to an adjacent room. He realized it was his turn to experience the second baptism:
As soon as I walked in I see all these people laying on the floor…and others
crying like crazy, crying their soul out, and I was fucking scared! And they [put]
their hands on me, and then they prayed. And I just remember being afraid and
saying “Señor haz de mi lo que quieras–do with me what you wish.” …I felt these
cramps… It blew my mind. It was beautiful.378

Unfortunately a line began to form behind Rivera, and the Sistema–reminiscent of the
nearby maquiladoras–had to move along to the next person before he experienced more. Even
though Rivera did not speak in tongues or receive healing or other gifts, that moment at the
Instituto México remains a powerful and emotional memory, “one of the most empowering
experiences of [his] life.”379 SINE’s systematic approach perhaps limited his experience with the
Spirit, but it also made possible the most politically salient outcome, the exposure of hundreds of
mainstream Catholics at a time. Like Cesar Rivera, most of them never identified as Charismatic
Catholics, but still felt a similar sense of empowerment. For many, that feeling–combined with
SINE’s intentional approach to mobilization–contributed to increased involvement or, in SINE
language, Social Transformation.
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POLITICS AND THE CRISIS IN CHIHUAHUA
During the 1980s, Mexico experienced intense political conflicts, complicated in the
North by labor disputes and monetary instability. In the memory of many Mexicans and
observers this turbulence is epitomized by the rigged elections of 1988.380 During the infamous
election night, the incumbent Partido Revolucionario Institutional (PRI) party claimed technical
problems during the return and stole the election from the opposition, most notably the leftist
presidential candidate Cuauhtémoc Cárdenas. In the state of Chihuahua, however, many folks
remember violence, fraud, and public controversy in the preceding years, culminating in the
months preceding and the weeks following the July 1986 election. Hampered by economic
turmoil and conflicts over rural landholdings, the PRI experienced a setback in the 1983 state and
municipal elections, despite the widespread fraud and repression and even violence, at least in
some areas.381 Following the elections, the PRI in Chihuahua began to institute a series of voting
reforms, which local, national, and international media described as a means for the PRI to more
easily repress and commit fraud in the subsequent 1986 elections.382 A coalition composed of
PAN operatives, wealthy conservative business leaders, and various Catholic groups rallied
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under the moral leadership of the northern bishops, most prominently Talamás and Almeida, the
latter serving as the group’s leader.
Epitomizing the PRI’s 1983 setback was the election of Francisco Barrio as mayor of
Juárez.383 A PANista accountant and member of La Sagrada Familia, Barrio’s political career
emerged from his experiences in parish life. An active participant in the parish’s SINE
programming and friend of Gustavo Fong, Barrio had access to tangible and less tangible
resources that helped him be successful.384 Most concretely, membership at Sagrada Familia and
involvement in the Renewal gave him access to well-connected Catholic members of Juárez’
emergent professional middle class. This included Sergio Conde Varela, who joined the Renewal
after visiting the dump to collect taxes for the municipal government.385 “Well connected” and a
“master of organization,” Fong supported Barrio’s PANista coalition, pushing clerical
boundaries to their limits.386 In his sermons and interactions with the faithful, the enigmatic
priest left little doubt about his political inclinations and recommendations.387 Even after Fong
was forced to tone down his political participation, remembered Cesar Rivera, “You were led to
understand that Catholicism was in line with a particular political program, which happened to
align with the Partido de Acción Nacional.”388 (Indeed, SINE itself gradually embraced a similar
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approach, which their 1986 publication calls “evangelism and political commitment.”389) In
public events, including Barrio’s “mitines” and “plantones” leading up to the 1986 elections,
Fong sometimes donned almost comically ineffective costumes in an effort to disguise his
appearance. In reality, believers took note of his presence–and tacit support–and saw it as
important legitimization for the PAN’s efforts.390 Less tangible but equally important, Barrio
likely experienced the sense of empowerment charismatics–even ex-Charismatics–attribute to
the second baptism. Clearly a jolt of spiritual motivation would have served Barrio well during
his various hurdles, which included a three-week hunger strike, a foiled assassination, and a
“Caravan of Democracy”–a grueling trek from Chihuahua to Querétaro.
While Barrio led the political arm of the movement, the bishops provided moral cover
and helped broaden the mobilization. Adalberto Almeida and Manuel Talamás both openly
advocated for civic consciousness, voter participation, and democracy in the early 1980s, but the
PRI’s blatant shenanigans in 1985 and 1986 brought new urgency and candor. In March 1986,
Almeida published a pastoral letter cosigned by Talamás and several other northern bishops,
“Coherencia cristiana en la política” (Christian Coherence in Politics). 391 Subtitled, “A los
católicos que militan en los partidos políticos” (To Catholics Fighting in Political Parties), the
letter suggested that a practicing Catholic could not in good faith participate in an institution
that–among other things–required government employees to vote a certain way, manipulated
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public discourse for partisan ends, or embezzled public funds to use in political campaigns.392
Not so subtly, the bishops had posed the question “Can a Catholic be a PRIísta?” and in doing so
launched an intense public debate. Throughout March and April 1986, Talamás and sympathetic
PANistas exchanged barbs with PRIístas in the Diario de Juárez around the question of a “clero
político.”
The PRI’s response to the letter took a three-pronged approach: feigned outrage and
(re)appropriated religiosity, isolation of Almeida and Talamás as bad eggs within an otherwise
respectable clergy, and classic general anti-clericalism. In one editorial, for example, selfdeclared Catholic PRIísta María García accused the Church of “unjust accusations and
sentimental manipulations.”393 She cited Christ’s “Give unto Cesar” exhortation as evidence that
the Church should stay out of politics and focus on development of individual Christians.
Reflecting the tension of the era, García lamented that she “had never felt so much pressure to
defend [her] religious beliefs and [her] political association as in the last few years.” Another
article quoted a PRI official asserting that the “Clero Político” did not even exist, hinting that
Talamás and Almeida were shameful exceptions.394 A few weeks later, a brand new group with
obvious connections to the party, “Católicos por la Democracia Social,” continued that line of
attack with even more feigned shock and outrage, publishing a full-page open letter in the
Diario, which was also distributed at local parishes. Piously asserting their own Catholic
identities, the group accused the bishops of “false pretenses, illogical conclusions, [and] violation
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of the law and their ministries.”395 “We affirm,” they concluded, “that it is legitimate to be
catholic and PRIísta. We reiterate our right and duty to seek temporal wellbeing and the
Kingdom of Christ.”396
Finally, classic anticlerical sentiments emerged. One commenter, Fernando Irala, cited
open conflict between the PRIista state and the PAN, which he accused of being a front for the
Church.397 Irala placed the conflict in the context of a vast clerical plot to “weaken public power
in [the] nation” culminating in the state of Chihuahua. His article appeared only a couple of days
after President De la Madrid declared that “we will not allow the clergy to interfere in politics”
while visiting Tijuana.398 At the same time, the president of the PRI, Lugo Verduzco, had also
unequivocally evoked Mexico’s longstanding church-state conflict in a public comment in
Zacatecas saying:
The voice of [Benito] Juárez still fills Mexico’s political space. May the worthy
hear it. It is morally impossible for [us to allow] those reactionaries who deny
history to win.399
In this context Irala critiqued Francisco Barrio, then candidate for the Chihuahua governorship,
for seemingly absurd religious beliefs:

The PAN has nominated Francisco Barrio, an odd character who first declined to
run but later accepted after–according to his own writings–God told him he
395. Católicos por La Democracia Social, “Carta Abierta a Nuestros Prelados,” Open
Letter, (April 13, 1986): “Afirmamos que es legítomo ser católico y er periísta. Reiteramos
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should do it.400
Talamás responded to the controversy by reasserting democratization and attacking the
sensationalist coverage that left “a large portion of the people confused and disoriented.” He
called the open response letter a “blatant attempt to justify the Mexican political system” and
suggested that it was time to reform the constitutional limits on clerical participation in
politics.401
As the elections approached Barrio and his PAN coalition openly called for civil
disobedience, even publishing a large ad “¿Qué es la desobediencia civil?” that
introduced it and included a quiz. Despite the public attention, the elections went forward
with the 1985 electoral reforms in place. Unsurprisingly, the PRI swept Chihuahua.
Equally unsurprisingly, the PAN rejected the outcome, citing voter intimidation, ballot
tampering, and other misdeeds. After a series of emergency meetings, the northern
bishops responded. On July 13, 1986 the Archbishop published a pastoral letter cosigned
by Talamás and several other northern bishops, which appeared in various newspapers
and was read aloud in parishes.402 Using confrontational language, the bishops exhorted:
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Therefore according to the Gospel (which itself is a denunciation), we
energetically denounce the shameful doings on Election Day, Sunday, July 6
[1986]. We denounce the lies, the fraud, the purposeful delays, the arrogance of
the police, the impersonations, the blackmail, the threats, and all sorts of
irregularities that occurred that day.403
In a moment priest and historian Dizán Vásquez calls the “climax of Catholic political
participation,” a broad PAN coalition mobilized to reject the election as fraudulent.404 Their civil
disobedience included a variety of actions as part of a broad boycott: bishops announced a
suppression of the mass; a coalition of business leaders refused to pay their utility bills or taxes;
and members of the Movimiento Familiar Cristiano, Catholic Action, and the Renewal took to
the streets, leading mass demonstrations or mitins and shutting down the international bridges.405
Most of these actions simmered prior to the election, but they surged and became more coherent
in its wake. Even some leftist groups (who rejected the PAN as far right) joined the cause for
democratization.
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Figure 4. Satirical Comic mocks the Church
Source: Diario de Juárez, March 15, 1986
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The mass demonstrations, though unable to affect change in the 1986 elections, left a
lasting mark on Chihuahua and the Church. Most immediately, the northern bishops found
themselves at odds with the broader Catholic leadership, which was at the time attempting to
temper Liberation Theology and assert social stability. Even Carlos Talavera Ramírez, an
influential prelate in central Mexico and early advocate for the Renewal, reaffirmed the Church’s
desire for stability and eschewed social unrest during first symposium for Social Doctrine, a
meeting of ecclesial leaders to discuss social issues.406 The Vatican, meanwhile, was busy
undermining Liberation Theology and offering a not-so-subtle critique of the Sandinistas.407 A
Central Intelligence Agency white paper revealed that the U.S. was concerned about Liberation
Theology and the Church’s involvement in politics.408 Though the document did not consider
Liberation Theology important in Mexico at the time, it included the country on the list “Could
Become Politically Significant.” Contemporary documents from Mexico’s Secretaria de
Relaciones Exteriores indicate that the Mexican federal government watched the Church and
media coverage of the Church carefully. Given this context, it is no surprise that the Mexican
State took the crisis seriously. According to Dizán Vásquez, at the time a lieutenant of
Archbishop Almeida, the Secretario de Gobernación Manuel Bartlett contacted the Vatican’s
not-quite official representative to Mexico, Jerónimo Prigione, and asked him to intervene.409
Prigione obliged, calling Almeida repeatedly, sending a envoy to Chihuahua, and deploying the

406. “La Iglesia No Desea Estallidos Sociales, Dicen Dos Obispos,” Diario de Juárez,
March 5, 1986.
407. Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, “Instruction on Christian Freedom and
Liberation,” March 22, 1986,
http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/cfaith/documents/rc_con_cfaith_doc_1986032
2_freedom-liberation_en.html.“Aún No Emite Opinión Boff Sobre El Documento de El
Vaticano,” Diario de Juárez, April 6, 1986.
408. “Liberation Thelogy: Religion, Reform, and Revolution,” Research Paper (Central
Inteligence Agency’s Office of Global Issues, April 1986).
409. Dizán Vázquez, Don Adalberto: El arzobispo de la renovación conciliar (Doble
Hélice, 2003). Note: Since Mexico and the Vatican did not have regular diplomatic relations,
Prigione was a delegate and did not enjoy the formal diplomatic privileges of a nuncio.
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Mexican Episcopal conference against the northern bishops. The delegate, remembered Vásquez,
called Almeida’s pleas for democracy “idealisms” and told the Archbishop he needed to “put his
feet on the ground.”410 Almeida stood his ground but reaffirmed his obedience to the Pope,
implying to the envoy from Mexico City that Papal intervention would allow him to save face
and resume the regular schedule of masses. Though Prigione and Vásquez dispute the extent to
which the Vatican was directly involved in the response, Prigione again called Almeida with
“orders from Rome” to stand down and resume the masses.411
On Saturday, July 19, 1986 the Archbishop of Chihuahua announced he would obey the
Pope. The masses went on as normal and, though dissent and public discussion continued, things
gradually calmed. In the long term, the 1986 confrontation between the northern clerics and the
PRI state helped elevate the PAN into the position of the default opposition party. Barrio and his
PAN coalition, denied the election, nevertheless continued celebrating their “victory” and
planning public demonstrations. The movement born of the SINE, the broader Renovación en el
Espíritu Santo, the MFC, and a host of other groups allied with the PAN persisted. In the
following years, it successfully advocated for greater transparency in elections in Chihuahua and
briefly resumed mass mobilization following the fraudulent national elections of 1988. Most
importantly, the network of PAN activists gave the party new legitimacy, and in 1992 Francisco
Barrio was elected governor of Chihuahua.
This move toward democratization, however, came at a high price. While the northern
bishops complied with the orders of Prigione/Bartlett and limited their protest, they nevertheless
continued a fervent critique of the fraudulent elections and an exhortation for democratization.
They issued a “Juicio Moral,” reaffirming their rejection of the results, they launched workshops
on democracy, and Talamás continued publishing editorial justifications for political reform and
410. Ibid., 247-8.
411. Ibid., 248-59. Vásquez later argued that history vindicated Almeida and the northern
bishops, proving their suppression of the mass theologically and morally sound and blaming a
careerist Prigione–not the Pope–for siding with a corrupt government.
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civic engagement in the Diario. When the 1988 fraudulent elections occurred, the bishops again
participated in public denunciations of corruption but, as Dizán Vásquez and Silvia Bénard have
noted, their efforts were comparably muted.412 It appears ecclesial pressures contributed to this
change. Almeida and Talamás were both undercut by the appointment of coadjutor bishops–heirs
apparent and co-rulers–in 1988, Talamás the spring before the July election and Almeida the fall
after.413
Both replacements were reactionary compared to their Vatican II predecessors. In
Chihauhua, José Fernández Arteaga wasted no time rolling back Almeida’s pastoral vision. “It
was arranged,” claimed Vasquéz, “so Adalberto was replaced before his time with an archbishop
who would eliminate any opposition to the official party.”414 Later, Vásquez and other priests
publically accused Fernández of repression, ostentatious spending, and the reimplementation of
fees for sacramental services, something the Vatican II generation had regarded as exclusionary
and predatory.415 It appears SINE, along with many other pastoral initiatives, withered in
Chihuahua before silence and neglect. Juan Sandoval Íñiguez, Talamás’ replacement, was much
worse. Clergy and laypeople of all stripes bemoaned his dismantling of Talamás’ programs,
including SINE, which lost its diocesan office and was mostly consigned to Fong’s efforts at
Mater Dolorosa. Most damaging, Sandoval closed the Juárez Seminary–one of Talamás’

412. Silvia M. Benard, “Catolicismo Y Democracia: La Iglesia Chihuahuense En El
Proceso de Cambio Político En La Ultima Década” (Latin American Studiaes Association,
Washington, D.C, 1995), http://lanic.utexas.edu/project/lasa95/benard.html; Vásquez Loya,
“Iglesia Y Sociedad Civil En Chihuahua, 1969-1991.”
413. “Juan Cardinal Sandoval Íñiguez [Catholic-Hierarchy],” accessed October 18, 2017,
http://www.catholic-hierarchy.org/bishop/bsandoval.html; “Archbishop José Fernández Arteaga
[Catholic-Hierarchy],” accessed October 18, 2017, http://www.catholichierarchy.org/bishop/bfernar.html.
414. Vázquez, Don Adalberto. “[Bartlett] se las arregló para que don Adalberto fuera
sustituido incluso antes de tiempo por un arzobispo que eliminara toda oposición al partido
official.”
415. Miroslava Breach and Ruben Villalpando, “Denuncian Sacerdotes Abusos Del
Arzobispo de Chihuahua,” La Jornada, August 16, 2002,
http://www.jornada.unam.mx/2002/08/16/031n1est.php?printver=0.
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crowning achievements–in order to purge alleged Marxists (anyone at all sympathetic to
Liberation Theology), and later reopened it under closer control. (In one moment illustrative of
general sentiment toward Sandoval, a guest of the Seminary asked why there were busts of
Bishops Talamás and Renato, Sandoval’s successor, in the foyer but not one of Sandoval. An
affiliate of the institution replied that, indeed there was and gestured toward the nearby
restroom.) Sandoval, promoted to Cardinal Archbishop of Guadalajara in 1994, became known
as one of Mexico’s most preeminent culture warriors, especially his homophobia and misogyny.

REQUIEM

By the 1990s, SOCOSEMA was struggling, plagued by a labor lawsuit filed by some of
the Twelve Apostles.416 Valdés, who had mostly removed herself from the organization’s
activities, died in a plane crash in the fall of 1991. The coop she founded ceased operations that
same year. A court ruled in favor of the Apostles two years later, triggering a temporary stop to
many of the center’s services. A private company moved the sorting operations a few miles away
and has since operated the dump under better, but still difficult working conditions. Nevertheless,
the organization enjoyed a second wave of building in the 1990s, adding a workshop and
storehouse, a large dining hall, and dormitories for hosting diverse Catholic and Protestant
church groups. Alarcon built relationships with youth group leaders in Colorado and Michigan,
and the Center came to rely on their visits for facility maintenance and expansion and periodic
contributions of clothing, medicine, and non-perishable foods.417
416. Kopinak, “The Double-edged Roles of Religious Politics in Empowering Women
Maquiladora Workers in Juárez, Mexico, from 1968 to 1988.”
417. Hernandez; Ortega; Quiñones.
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The first decade of the new century was especially hard on the Thomas ministry. In 2000,
the organization completed a center for battered women with the help of a Lutheran organization,
but the project had to be abandoned due to the security risk posed by angry, armed husbands.
Thomas died of cancer in 2006, believing “his illness had a spiritual origin and that it was his job
to unite his sufferings with the sufferings of Jesus.”418 Reeling from Thomas’ death and
concerned that families were unable to mourn their dead comfortably, Alarcon began
construction of a funeral parlor in 2007, which remains partially completed.419 Unfortunately, the
construction of the funeral parlor proved to be well timed, and the community used it frequently
between 2008 and 2011 during the drug war-related surge in violence. The parlor also likely
reflects Alarcon’s late-in-life preoccupation with his own death, and, following years of ill
health, the facility hosted his own “celebration” in 2011.420
Alarcon’s passing created immense problems for the Centro. He had been donating a
large portion of his pension to the organization, he had made all of the major decisions based on
God’s direction without documentation or consultation, and–though he lived at the center the last
ten years of his life–he refused to participate in succession planning. When asked by such staff
members as Pilar Machuca or his daughters Charlie and Bernice what they should do upon his

418. Dunstan, The Bible on the Border.
419. No written records of the Centro’s building history exist. These dates are estimates
and were produced from an exercise in communal memory in which Hugo Quiñones, Pilar
Machuca, and several community members attempted to reconstruct a building timeline using a
diagram of the complex. Buildings likely took a year or two to complete, and may have been
used in various stages.
420. Hugo Quiñones, “Personal Correspondence,” May 15, 2013; Ramón Rentería,
“Juárez Mission’s Founder Frank Alarcon Dies at 80,” El Paso Times (Texas), March 3, 2011,
sec. NEWS, http://0www.lexisnexis.com.lib.utep.edu/lnacui2api/api/version1/getDocCui?lni=529C-FJ61-JCB343T9&csi=270944,270077,11059,8411&hl=t&hv=t&hnsd=f&hns=t&hgn=t&oc=00240&perma
=true; Interview with Bernice Hernandez.
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passing, Alarcon simply responded that “God would take care of it.” Bernice Hernandez,
Alarcon’s daughter and director of the Helping Hands for Christ Ministry, the El Paso-based
non-profit tasked with funding the center, continued the work. She still cites the Christmas
Miracle of 1972 as evidence of God’s divine blessing on the mission, Father Thomas, and her
father. Hers is the Christ of Luke 14, the self-sacrificing servant whose focus is the eternal.
“Blessed indeed will you be,” her website quotes, “because of their inability to repay you. For
you will be repaid at the resurrection of the righteous.”421
Though the Youth Center/Lord’s Ranch community continues without Thomas’, the
disarray following Alarcon’s death speaks to the flaw in the ministry’s “God-will-take-care-ofit” attitude. The clear divide between the mission at the dump–the group’s original focus–and the
sites on the U.S. side of the border highlights the hardening of the border. Without border
crossers such as Thomas, Valdés, and Alarcon, a line in the sand divides the body of Christ.

CONCLUSIONS

Compared to the Charismatic Renewal in Pecos, Mexico City, and El Paso, the
experience in Cd. Juárez was arguably the most diverse, multifaceted, and–informed by the
necessities of the area–political. The iconic border city epitomized Mexico’s experience with
industrialization, globalization, and urbanization, including the emergence of the maquiladoras,
rapid population growth, and underdeveloped infrastructure. Talamás cautiously supported the
Renovación Cristiana en el Espíritu Santo, but was most interested in its use in the service of
421. Helping Hands Ministry; Hernandez.
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evangelization and democratization. Smart, agile, and able to position herself appropriately in a
wide variety of contexts, Guillermina Valdés epitomized fronterizx skills. Despite her talents,
she barely kept the peace between Talamás and Thomas, whose excessive mysticism, obstinate
personality, and retrograde ideas about gender limited his ministry’s long-term impact.
The bishop had a more comfortable alliance with SINE, implemented by Gustavo Fong.
Still, Talamás’ Vatican II spirit and pragmatic, pastoral approach meant CCR in Juárez enjoyed
relative freedom of movement. Even if he had wanted to exert more direct control, the city’s
sprawl and chaos, its proximity to the U.S. (and the presence of border-crossing Charismatics),
and a shortage of priests and churches limited Talamás’ options. Though generally revered in
Juárez, Talamás–like his contemporaries–nevertheless fell out of favor during the Church’s
conservative shift in the late 1980s. Though that shift is connected to larger trends in the global
Church, it was immediately formed by a pragmatic political goal, which was reached in 1992,
when Delegate Prigione was promoted to Nuncio upon the restoration of diplomatic relations
between Mexico and the Vatican.
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Conclusion
As the previous chapters have shown, the Charismatic Catholic Renewal was a complex,
multifaceted movement that profoundly impacted the lives of believers in the U.S.-Mexico
borderlands. The pages that follow will describe some of the challenges of doing this sort of
research, the state of Charismatic Renewal today, and a brief note on this study’s contribution to
the existing body of knowledge and its implications for future work.

CHALLENGES
There were several challenges that had to be resolved in order to complete this project,
including how to treat the supernatural, how to describe ecstasy, and how to approach oral
interviews. Foremost was the difficult question of how to treat the supernatural and
unexplainable. In Speaking with Vampires: Rumor and History in Colonial Africa, Louise White
turns perception and historical writing upside-down by basing her work on local stories of bloodsucking firemen and exsanguinating paramedics in colonial Uganda.422 A potent example of how
the researcher can appreciate subject epistemologies, White’s provocative study informed my
own understanding of miraculous healings and other supernatural occurrences in the borderlands.
Echoing White’s approach, I chose to suspend disbelief, placing value upon the individual’s
lived experience or her or his perception thereof. While some of the experiences related in the
previous pages were magical, including healings, divine revelations, speaking in unknown
tongues, and being slain in the spirit, I generally chose to focus on the role of that experience
422. White, Speaking with Vampires.
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with the divine in the lives of my informants. Not only does this allow us to better understand the
spirituality of Charismatic Catholic and Pentecostal believers, but it allows me to eschew timeconsuming and frankly futile exploration of what “really” happened in the unobservable realms
of spirit and imagination.
Complicating this approach, my informants and believers who preceded them frequently
described experiences of divine ecstasy, in which they escaped their physical selves to witness
supernatural manifestations. Mystical professed religious, neo-Pentecostals, and Charismatic
Catholics have described encounters with the divine that are difficult for outsiders to understand.
Though these experiences were always deeply gendered, I agree with Michael Warner’s
assertion they should not be regarded as simply sexual:

[R]eligion makes available a language of ecstasy, a horizon of significance,
within which transgressions against the normal order of the world and the
boundaries of self can be seen as good things. Pentecostalists don’t get slain in
the spirit just by rubbing themselves, or by redirecting some libido; they require a
whole set of beliefs about the limitations of everyday calculations of self-interest,
about the impoverishment of the world that does not willingly yield its increase to
satisfy your lusts. In this way ecstatic religions can legitimate self-transgression,
providing a meaningful framework for the sublime play of self-realization and
self-dissolution.423
A former Pentecostal himself, Warner dissents from Harold Bloom’s description of
Pentecostalism as flatly sexual or “an ecstasy scarcely distinguishable from sexual transport.”424
In addition to clearly recognizing the difference between orgasm and spiritual ecstasy, Warner
understands that the experience is rooted in a (real or imagined) marginal positionality and offers

423. Comstock and Henking, Que(e)rying Religion. Original emphasis.
424. Comstock and Henking; Harold Bloom, The American Religion: The Emergence of
the Post-Christian Nation (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1992).
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a “world-canceling moment.”425 That is, the believer regards herself as an oppressed
religious/spiritual minority and, in the moment of ecstasy, is able to attain a “radical downward
revaluing of the world that despises Pentecostalists.”426 Despite different academic perspectives,
Warner’s view is consistent with Thorsen’s conclusion that the “incipient pentecostalization is an
emerging ecclesial self-understanding with a more particularistic and counter-cultural view of
the Church and its role in the world.”427
Though important, these evocative spiritual practices were only a piece of the CCR
experience. Overemphasis on them flirts with sensationalism, constructing an outsider gaze that
fetishizes and marginalizes, again at the expense of deeper understanding. For that reason,
Warner’s perspective is also helpful. Simultaneously a queer, irreligious intellectual and a former
practicing Pentecostal, he embodies a positionality similar to my own, which is both highly
critical and deeply empathetic of the subjects under study and their experiences. My own
“vestigial self,” as Warner termed it, has insider status within this spiritual movement, and it
pushed me to avoid conversations that would antagonize, patronize, and alienate the
communities that generously opened their doors and made this project possible.428
In this spirit of critical empathy, feminist oral history was a crucial tool in this project.
Though complex and multifaceted, the most basic thing that emanates from feminist oral history
is the classic, essential, but somehow still questioned understanding that “women’s experiences
were inherently valuable and needed to be recorded.”429 Following that assumption, the

425. Comstock and Henking, Que(e)rying Religion.
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429. Sherna Berger Gluck and Patai, Daphne, eds., Women’s Words: The Feminist
Practice of Oral History, (New York: Routledge, 1991).
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challenges of subjectivity, interpretation, and reflection remained. First, these interviews were
conducted with an understanding that the complexities of positionality, power, and relationships
influenced the speakers’ shaping of the narrative. Though the subjects were quite diverse, the
researcher/interviewer remained a white, educated, man, a fact that unquestionably shaped the
ways in which people framed their stories. It also likely influenced silences, as some informants
may not have shared certain things and potential informants may have opted not to share at all.
Though my style of interviewing was generally cordial and relaxed, giving the speakers wide
range to influence the direction of the conversation, I still wielded significant power over the
questions asked and sometimes chose to interrogate topics I perceived to be relevant that the
subjects may have overlooked or thought less important. Certainly, speakers could refuse to
answer certain questions (and some did), though most chose more subtle strategies of redirection or selective memory. While every oral interview was a dialogue, the speakers’ level of
education, personality, and language ability certainly informed the amount of power they brought
to the exchange. For example, a well-educated and savvy Spanish speaker may have been more
able to direct the conversation than a nervous, poorly spoken English speaker. Simply put, the
speaker’s words, our dialogue, and the intrinsic power dynamics of our relationship blended to
create the text: an oral history.
With this understanding, the next challenge is the interpretation of that text, which Sherna
Berger Gluck and Daphne Patai identify as a form of “contemporary literary theory,” not
“transparent representation of experience [or] reproduction of reality.”430 Following these
authors, this project was conducted with the understanding that oral histories are many things
and do many different types of work. It deploys these oral histories in an attempt to somehow

430. Gluck and Patai, Daphne.
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represent the Charismatic Catholic Renewal in the U.S-Mexico borderlands, but I have an
anxious awareness that it can never perfectly achieve that end. Still, diverse historians have
productively used oral histories in ways that further our understanding of the human experience.
They have shown how speakers have used use oral interviews to construct useful narratives of
the past, undergird contemporary notions of identity, and delineate community.431 In the context
of religious communities, especially neo-Pentecostal and Charismatic ones, the act of storytelling
has been particularly important in building communities, often against the backdrop of real or
perceived marginalization.432 Storytelling and retelling also have been used in the construction of
individual reputation (for instance as having spiritual bonafides), and stories of transformation
from depravity to sanctified living have played essential roles in evangelization. In addition to
reifying community through their telling and retelling, well-educated believers sometimes used
these stories of spiritual transformation or metanoia to deploy sophisticated theologies that
defended, explained, or enriched their experiences. On top of all these different considerations,
Kathryn Anderson and Dana Jack remind us that the ability of the researcher to listen informs the
interpretation. Expanding on Gluck and Patai’s advice on feminist oral history, they show how,
for example, the ways women and men talk about their own experiences often echo “internalized
cultural boundaries.”433 I therefore tried to listen carefully for cues that betrayed the speakers’
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hesitation at such psychic frontiers–lines that delineate social constructs, relationships, and
acceptability–and offer encouragement or probing questions to draw them out.
Finally, I struggled to reconcile a sincere respect for the individuals who shared their
stories and aided my research with a pessimistic interpretation of the trajectory of the movement
itself. While certain arms of the institutional Catholic Church (namely the Dioceses of El Paso
and Cd. Juárez) attempted to delay or obstruct my inquiry, the vast majority of the individuals I
met went out of their way to assist me.434 While I did interview a handful of people with more
privileged backgrounds–and therefore, I believe, more options and ethical obligations–the
majority of my subjects were working class and middle class people who were doing their best
with the options and information they had. With the exception of a few informants who were
well-educated, progressive Catholics and former Catholics with whom I enjoyed great rapport
and mutual respect, I mostly felt badly for the people in this study. The Renewal allowed some to
survive a challenge, receive a miraculous healing, and/or empowered them to move to the next
step in their lives (like some of the more educated folks). It motivated some people to feed the
poor, offer medical treatment to children, or teach housewives to read the Bible and think for
themselves. It gave people, especially women, spaces to move, act, and speak. For a moment, it
contributed to Mexico’s attempt at democratization. It inspired folks to form communities and
experiment with new ways of living together in peace. As the movement declined, former
participants took their energy to other kinds of ministries. “When the people got full of the Lord
and revived again,” remembered one member of Open Arms, “they went back to their parishes to
serve… The evangelization took over, the ACTS took over…The Holy Spirt works in so many
434. Peskowitz, et al., “Roundtable Discussion: What’s in a Name? Exploring the
Dimensions of What ‘Feminist Studies in Relgion’ Means.” Feminist scholars have noted the
tendency of patriarchal institutions to defend themselves from critical inquiry.
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ways.” The Renewal’s impact on the lives of individuals–including well-educated folks and even
atheists–was, indeed, real and profound. Despite all these potentially positive outcomes, from my
perspective the Renewal clearly more often functioned as a form of isolation and escapism, a
way to avoid facing and addressing the real problems of the modern world. I cannot help but
wonder: Could these people have done more good working in a more structural way towards
liberation? Did the Renewal offer false hope, a chimera that distracted folks from urgent
problems?

CCR TODAY
Beyond the above-mentioned critiques, the squelching of the Renewal’s potential–indeed,
the Church’s potential–for liberation was a tragic violation of the hope and faith of many
believers. The Church’s reactionary housecleaning of the late twentieth century meant only the
most non-threatening aspects of CCR survived. Today, many Charismatic organizations continue
to limp along, managed by aging leaders who received baptism in the 1970s. Others continue,
their efforts focused on opposing reproductive choice and marriage equality, with little memory
of their Charismatic past. Still others simply no longer exist.435 The experimental communities,
female leadership, and radical economic critiques are mostly forgotten. In Arizona, California,
and Hawaii, elderly former members and affiliates of the Pecos community sustain fragments of

435. David Martin, Tongues of Fire: The Explosion of Protestantism in Latin America, 1
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the experimental community, including Garaets’ mystical healing practices.436 In central Mexico,
remnants of Salvador Carrillo’s Instituto Bíblico still provide resources for scriptural instruction,
albeit without much presence of Pentecostal expression. The Open Arms community continues,
its efforts divided between running a food bank, anti-choice activism, and organizing a smaller
version of the local annual Charismatic congress. Our Lady’s Youth Center continues too, albeit
limited and insular, run by a couple of families formed during its heyday. The Centro
Comunitario del Espiritu Santo limps along as well, aided by an El Paso nonprofit run by
Bernice Hernandez. SINE, though implemented to varying success throughout the Americas,
continues without its former energy, as its system proved more resilient than its Charismatic
character. MFC, which overlapped with the Renewal in Mexico and has continued to flourish,
has waged war against the LGBTQ community while largely ignoring the pressing issues of
poverty, violence, and corruption.
Despite its sad cooptation and decline, CCR as a movement left its mark. Many of its
practices continue to gain acceptance, especially among Latinos. Though difficult to measure
(and representing an opportunity for more research), I suspect that the Renewal permanently
altered the ways many Catholics experience the mass. That is, it likely served as a vehicle by
which upbeat and more singable praise and worship songs made their way into Catholic life. The
same may be true for other practices, such as the laying on of hands, prayers for healing (and in
some places, the healing of memories), and even glossolalia. The impact of vast number of
436. “Religion Briefs: Healing Service, Goodsell Called, Baha’is Meet, Pinon Hills
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tracts, books, videos, theological treatises, and instructional pamphlets is similarly
immeasurable. Charismatic practices have continued to grow in popularity, especially among
U.S. Latinos and Latin Americans.437 A 2007 Pew report estimated that 54% of Hispanic
Catholics in the U.S. and 58% of “foreign-born” U.S. Latino Catholics were Charismatic.438
Indeed, Pew concluded that “while Latino charismatic Catholics differ from other Latino
Catholics… these differences are often relatively modest,” suggesting a diffuse presence of the
Renewal. Furthermore, the study noted, “even Latino Catholics who do not describe themselves
as charismatic or Pentecostal are more likely than non-Latino Catholics to report having
experienced or witnessed supernatural practices such as divine healings or revelations from
God.” One out of three Latino Catholics reported participating in services or small groups “that
include people praying for miraculous healing or deliverance,” one out of five participate where
there is “prophesying or receiving a word of knowledge,” about as many regularly witness
glossolalia, and significant numbers have seen or experienced divine healing.439 A majority of
Latino Catholics attend mass where there are physical “displays of excitement and enthusiasm,”
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and half of them witness speaking in tongues in mass at least “occasionally.”440 Three-quarters of
these same Catholics reported that they “could never leave the Catholic Church,” and Pew
described their beliefs and practices as “traditional.” In sum, U.S. Latino Catholics, especially
immigrants, are heavily Charismatic and devotedly Catholic, despite the fact that they probably
are unfamiliar with the Charismatic Renewal as a historical movement and may not describe
themselves in those terms. Data about CCR in Latin America is more limited, but I suspect a
similar widespread influence. Protestant Pentecostalism has spread and, in places such as Brazil,
CCR has emerged as a conservative political influence.441

SCHOLARLY CONTRIBUTION & OPPORTUNITIES
As more comprehensively explained in the Introduction, this study of the Charismatic
Catholic Renewal was largely a first effort at historical documentation, though–uniquely–from a
borderlands perspective. Scholars have called for more inquiry into the history of religion in
modern Mexico, and, similarly, opportunities remain in the history of the U.S. West.442 That
said, in the complex late-modern world, national perspectives are limiting. The transnational
nature of movements such as the Renewal and institutions such as the Catholic Church only
440. Ibid.
441. “Songs of Praise,” The Times (London), August 28, 1999, http://0www.lexisnexis.com.lib.utep.edu/lnacui2api/api/version1/getDocCui?lni=3XDG-KFR0-00GNY4T7&csi=270944,270077,11059,8411&hl=t&hv=t&hnsd=f&hns=t&hgn=t&oc=00240&perma
=true; “Why Has Pentecostalism Grown so Dramatically in Latin America?,” Pew Research
Center (blog), November 14, 2014, http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2014/11/14/why-haspentecostalism-grown-so-dramatically-in-latin-america/.
442. Adrian A. Bantjes, As If Jesus Walked on Earth: Cardenismo, Sonora, and the
Mexican Revolution (Latin American Silhouettes) (Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 1998);
Martin Austin Nesvig, Religious Culture in Modern Mexico (Lanham, MA: Rowman and
Littlefield, 2007).
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confirms this assertion. Therefore, I have argued that CCR is best understood from a borderlands
perspective.443 The movement’s trajectory illustrates the promise of this approach and points to
other opportunities for scholarly work, both continuing on CCR and on other contemporary
religious movements such as the Theology of Liberation and neo-Pentecostalism. Drawing on
the varied interventions of scholars in border studies, B/Orders in Motion, a research center of
the European University Viadrina, synthesized a systemic schema for the application of border
theory.444 Highlighting the intersections of durability, permeability, and liminality with the
spatial, temporal, and social, this tool produces helpful fundamental questions. In the interest of
concision and relevance, I would like to discuss three intersections presented in the schema:
Durability/Temporal; Permeability/Social; and Liminality/Spatial. The potential applications of
the intersections identified by B/Orders in Motion are explored below through examples this
author has drawn from the research for this project.
At the intersection of durability and time, B/Orders in Motion asks how “the new [is]
demarcated from the old,” applying a classic question of historians to the “establishment,
dissolution and redrawing of borders and boundaries.”445 The trajectory of the Charismatic
Catholic Renewal in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands includes a concerted effort to break from the
old, followed by a deliberate process of social bordering beginning in the mid-1970s, followed
by a period of defensive institutional reaction, and, finally diffusion. That is, after worshiping
alongside Pentecostals and demonstrating little concern for denominational labels in the 1960s
and early 1970s, Charismatic Catholics responded to intra-Catholic accusations of impropriety
443. An earlier draft of this section was originally published as: Jacob Aaron Waggoner,
“Spirit, Transformation, and Gender in Borderlands: A Representative Case Study,”
International Journal of Contemporary Economics and Administrative Sciences 6, no. SI (May
3, 2016): 12–23.
444. “Research Areas in the Thematic Priority ‘B/Orders in Motion’” (Viadrina Centre
B/Orders in Motion), accessed December 14, 2015, https://www.borders-inmotion.de/documents/145200/0/Matrix_Projects_BORDERS_IN_MOTION_f%C3%BCr+Website_engl.pdf/221d74ff-d3c2-419e-b45a216981f69fe9.
445. “Research Areas in the Thematic Priority ‘B/Orders in Motion.’”
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by distancing themselves from Protestants and embarking on a process of independent identity
construction. The Renewal then languished under institutional reaction and then diffused, its
influence spreading while its cohesion was lost. In this case, the temporal periodization
corresponded with a series of social transformations. This project aimed to excavate this process
and place it within its political, social, and economic context.
B/Orders in Motion’s Permeability/Social juncture proves similarly fruitful in the
exploration of “violation of borders”: “Who can and who cannot, pass borders and why?”446
Though many scholars have examined the re-bordering of the U.S.-Mexico boundary and its
consequences for north-bound people, this project poses a similar, related question: Why did
some religious groups emphasize cross-border missionary activities, while ones with similar
beliefs did not? The Charismatic Catholic ministry of Jesuit Father Rick Thomas, for example,
was consistently Juárez-focused, despite (or, perhaps, because of) the limited finances of his
followers and some friction with the bishop of Juárez. SINE, a very different iteration of the
Renewal, was able to move northward across the border, despite also experiencing some
challenges. At the same time, Open Arms, a contemporary Charismatic Catholic group in El
Paso, put little effort toward cross-border ministry, focusing instead on weekly worship and the
organization of CCR conferences, prayer meetings, and retreats. Though Father Thomas’
mystical, apocalyptic vision and strong personality partly explain this stark difference, the socioeconomic status of the respective believers might prove a more determinative factor: Thomas’
diverse followers at the Lord’s Ranch and Our Lady’s Youth Center frequently adopted a kind of
radical poverty, living in modest accommodations and sharing experiences with the most
impoverished. Meanwhile, most of the core members of Open Arms enjoyed middle-class status
and some hailed from well-established, wealthy families. Though the excavation of internal
motivations is always a challenge, by interrogating these contrasting socioeconomic orientations
it may be possible to better understand the intersection of missionary emphasis and capitalism.
446. “Research Areas in the Thematic Priority ‘B/Orders in Motion.’”
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Whatever the reason, the gradual loss of border crossers such as Thomas, Alarcon, and Valdés
beginning in the late 1980s reflected a hardening of the border and separation of Juárez and El
Paso-based ministries.
Finally, B/Orders in Motion asks us to consider the intersection of liminality and space:
“Where do intermediate spaces and marginal zones emerge [and] what specific forms do they
take?”447 While the U.S.-Mexico borderland is an archetypal and well-recognized liminal zone,
work remains in the effort to describe its forms and processes. For example, multiple religious
movements, each with its own history, culture, and theology coexisted and interacted in the
central borderlands. Sharp fronterizos such as Fong and Valdés pragmatically blended varied
approaches in order to meet immediate needs and respond to large-scale social change. Similarly,
the Centro Comunitario del Espíritu Santo blended a U.S. version of the Renewal (which
attempted to adapt to its Mexican environment) with Mexican labor organizing. SINE, a
decidedly Mexican paradigm, was attractive to some Chicanos (including Bishop Peña) but
resisted adaptation to U.S. conditions. These fronterizo individuals, their movements, and their o
religious experiences demonstrate that liminal spaces (and the people who construct and
delineate them) are dynamic and innumerable. Most importantly, this projects suggests that more
work remains to be done to understand people’s experiences with religious faith and practice in
the U.S.-Mexico borderlands and, more broadly, in the liminal spaces of the complex postmodern world.
As we have seen, the Charismatic Catholic Renewal offered a variety of unique spaces
and opportunities for the faithful to reimagine faith, religious practice, and community in the
latter third of the twentieth century. For folks who experienced miraculous healings, the gifts of
the Spirit, and/or acceptance and space to operate within a community, the Renewal was a
powerfully transformative experience. In some ways, CCR even had broader social implications
for the Church and society at large. Most importantly, it was one of many ways laywomen and
447. “Research Areas in the Thematic Priority ‘B/Orders in Motion.’”
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men and professed religious experimented with the empowerment of the People of God in the
decades following the Second Vatican Council. Though these efforts did not achieve long-term
success, they remind us of our willingness to violate social, political, and metaphysical borders
in search community, meaning, and justice.
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